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To the Public: 
The matter presented in these pages has before been published in the 
in the form of "Press Notes," and sent to all of the newspapers of the 
State quarterly during the past two years, with the request that tlley re-
produce such of the matter as, in their judgment, would prove interest-
ing to their readers. We are pleased to know that some 200 papers have 
used this matter as intended. In this manner the results of our experi-
ments have been scattere~ broadcast throughout the State, and hundreds 
of farmers who have before been ignorant. of the experimental work done 
in their behalf, have written us for the regular reports. 
Believing that a compilation of the more important matter in all these 
Press Notes would prove a contribution to Texas agricultural literature 
of some value, we present this miscellaneous matter, as prepared by the 
several departments of the Experiment Station. These articles are of 
two kinds, ( 1) those relating directly to results of experiments, and (2) 
a small number of letters written in reply to actual letters of inquiry 
upon all the varied subjects embraced in the term "Texas Agriculture." 
An index to this matter is added at the close of this Bulletin to assist 
in locating the special subjects treated in its pages. 
J. H. CONNELL, 
Director Texas Experiment Station. 
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BY J, H . CONNELL. 
STOCK FEEDING. 
A GOOD GRAIN RATION FOR COL'I'S. 
DALLAS, TEXAS. 
DEAR Sm-I would like a well balanced ration for fine colts, to pro-
duce the greatest growth and muscular development. Would like to use 
wheat straw (cut fine), bran, ship stuff, and cotton seed meal, in proper 
proportions. Can you give me a correct ration composed of these ingre-
dients? H. E. 
ANSWER. 
Replying to your favor of November 16 asking for ration for growth 
and muscle development in colts, I am pleased to suggest the following 
combination of the feed stuffs mentioned: To 100 pounds of wheat 
straw add 50 pounds of bran, 20 pounds of ship stuff, 40 pounds of 
crushed oats, and 20 pounds of cotton seed meal. By feeding the grains 
here mentioned mixed, it is possible that your colts will eat the cotton 
seed meal with the other material, but in many cases it is very difficult 
to force horse stock to eat cotton seed meal in any form or combination. 
Should you not be able to bring your colts to eat tile cotton seed meal 
here suggested, it will be necessary to increase the amonnt of bran or 
ship stuff to 20 pounds. 
A good grain ration can not be made for a young colt of bran, cotton 
seed meal, and ship stuff, or of ship stuff and bran. Oats or corn meal 
are necessary to add to this, preferably oats. To give you some more 
definite idea of this ration as formed, I herewith give you the digestible 
nutrients and the nutritive ratio of each food, and the estimated value 
per 100 pounds for each, calculated on the basis of red clover at $15 per 
ton. 
In this analysis "albuminoid" represents the muscle formers; the ''car-
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!Jollyclrates '' form on • division of tlle fat formers, while ''fat'' forms 
the otber. On element of fat llere applied is worth two and one-half 
time as much as any one element of the carbohydrates mentioned. "Nu-
tritive ratio" i a measure of tile total fattening or lean producing tend-
ney of the foo 1. If tlle figures read 1 to 7 or 8, this is fattening, while 
if th y r ad from 1 to 2 or 3, tlle general tendency of the food is to 
Ue. ·ll (mu cle) production: 
-------------------- ----- ----- ----- - ---- -----
Bran ..... ..... ...... . . ........... . 
Ship ·tuff . ....................... .. 
'ru hetl oat ....... . . . . .... . . . .... . 
Cotton eed meal . ............ . .... . 
Wheat , traw ..... . . . .. . ........ ... . 
10.0 
8 .7 
0.0 
33.2 
0.85 
48 .5 
54.5 
4B .3 
17 .6 
37.7 
3.1 
2.5 
4.7 
8 .0 
0 .5 
1:5.6 
1:7 
1 :6.1 
1 :1 
1:45 
$1 01 
97 
98 
2 30 
39 
The valu es g iven above a re on the 100 pounds. You will note tllat 
cotton eel meal i especially non-fattening (muscle forming), wllile bran 
holds an intermediate position; ship stuff slightly more fattening. The 
wheat t raw exce sive ly fattening, because of its large carbohydrate ma-
terial. You will note according to valuation the cotton seed meal is the 
most concentrated of the grains discussed, while wlleat straw as a hay is 
len t concentrated; very nearly equal in value to oat straw. These are 
botll worth one-half as much of an equal weight of real good bay. Wheat 
bran is fillin g in its nature, because it is lig llt (not concentrated), and it 
hn little water in it and a high per cent of albuminoid matter and fats, 
rendering it of great value altogether as a food for young horses. 
'O'l'OL AS A S'l'OCK FOOD. 
D oLL' s RANCH, TExAs. 
DEAR SIR-I wa through Val Verde county and was impressed with 
th great quantity of sotol growing in that region. No one there could 
giv e m any idea as to the chemical analysis, but all agreed it was a fine 
fatt ning food, particularly for sheep. As the sheep business is about 
fini hed in T xa , it occu rred to me that soto l might be used for feeding 
cattle. A cutter could be a rranged that would cut not only the heads, 
but al o the leaves. Can you give me any information in regard to this 
plant, and the analysis of the head anct of the leaves after they are far 
enough for tile head to become g reen? Some years ago I took up the 
cactu (prickly pear) and brought it to the attention of the Department 
at "\V::t.shingtoo, when it was fo und to be very fine fattening food when 
f d with meal. 
Very truly yours, A. J. D. 
AN WER. 
In reply L your favor , I must Sa) I feel very much interested in the 
d ~ vel rment of sotol a a stock food for the arid regions of our State, 
l nt mu t confes that I have no informat ion of value upon this point, 
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and have been unable to collect any within the past few days.* There 
is no chemical analysis within my reach, but suggest that samples of it 
sent to this Experiment Station would be analyzed if you think it neces-
sary to determine its food value. It must be borne in mind, however, 
that chemical analysis can not determine its actual value, since there are 
many noxious weeds, that are not eaten by stock unct er any conditions, 
that according to chemical analysis contain much valuable stock food, 
but because of some objectionable principle they are rendered worthless. 
GRAZING CA'I'TLE ON GREEN SORGHUM. 
CALVERT, T EXAS. 
DEAR SIR-I have a four-acre plat in amber cane, sorghum last spring 
broadcast. Land being rather poor, I got a short crop first cutting. 
Having had several good rains since, I hope to get a second crop, but 
find it will not pay to cut again, as it is very scattering and heading at 
12 to 30 inches. 
Will it be safe to graze young cattle on this second growth of cane? 
This question has been asked several times through agricultural papers 
and answered, some positively asserting that the second crop (even be-
fore frost) would kill cattle, even if only allowed to graze on it a few 
hours, while others positively assert that they graze their cows on second 
growth sorghum, allowing them to remain on it almost continuously 
witlwut any bad results. 
Your opinion on this subject will be appreciated, and if you think it 
advisable I will commence grazing as soon as I hear from you. I enclose 
stamp. B. F. C. 
ANSWER. 
Replying to your fa\'or, I must say that second crop sorghum some-
times kills cows. In every case coming under my observation death has 
occurred when the cow's stomach was unaccustomed to such feed. A 
small amount of this crop swallowed quickly into the paunch may pro-
duce a vast quantity of expansive gas, which in many cases ruptures the 
diaphragm of the stomach, causing death. I do not allow hungry cows 
to stay on such feed more than fifteen minutes the first time they are 
turned in. After this increase the time until they can stay on all day if 
wanted. It is hasty eating, apparently, that harms. Calves can not be 
trusted on such feed, at all, without danger. Much judgment and some 
attention is required. I will graze twenty-five acres of this character of 
sorghum this season with steers. 
*Any information that can be given the . tation authorities upon this plant 
will be gratefully acknowledged. J. H. C. 
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' I IIUM FOR :MILK COWS . 
DALLAS, TEXAS. 
DEAR Sm-I have been informed that the continuous feeding of sor-
ghum to a milk cow has a tendency to dry her up, my neighbors telling 
me that that is what is the matter with my fine Jersey cow. 
I would be pleas d to know if the experience of the College demon-
strates this to be a fact, and whether really sorghum fed to a milk cow 
ha a tendency to dry her up. 
Yours truly, M. L. R. 
A NSWER. 
R fe rring to yo ur inquiry of F ebruary 4, to our Professor of Chemis-
try, recently handed me, I am pleased to say that the judicious feeding 
of sorghum to mHk cattle will not decrease their flow of milk. It is not 
practical to feed sorghum alone to such cattle, but it should be accom-
pani d by some other hay and a good ration of g rain, consisting of cot-
ton seed, cotton seed meal or wheat bran. These are the only grains 
permi sible when sorghum is fed largely as a forage under the conditions 
e isting in t l1is tate. 
W e u c sorghum v ery largely in feeding our College herd of milk cat-
tl and value it highly, but do not expect to support our herd without 
considerable aid from other sources. 
'rROUBLE WITH BUTTER. 
S uLPHUR SPRINGs, TExAs. 
You may remember when you wer~ here you prescribed grass or hay 
for the cow, which we fed to her in quantities all the winter. She 
thrivec1 ann yielded milk in abundance, and does yet, but the butter is 
soft. Docs th feeding of wheat bran do it? We feed bran, corn, and 
cotton ee 1 meal, but dropped the hay afte r the grass rose. .M.rs. W., a 
particular frien 1 of mine, has requested me to ask you or the proper au-
thority, what to g ive her cow to prevent the milk, after being churned, 
fr m turning to whey or curds. You gave me the receipt, but I trusted 
to memor. , as in many other instances. Have sold $60 worth of butter 
from our cow ince fal l. MRs. J. L. W. 
ANSWER. 
Be careful 'to set your milk in a cool place to ripen. If nothing better 
offer , buy a "cooley" can and submerge in cistern. To prevent soft 
butt r, churn your cream when only slightly sour and add water of 
prop r temp rature to bring it to 65 degrees. Do not continue to churn 
aft r the bn tter bas come to the size of a bird shot. Draw off the butter.:. 
milk, wa 11 the butter while in the churn in several lots of clear water to 
remov the buttermilk completely . In the ord inary dasher churn this is 
ea ily perform d if a hole is bored in the side of the churn at the bottom , 
at which buttermilk and water may be drawn off. Cold water will wash 
out the milk more quickly from the butter than will warm water. These 
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directions should be followed in churning all the time. You can make 
your butter firmer by increasing the amount of cotton seed meal and de-
creasing the corn meal fed. While following the above rules for burn-
ing do not work the butter to death-all working softens . Salt it after 
it is washed thoroughly and then work it lightly just to mix the alt and 
press out some of the water. Salt drives out water if butter is laid away 
for a few days. 
One of several causes may produce the too early wheying of butter-
milk. Cows advance in milk, churning of over-sour cream, putting the 
milk in vessels once used for milk without washing, setting milk "to 
cream'' in hot places, etc. If none of these now cause the trouble of 
your f rien d, you can stop the wheying somewltat by the addition to fresh 
buttermilk ot one teaspoonful of sal soda to two gallons of mille 
VALUE OF COTTON SEED AND HULLS. 
ENNIS, TE~ ' AS . 
DEAR Sm-Will you kindly inform me as to the composition of cotton 
seed and hulls for feeding purposes? What is digestible of albuminoids, 
carbohydrates and fats contained, if any? Also enter my name for Bul-
letins as issued. W. B. D. 
ANSWER. 
Replying to your favor of 9th instant, I take pleasure in furnishing 
number of pounds of protein, fat, and otlter carbohydrates which are 
found digestible in 100 pounds of dry cotton seed and cotton seed hulls, 
as req nested. 
Cotton seed raw contain 11.91 protein: 20.46 fat, 33.73 other carbo-
hydrates. Total digestible ·pounds, 66.09. Cotton seedltulls contain .42 
protein, 3.81 fat, and other carbohydrates 35.27; total digestible matter 
to the 100 pounds of dry feed is 39 .50. 
This is given in dry matter, which means that all water has been driven 
off from the materials by subjecting them to a heat of 212 degrees for 
twenty-four hours. Water has no food value, and therefore should be 
eliminated. 
FEEDING COT"fON SEED '1'0 MILK COWS. 
WAco, TExAs. 
Bulletin No. 29 I have carefully read, but do not understand the state-
ment that the melting point of butter shou ld be 41.4 rlegrees made from 
the milk of cattle fed on cotton seed and hulls alone. That can not be 
Fahrenheit; what thermometer was it? 
I have owned dairy cattle evel' since 1881, and found out long ago 
that the melting point of butter made from milk from cows fed on cotton 
seed or cotton seed meal as the mean grain ration, was several degrees 
higher than from cows fed on no cotton seed products. I also foun ~ out 
that when I fed cotton seed products to the dairy cattle I could churn the 
cream successfully at a temperature of 70 degrees or above (a little), and 
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that Lh butter g rained nicely. But J have also found out that the feed-
in()' of cotLon d meal and hulls free ly and continuou ly will ruin a dairy 
herd. The cow under uch conditions fail to breed, and if they do breed 
the calv wi ll come weakly and some of tllem blind, and the cows will 
g t in tbe latter condition soo ner or late r. That is my experience with 
cotton eed products, yet it seems to me that when I feed cotton seed 
raw, about one-half tbe g ra in ration of cotton seed , say about eight 
p und daily, nncl about s ix anrl one-half pounds of corn meal, and hal-
nne bran (in two f e 1 ) wit l1 rl enty of Lay and pastu re, that my cattle 
did b ·t , and 1 lind no trouble with thei r breeding, or with their g oing 
b lin cl. 
As soon a I began feeding cotton seed meal and hulls freely the trouble 
spoken of above commenced. • J. T. F. 
ANSWER. 
Ref rrin g to yo ur letter of tile 16th ult., I m ust say that in Bulletin 
29, wher the me lting point of bu tter i mentioned at 41.4 degrees, tllat 
the th ermometer usecl i the Centig rade and not the Fahrenheit.' The 
ct i fference is tllat the Fahrenheit reg isters f reezing water at 32 degrees 
a nd boiling water at 212 degrees above zero, while the Centigrade regis-
ter f reez ing wate r at zero and bo iling water at 100. The bulletin pub-
li bed upon this subject of cotton seed m eal and cotton seed fed to live 
stock i more techn ical than practical, and many of the discussions con-
tained therein are couclled in technical terms little understood by the 
rna e of o ur people. · 
With regard to tbe bad effects of cotton seed meal and bulls upon 
dairy catt le, my experience in feeding large herds is similar to that you 
exl ressed in your le tter of recent date, that the use of cotton seed or 
meal fed alone continuously as grain ration from season to season has a very 
injurious effect upon the system of the cow. This is due to tlle fact that 
it i i m po ·ible to so p roportion cotton eed and hulls that the food ele-
ment found in the material will meet the wants of the animal. The bad 
ef'f cts are enco uragecl dur ing hot weather and a re in direct proportion 
to the amou nt o r materia l feel and to the height of the mercury. These 
facts cou ll bave come to li o·ht lo ng since were it not for the fact that the 
ext n ive u e of cotton seed and cotton seed meal for feeding purposes is 
a n w pra tice. If fed in moderation my experience teaches me that 
coLton ed a11ct meal are tlle cheapes t foocts for Southern cattle for the 
pr duction of butter anct beef. If u ed persisten tly and without moder-
ation much damage willre ult to the d igestive system . 
C'01,1'0N SEED AND AL'r I NJ URIOUS TO HOGS. 
EAGLE LA KE, T EXAS. 
I a lt injurion to bogs when mixed with food? They a re fond of it, 
o tb y are Jiable to eat an excess of it. J have been feeding a lot of 
ltog on roa t d cotton eecl, corn and other thin gs , mixed with molasses, 
:md for ome time have bee n mixing salt with this feed . Lately some of 
Lbe hog bave d ied very sudd en ly . 
Your early an wer to tbi will be highly appreciated . W. D. 
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A SWER . 
DEAR Sm-Replying to your inquiry of the 5th instant, I must say that 
salt will certainly kill hogs if fed to them in sufficient quantity; but sin e 
you are mixing the salt with cotton seed and otller tllings, it may b 
possible that the cotton seed is causing the trouble. My own ob erva-
tion has. never shown that cotton seed will kill llogs, but I ha.ve testi-
monials from a number of other parties saying, in substance, that they 
have bad bogs killed by its use. Tile experiments a.t tbis Station o·o to 
prove that this is true. We are conducting other experiments on llog 
tu more fully test this matter. In opinions reported by other parties it 
seems that ·the hogs have done well until they died suddenly from a 
trouble resembling heaves. 
The peculiar fact concerning them, so it is claimed, is that if the ears 
or tail be cut off there will be no blood resulting from the wound, in ca e 
t he death is caused by cotton seed meal. 
BUILDING A SILO. 
FARMERSVILLE' TEXAS. 
I would ask of you some information as regards the building of a silo 
for storing ensilage for cattle food. Some say build them round, and 
some square arid 20 feet high. Tiley do not vary so much as to height. 
The different views of the authors of these articles not only differ in con-
struction, but in the cost of building and material. I wish to know the 
cheapest and best method of building silos of medi urn capacity, the shape, 
the approximate cost, with wllat it should be covered, and when covere l 
after filling with food stuff? With what it should be lined so as to pre-
vent the acid whieb is formed by the fermentation of the green ensilage 
destroying the lining. It is claimed that the acid thus formed will soon 
destroy wood, and if so, wllat is best? Should it be comparatively air 
tight? It is also claimed that mules and horses will not eat it very 
readily. This and any other information you may wish to advance will 
be highly appreciated, and wilL place me under obligations to yourself. 
W. F. P. 
ANSWER. 
I take pleasure in forwarding you some literature upon the subject of 
si los, which I hope will give you much of the information asked for. 
Brief:ly allow me to suggest that the latest plan of the approved silos, 
some of which have been constructed in this State and are in practical 
use, arc formed upon the following pla.n: 
Height not less than 18 feet, diameter of one compartment usually not 
larger than 20 feet, circular in form, made of lx4 or lx6 all heart floor-
ing stood on ends to form a single wall, the edge to be matched; when 
it becomes wet it makes it air tight. To keep these pieces of f:looring in 
their right place they are banded together by nailing on the ottt ide a 
strip lx4 or lx6 every four feet. These strips are reinforced to a depth 
of three or four pieces so placed that they break joints with one another 
and are nailed directly to the side composed of f:looring, of which the 
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ilo i mad . Thi i a light, strong structure, and will resist all the in-
sid • pre ·sur , keep out air, and will permit the use of windows or doors 
in tu sicl e from bottom to top, so that ila<Ye may be readily emptied 
from this compartment without the labor of handling over the top of the 
ilo at acll feeclin<Y time. It is better to have bottom grouted or ce-
rn nt •cl, u ing brickbats or stona, to prevent the loss of juice of corn or 
orghum wh icl1 may b in the ilo, and protect the entire compartment 
from llamage by rats. The diam ter of the silo to be constructed is de-
t<·rmine<l by the number of hearl of cattle to be fed from it at one 
f edin <Y. 
H i n ce sary to consider thi · matter in removing the silage from the 
top. A fre h surface shou ld be exposed laily to the action of the air, 
and thi in its turn be fed to tile stock inside of thirty-six hours, before 
H l!a tim to moulcl or sour. A cubic foot weighing forty pounds is a 
v ry heavy feed for one animal of 1000 poun is weight, per day. In 
or<l r that we may be safe in building a silo of ordinary diameter it is 
w I L to :Limale a feed of t\·venty poun ls of silage per head per day of 
on -l1nlf cubic foot, n.ncl in tl1is way determine what the diameter should 
b . If construuLed as I indicate, and cheap labor be employed, as it can 
be clone in this form of silo, since there is no nice work to do in joining 
heavy Limb rs, n.nd that all the work consists in sawing, placing together 
and nailing, the silo cnn be con tructed for $1 per ton capacity for cost 
of all, including roof. 
B fore filling the si lo a coat of coal tar should be applied each year to 
the in icle walls to protect the wood from the acid juice mentioned in 
your lettet· . This is very cheaply done. It is also well in constructing 
n. si lo to paint the matched edges of the flooring to protect them from rot 
by thi juice, nnd so lengthen the life of the building. When the silo 
lla been filled witll good silage it is economical to put some poor quali ty 
f hay over top of tllis to a deptll of ten or twelve inches and so protect 
tb ilag fr m spoiling, and this is nil the covering needed. No weights 
ar n cessary other than a few planks bi l around cnrelessly on the top 
of tlli · hay to settle tlle hay down on the silage. The steam arising from 
b low will m ulcl or rot the llav whiuh has been placed on top, and will 
en.l the iln.ge beneath and pre erve it. 
vVe will take pleasure in sencling you our nnnual report, now in the 
printers' hancls, which contain much written matter upon this subject, 
and hope thn.t you will find it instructive. 
Any clefi.nit question which you may choose to ask will receive prompt 
ntt ntion. 
HOW TO F ILL A -,ILO. 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. 
I wish to a k some questions. La t year in connection with a friend, 
w built a very large ilo for corn . We elected a small knoll well 
dmin d and dug clown igllt feet and found very firm and well set 
chn.lky gr und. This we tramped down "ell with some clay. On this 
w r ted two silos, connected by a partition same as outside walls, each 
20x20x:20 oTonnd level, which makes each one a net depth of 28 feet. 
'V n ed two piece of 2x8 piked tog tber as o· ir rlers running parallel to 
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ground every five feet. The corners were cro s arched and made ecure 
with iron bolts. On the inside of these girders we nailed lx12 pln.nl , 
and then lined with thick tar felt paper, and then placed another layer of 
lxl2 plank. The partition was built in same way; the sides of excava-
tion we also boarded out to bottom. 
Last season we failed in corn crops, but this year we have a magnificent 
stand as to stalks, blades and ears. Our cutter and elevator, operated 
by steam, has a capacity of from five to eight tons per hour. Sbonld we 
fill continuously? How short should we cut? Is it necessary to bmce 
sides to prevent bulging out? My judgment is that ensilage in settling 
has no side pressure, as does g rain. We propose to feed to steers, cows, 
and sheep as an experiment. The silo is well roofed and well ventilated 
at the top. We constructed these on a large scale to satisfy ourselves 
whether corn ensilage, put up in large silos, will cure succe sfully or not. 
If it does you can depend on our being the ''Silo King '' of Texas be-
fore another year passes. Yet if successful we will not bear our honors 
alone, for others are just watching us to see how wise we are or wllat 
big fools we are. 
Any information you may give or suggestions to offer we will gladly 
receive, and will report to you on the result, and also give you a detailed 
statement of what we did and how we did it. L. W. M. 
ANSWER. 
Replying to your favor of June 26th, concerning matter of filling 
silos, I would say that my experience for the past eight or nine years in 
a Southern State on this subject indicates that the filling should not be 
done continuously. Fill two or three days and wait one or two lays. Do 
not scatter the silage in the silo until you begin again after your period 
of rest, when the silage which is usually found heaped in the center of 
the silo is thoroughly heated. When thrown to the edge of the silo and 
tramped, it warms the sides of the building and the fermentation con-
tinues, driving out much of the air by the fumes of carbonic acid. gas, 
which settles and takes the place of air in the interstices of the silage. 
Silage need not be cut shorter than two inches. You will find it neces-
sary to brace the sides of your building with post braces to prevent se-
vere bulging. Side pressure upon such building is immense when filled 
with good silage. The pressure is greater the shorter the stuff is cut. 
The point of greatest pressure is one-third of the height of the ilo, 
measuring from the bottom of the mass, just as it is in vessels containing 
water. These points must be braced all around particularly well. You 
will find that corn silage put into large silos has less waste than when put 
in small buildings, provided you feed out from the top of the mass fast 
enough to prevent mold or decay on the surface which is exposed to the 
air from day to day, after the silo has been opened. 
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TRO BLE WITH A SILO. 
AusTIN, TExAs. 
DEAR m-Coming to this institution February last, I found a silo 
nly partially filled with ensilage, which was not in a satisfactory condi-
tion, as quite a quantity of the top strata was decayed, and continued 
to do o as it wa remove<l. This, I understand, has been the condition 
of it for a year or two-or since its erection-and on that account it bas 
not been satisfactory. Dr. ~. would esteem it a kindness if you would 
give your vi ws about it, and also directions as to how and at what stage 
to prepare the following forage for it, and which of them you think 
pr ferable: Corn, sorghum, alfalfa, or millet; and, in short, would be 
pleased to have you o·i ve us such information as you may think would 
enable us to properly fill it out of this crop. 
Very respectfully, H. W. W. 
ANSWER. 
The trouble with your corn silage is probably found in the fact that 
you fed out the material too slowly during the winter months. I do not 
know the urface exposure of your silo, nor the number of cattle fed 
daily, nor the ration per head. But sufficient food must be used from 
eaeh silo to consume one inch of silage daily, and thus expose a fresh 
portion of the food to tlle atmosphere, which must in its turn be fed up 
befor exposure to air will spoil it. The amount of silage which rots 
upon the surface may be decreased somewhat if, in filling, the last layer 
of material added con ists of sume coarse, green stuff, which will spoil 
on the urface, and thus save a layer of good corn. A little water 
thrown upon the surface of dried bay may be used instead of green stuff 
in fini ltincr off. 
If l had definite information as to bow your silo was constructed, I 
would be better able to determine whether or not there is a fault in con-
struction or whether the fault is in filling. We have no trouble of this 
kind with the two silos in use at this place. 
The best time to cut a corn crop is just when it has passed out of roast-
ing-ear and before the lower leaves of the corn sunburn considerably. 
The best time to cut a sorghum crop is when the seed are in the dough, 
an 1 before they harden. Alfalfa should be cut when the first blooms 
appear, and before full bloom i~ reached. Millet should be cut when the 
seed are in the milk, and before they pass to the dough state, or other-
wise much of the seed will be passed undigested in feeding. Of the four 
crops mentioned above I prefer corn and sorghum for silage, because 
these fit in better with the eotton seed or cotton seed meal ration than 
will alfalfa or millet. I prefer alfalfa to millet. Alfalfa is now being 
used largely as a silage crop in some 1 arts of the country. In filling the 
silo with the material, whether it be corn or sorghum, we practice cutting 
the food and letting it sun from four to eight hours, hauling to the barn 
and cutting into one to two inch lengths, tramping the edges of the silo. 
every time a layer two feet thick has been added. If the walls are air-
tight the silage will keep in perfect conrlition. 
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AGRICULTURAL INSECTS. 
GRASSHOPPER PEST. 
GAY HLLL, TEXAS. 
DEAR SIR-So much depends upon my success in fighting grasshoppers 
this season that I fear I shall tax your generosity. The hoppers are 
hatching now by the millions on my plantation, and I desire to try 
poisoning while they are young. As your report giving particulars of 
experiments in this direction is not ready to send out, I shou ld like to 
correspond with Mr. G. L. Stone and Mr. Lynn, on whose places the ex-
periments were made. Will you be kind enough to give me the address 
of the above named gentlemen? I have lost several crops by grasshop-
pers, therefore I hope that you will excuse me for troubling you o 
often. 
Very truly yours, W.C.D. 
ANSWER. 
Replying to your favor of the 19th inst., I am pleased to say that we 
protected cotton absolutely from damage by use of poisons made of 
wheat bran, sugar, and arsenic; taking 6 pounds bran and mixerl with 1 
pound of sugar, and then adding enough of water to make a stiff dough; 
then one pound of common white arsenic was well mixed with the dough 
and the mixture was complete. Sugar is added for two reasons-to make 
the clough palatable to the hopper and to cause the arsenic, which is in-
soluble in water, to adhere to the dough. We put a tablespoonful of 
this dough clown (just in front ·of the armies of hoppers) and every 7 
feet in two rows, laying the dough in · the shade of the cotton stalks. 
This is best done at 5 o'cloc;k ]J. m . The hoppers eat it freely, and in a 
few minutes feel sick and eat nothing more-die in about 24 hours by 
the millions. 
A heavy solution of sulphur and lime sprayed on the cotton protected 
the crop, but did not kill the hoppers. A solution of 1 pound of Barba-
does (aloes) to 5 gallons of water sprayed heavily on cotton protected 
the crop entirely, but did not kill. For orchard trees we used kerosene 
oil-emulsion of 1 part of oil to 14 parts water-sprayed on peach and 
plum trees, and this entirely protected these trees without inj.uring them 
in the least. 'Ve did not try this oii cotton. A strong solution of Paris. 
green in water (not a true solution) gave good results. Spraying with 
London purple was not so successful. These two applied by dusting did 
not give good results because there was no dew at any time on the crop. 
Strychnine gave good results when mixed with bran, but was too expen-
sive. This is a fairly full statement of our results, and if any other light 
is wanted on this subject I shall be pleased to answer you to the best of" 
my ability. Mr. Stone says that the danger to crops in McLennan county 
has about past because of winter freezes and recent rains. I hope that 
these same conditions will bring about the destruction of the pest with 
you also. Have any of your neighbors suffered severely? 
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HOW TO KILL GRA HOPPER . 
Our Experiment Station sent a representative over into some of the 
middl countie to look into the gras hoppers which were destroying a 
large am· ag of corn and cotton luring the past summer. In many 
place the corn was damaged so much that it was worthless in blocks of 
4.0 to 90 acre , and cotton waist high was eaten to the ground in fields 
of 10 to 150 acres. In many cases no sign of a cotton crop was left on 
th land. 
"\Ve tri c1 th following named materials to prevent the eating of cot-
t n nnrl fruit trees: Stryclmin e ; arsenic and wheat bran; sulphur and 
lim ; a afetida solution; salt petre solution; Barbadoes aloes solution; 
white arsenic ancl flour, cl ry ; Paris green and flour, dry; London purple 
nncl flour, dry; calomel and flour, dry; Paris green, dry; kerosene ernul-
ion. 
A number of these gave o-ood results by making the plant distasteful 
to tb hoppers or by killing those who ate the poisons applied. The re-
uH ' are be t g iven in a letter from Mr. G. L. Stone, of the neighbor-
he c1 who bncl invited us over to make the experiments . 
AuGUST L 1893. 
""\Vill ay relative to your test made at Mr. Linn's, the results are as 
follow , to-wit : 
''The wheat bran, sugar and arsenic was a success. The application 
of dry arsenic on the cotton was only a partial success. I think it would 
have been more successful if there had been clew on the cotton when ap-
plied. Paris green, London purple, and the calomel were failures. 
"The spraying of the fruit trees with kerosene emulsion was a grand 
success. Where the Barbadoes aloes emu lsion was applied on the pea 
vin , the hopper· quit eating it, and also where you sprayed the cotton 
with the ulphur mixture the hoppers quit eating it. 
""\Vhere I applied the strychnine the result was about the same as the 
ar enic. The hoppers have about quit the crop. There are some few 
young l10ppers, but none of any consequence. 
''G. L. STONE. '' 
On the whole, arsenic and wheat bran proved best and cheapest to 
kill all l10ppers in cotton. As poultry will eat this mixture, care must 
be us c1 to keep all such away from places on which poison is applied. 
Full parti ulars of this test will be published in the Annual Report of the 
Experiment tation, which is sent free to all residents of the State. 
CHINCH BUGS IN CORN. 
TEHU.A.C.A.N.A., TEXAS. 
DEAR Sm-The chinch bugs are invading our farms in such numbers 
a threaten damage to our corn crops and such other crops of wheat, rye, 
tc. a may be sown this coming fall. The Kansas Experiment Station 
claim to llave secured a parasitic fungus through the dissemination of 
which th chin h bug ma v be largely checkmated in his operation, if not 
exterminated altoo·ether. If the claims set up be true, I would suppose 
that the fact in tbi case would have been generally recognized and made 
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useful throughout the States, but strange as it may seem I ee no notice 
of this remedy being suggested in any of t~e Experimental Record or 
Farmer's Bulletins issuect by the Agricultural Bureau at Washington. 
Notwithstanding all of this negative testimony y ou may have the bugs 
on hand ready for distribution upon application. If you have, please 
send sonie to me without delay, for the bugs are staring me in tlie face 
with an impudence that suggests the necessity of instituting some means 
of defense if it be available. C. M. B. 
ANSWEH . 
I have your favor of July 6, asking for relief and information con-
cerning the chinch bugs, which are now beginning to take your corn 
crops. I have had one other similar request from your section of the 
State within the last ten days. My information of the Snow chinch 
bug fungus is that it is a somewhat uncertain remedy; however, in mn.ny 
cases it gives positive and satisfactory results. Whether or not it works 
successfully, depends largely upon the moisture in the atmosphere. 
Unskilled applications of this disease among the cLinch bugs of the 
infested district often give no results at all. Some training is required 
on the part of the operator, even if the conditions required are just 
right. I would suggest that you apply to Prof. F. H. Snow, of Law-
rence, Kansas, the originator of this system for chinch bug prevention; 
and if you desire, send this letter as explar:.atory of your request; but I 
doubt very much whether good results will follow without some assist-
ance from scientific men in the application of the disease. 
Should the chinch bugs of your section of the State become so serious 
as to threaten the large areas of corn, it would become the duty of this 
Experiment Station to locate an infection station in such a community, in 
order that the bugs might be successfully combated. If the disease was 
more prevalent in the State we would constantly keep on hand at this 
place infected chinch bugs for distribution throughout the State when-
ever chinch bugs should become seriou~ facto'rs in the production of our 
crops. Thus far we hear of trouble only from isolated districts in the 
"Black Lands." If we can be of any service to you, or if we do .not 
have the proper conception of the chinch bug ravages in your part of 
the State, I would be pleased to hear from you further, in order that we 
may be of real help to this interest in your section. 
THE WEEVIL IN CORN. 
The bad results of weevil in corn can most certainly be avoided if the 
following points be carefully noted: 
First. Gather the corn just as soon as it is dry enough to pull from 
the stalk. Delay in this respect gives opportunity for the early weevils 
to eat the corn while in the field and hatch a large number of eggs un-
der the very best conditions. Seconct. In storing the corn it must be 
either put away in a partially wet state or the crib must be so arranged 
as to permit the use of carbon bisulphide or napthaline to protect the 
grain while in the crib from the weevil. 
It has been clearly demonstrated by repeated trials that the storin g of 
wet corn prevents injurious effects from the weevil by reason of the fer-
2-Bulletin 
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mentation and heat in the crib. A great many farmers take the troubl 
t haul water and sprinkle upon their oorn after every few wagon loads 
they have hauled. If the corn is gathered in wet weather there is no 
neue ity for taking tbi~ extra trouble. I know of some farmers who 
leave their corn in the crib exposed to rainfall during the early fall and 
winter season to prevent injuries from weevil. Of course in all of this 
there is constant danger that some corn will be lost from rot, but usually 
the per cent of lo s from thi cause is very small and much lighter than 
would be felt were weevil allowed to attack the crop. 
lf carbon bisulphicle or naphtbaline are to be used in corn, the 
be t re ult will be obtained by shucking the corn before put-
tin()" it in the crib, and while fi llin g leave two troughs made of 
lx4 stuff running at right angles across the crib about one-third 
of tbe distance from the top. These . troughs must not be nailed 
perfectly tight or the fnmes from the material used will not escape from 
them readily. vVhen the weevil first appears in tlie corn saturate a piece 
of cotton with carbon bisulphide and push it toward the middle of the 
tr uo·hs and leave it in the tro·ugil to evaporate. Small balls containing 
nar hthaline can be pushed into the mass of corn in this manner witllout 
trouble, and the o :tor will prevent damage by weevil, and will protect 
grain from rats to a large extent. Upon tile whole carbon bisulphide 
will be found more satisfactory for treatment of corn. It can be bought 
of any prominent rlruggist in the liquid form. It is well known through . 
the entire State as" high life," and as such is used successfully for kill-
ing red ants, prairie dogs, etc. With our present knowledge · of the 
weevil and ·imilar insect pests there is no cause for any considerable loss. 
in our gmin crops after that crop bas been grown in the field. Tile large 
corn crop of the State makes this matter more important than it has eve1~ 
been. 
MORE ABOU'l' WEEVILS . 
. 
SANDY PorNT, TExAs. 
DE R Sm-J see a statement in an agricultural journal that weevil can 
be exterminated from corn cribs by using bisulp!Jide of carbon. What 
amount i to be used for crib containing 500 bushels? How make the-
application? Is it too expensive to use? How near the crib would light 
torch be to cause danger? How long after placing in crib before safe to· 
go around with torch or fire ? 
Re pectfully, J. G. S. 
ANSWER. 
I take pleasure in enc\osi ng you an article published upon the use of 
bisulphide of carbon as an exterminator of weevil in corn ancl other 
()"rain. Tl.le amount to be applied depends more particularly upon the 
rlepth of the crib or bin than npon the number of bushels to be treated. 
The deeper the grain the less amount of carbon bisulphide is required 
per bu h 1. The evaporattng fumes from the carbon are heavier than air, 
and th refore tend to ink tu the lowest levels, and in passing off through 
the grain in bulk it pre es out the air and all the insects are smothered 
i.n con equence of the air being excluded. It is not highly explosive ten, 
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or twenty feet away from matches, cigars, etc., unless the wind should 
be blowing from the open receptacle toward the fire. Tlle time after it 
application when fire can be brought in close proximity to the corn or 
grain will depend largely on how nearly air tight the receptacle or bin 
is. If it is fairly open the fnmes will disappear after 24 or 36 hours. 
If corn, peas, or beans be put in a perfectly tight can or barrel and a 
large quantity of carbon bisulphide be used to kill the weevil, and it · 
fumes are allowed to stay in tbe barrel or can for a long period, the15·erm 
will be killed and the seeds will be unfit for planting. Com treated in 
this mannei· with an excess of carbon bisulphide is good for food pur-
poses. 
HOW '1'0 KILL CORN WEEVILS. 
The fall of 1893 we made applications of carbon bisulphide to corn in . 
shuck and to corn with shuuk taken off to kill the large number of wee-
vils that were in the corn at the time. 
Tllis material is a foul smell in g liquid that evaporates at ordinary tem-
peratures and is highly explosive and inflammable . We placed a pint of 
this tluid every tllree feet in the several bins of corn on November 11, 
late in the evening, to reduce the danger from fire. 
On December 10 we opened the corn and found all the weevils dead 
that were in the shuuked corn, al l the liquid evaporated from the cans. 
The corn in the shuck still had a few .living weevils in it, but by far the 
greater part were then dead. On February 10 following we again in- · 
spected the corn and found all weevils dead in botll kinds of corn. No 
fresh ~eevils had entered, and thousands of dead ones testified to the effi-
cient method of' treatment. This material can be bougllt of any whole-
sale druggist at 10 to 15 cents per pound in five and ten gallon cans. It is 
now being peddled unrler rlifferent names in this State, and sold at double 
its market value. 
IS WEEVIL-TREATED 'ORN JNJ URIOUH? 
BREMOND, TEXAS. 
Having read how you kill weevils witll carbon bisulphide, I write to 
know if corn having had the weevils disposed of in this way will poison 
or injure stock. E. H. Y. 
ANSWEH, 
In replying to your favor of recent date concei·ning bisulphide carbon; 
I will state that it is not poisonous to live stock wllen they are fed on the 
grain which llas been treated. The action of 'this poison upon the weevil 
is not due to any active poisonous agency, but to the fact that the gas 
takes the place of tbe air surrounding the weevils, and they are smoth .. 
ered because no air is allowed to reach the sufferer. You need only to be 
careful of fire in handling tbis material. The fumes are suffocating and 
inflammable. 
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DAIRYING. 
PLAN OF l CE S'fORAGE . 
MANOR, TEXAS. 
Can you furnish me with plan an l directions for building small ice 
l10u e, and llow to fill witll machine ice so as to preserve it perfectly? 
Als the b st way to build a mall cooling room. Any information will 
be thankfully received . I. J. 
ANSWEH . 
Rep lyin o· t yo ur faVOl' of June 19th, I regret to say that a ll efforts I 
have mad or :::;een made in latitu cle corresponding to this in the South 
have fail c1 to ke p ice economically in lots of car load amounts, or 
o- r ater, tlurino- the protracted heat of summer. Tl1e best conditions 
und er which I llave seen it tried , was the storage of ice in a brick base-
m nt eig ht f et under t he g round, the walls of the house being built 
e pecia lly for torage purposes of double brick, having a four-inch dead 
air space between walls properly ventilated ; and the ice room built of 
lx l2 pine boards, with corrugated iron sidings, g iving dean air space 
between fo r v entilation . 
This experiment was not a financial success, though the summer was 
not an unusually warm one. The therrnomete.r in the shad~ rarely ever 
reacl1ed 93 Fnhrenhei t. 
BU'l"fER l N COLD S'l'ORAGE. 
Many dairymen sell butter at a sacrifice during the summer season , 
wh b dairy p roduc ts are very low priced. Various methods have been 
a lopted to pre erve this "summer butter" and carry it forward to a fall 
market, when price a re always remunerative for good butter . Much 
butt r lla be n lo t in tllis effort to keep it over for sixty or ninety days . 
\V have had unif rm failures in our efforts to keep butter more than 
th ir ty days (1ur in o· tlle summ~r, unless ice was used. With the assistance 
of the cold storage companie , wllich are to be found in all of the large 
towns and citie of the South, we can succeed in tid ing over the low 
I ric s of summer and carry much of our products to a good fall market. 
Our fir t xperience in tllis matter was gained several years since in 
anotller Sou tllern tate. We were making some 500 pounds of g ilt edge 
butter per montll, for which we bad no regular demand. Some of this 
butL r was placed upon the open market througb. com mission merchants, 
and old at 12 to 14 cents per pound. We t ried vaL·ious markets and 
f un tl that tlle summer "glut " placed the producer entirely at the 
mercy f til consumer and com mi sion man. We then determined to 
hip thi butter to a cold storage firm in Birmingham, Ala.., and hold for 
b tt r pric . Shipm nt were made during July and August, and the 
utt r wa r moved fr m storage luring October and sold for 26 cents 
per pountl. Tll Lorag charge · were ·3 cents per pound. 
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During the past summer we shipped 1026 I ound of butter in ash tubs 
to the Houston Cold Storage and Refrigerator Company. Shipments 
were begun July 11, and stopped August 5. The following letter gives 
their rate of charges: 
"HousToN, TExAs, June 13, 1895. 
" Prof. J. H. Connell: College Station, 1'exas: 
'~DEAR Sm-We received your favor of June 12, and have noted 'con-
tents. Although our general cold storage is somewhat limited, we will 
store this butter for you and will make you the eheap charge of 20 cents 
· per tub (of 60 pounds) per month, provided you leave it all summer. 
"Ordinarily the temperature in our storage vault ranges from 38 to 
4.0 degrees, but we can store it in the meat room for you, where the tem-
perature is 28 to 30 degrees, whichever you prefer. 0 .,;. :-.;; ·~ 
"We have one separate compartment vacant at present; the dimension 
of this room is 10x10x10, to which you could get your own lock and 
key, and if you have a large quantity of butter this would be the cheaper 
plan, as we would jpdge it to hold over 300 tubs, and the charge would 
be only $25 per month. Figuring the cost of storing for three months 
only it would be 1 cent per pound in general storage and less than tc. in 
compartment room. Awaiting an early reply, we remain, 
'' Yours truly, 
"HousToN CoLD SToRAGE AND REFRIGERATOR CoMPANY." 
We preferred to store at a temperature of 28 to 30 degrees. Removals 
from storage were begun September 15 an~ continued until October 6. 
All of the butter was in prime condition when removed. The butter 
tp.at remained longest in storage happened to be the best when withdrawn. 
The following letter was written us by one of our customers after hav-
ing used this butter: 
"FoRT CLARKE, TExAs, October 8, 1895. 
"Prof. J. H. Connell, College Station, Texas: 
"DEAR Sm- It is unnecessary for me to say how much we appreciate 
your butter, and I voice the sentiments of many of my friends when I 
say that it is the best that can be gotten. We one and all thank you 
sincerely for your kindness in letting us have it, as it has been a great 
favor to us. Very sincerely, 
"B. C. 1\I." 
This same butter sold readily on the fall market at 25 cents net, but 
when offered in open market in July and August it was worth but 11 
cents. The cost of storage was but 1 cent per pound for the season. 
Great care must be exercised to pack the butter in new tubs that have 
been sterilized by boiling or steaming. The tubs must be air tight, and 
a layer of cloth covered with one-half inch of salt should fill the tub 
completely to the top, in order that no air space may be left in the pack- · 
age. After having been on ice for so long the butter will not keep long 
when exposed to summer temperature. 
Fro_m former experience in this matter, we think it advisable to ship 
to a cold storage plant located in the town where butter is to be sold, or 
as near to the final market as can be arranged. This will save shipping 
expenses. 
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FIELD CROPS, ~ORAGE PLANTS, AND MANURES. 
, ORGIIUM. 
CAI,VERT, TEXAS. 
I have four acre of amber sugar cane sown broadcast on medium quality 
of upland, seeded two busllels to the acre, put in good shape, and have a · 
good stand. Please infor·m me at what stage to cut it for bay, and how 
to cu re it. If I can bale it without danger of moulding, much prefer to 
do so. For this inform ation I will th ank you in advance. 
If you have is ued Bulletin on the methoas of kee ping , cultivating and 
pr pagatino· sweet potntoes, please mail me one. B. F. C . . 
ANSWER. 
Reply ing to you r favor concerning sorghum, I take pleasure in saying 
that you can ave amber sorghum without loss in the following manner: 
After mowing allow the sorghum to lay upon the ground sufficiently long 
to dry out at the end of blades. If the crop is thick it should be turned 
over upon the g round to expose the bottom portion of the crop to the 
sun for a short time; usually one full day' s sun is required to dry it suf-
ficiently to all ow it to be put into the "cock ." Tllese bay cqcks may be 
5 feet high ancl 4 in d iam eter, of tlle shape of an old fashioned bee hive. 
All of t he llay that is put up in this manner should be well settled as it is 
laid on tile pile. 
After having constructed it the proper height rake tile loose sorghum 
away from t he sides,· leaving a neat pil e of hay that will turn water in 
ca ' e it should rain. Allow it to remain in t.his shape for t wo or three 
day fo r fermentation to take place, which is evidenced by the "heat-
ina·," and the deposit of dew upon th e interior parts of the cock. 
'Vhen thoroughly warm , and before the hay loses its natural color, open 
the coek and ~xposc t he hay to four or six hours' sun, according to the 
w io-ht of the crop per acre and the stze of stacks; then the hay is ready 
tu haul to th barn O J' be placed in stacks, where it may safely be expected 
to r main witlwut mol ling or heating further. If tile llay is allowed to 
r main in the cock::s too long the fermentation proceeds too far, and the 
ll a_y sour and then rot in tl1e field. It will remain longer in the cocks 
without damage tile less of water or sap it contains when put up. It is 
almo t im po ible to o-et best quali ty of sorgh urn llay in any other way 
t han by following the e directions. Use no salt or other applications to 
pr erve the bay. The hay may be baled safely if g iven six or ten 
hours sun from tile cock, depen(1ing on the size of stalks. vVe have not 
i ned a Bulletin on the keeping or propagation of sweet potatoes, and 
will ·not until the close of the present season. * 
* Hulletin 36 has since been published upon these and other horticultural sub-
ject . 
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GROWING COW PEAS. 
SILVER VALLEY. TEXA • 
D~<:AR Sm-I want to raise feed for cattle this summer. ·I have 150 
:acres to plant, 50 in cotton and the balance in cane, millet, and probably 
.peas. 
Would it be advisable to plant peas, stack and bale; and which is the 
best way to plant, in drills or broadcast? What kind of pea is the best 
for this purpose? and please state where they may be obtained and wbat 
·prices. 
Very truly, , B. E. S. 
ANSWER. 
Replying to your favor of the 4th inst., I take pleasure in saying 
that under your conditions I think it likely that planting the cow peas 
in the drill will g ive best results, because they wiU withsta~d the drouth 
better under cultivation thn.n they would be able to do if planted broad-
·cast. The yield of v ines will be greater per acre if planted broadcast 
(under proper moisture conditions), but the yielrl of seed· peas will be 
greater planted in drill and cultivated. I consider the Louisiana Clay 
pea as one of the very bes t for general use in this State. We grow 
them here suceessfu lly . 
DEVELOPMENT OF CANAIGRE INDUS'rRY. 
. Bowm, TExAs. 
I write to you for information of tlle plant callect canaigre, the roots of 
which are used in tanning, and tlle address of any house in Memphis or 
·Chieago that handles canaigre, so that I can find a market for it by cor-
responding with them. B. B. L. 
ANSWER. 
Replying to your favor of last month with no date, I must say that 
the cte'velopment of the canaigre industry is now so little advanced tha t 
there is no stable demand for canaigre extract in any of the towns in 
·Texas. Some of the tanners in this State have been using tbe extract 
witll much satisfaction because it is cheaper tllan the oak, ani much of 
the extract is now shipped to the eastern cities in large quantities. There 
is no Texas tirm wllo Llandles this as commission men. 
At Hockley, Harris county, this State, an extract factory is to be 
·erected, and tlle fanners are being induced to plant and raise canaigre, 
the extract company to pay them a certain amount per ton for their pro-
duct, and encourage its production to supply their factory with the 
neces::;ary amount of crude product. In this way the business is being 
established here, in Arizons. and New l\Iex1co. 
I can place you in conespondence wi tll parties who are engaged in tlle 
pmd uction of the canaigre plant in tllis State and west of us, and can 
furnish you the addresses of men if you so desire. 
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A E"\V I D 1'RY FORTE T AS . 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS. 
MY DEAR Sm-I thank y ou most heartily for your valued letter of the 
30th. I have read the pamphlet de cribing the culture of jute, for which 
I thank you. I return it herewitll, as you request. 
Your courte y in this instaRce has emboldened me to trouble you still 
further. Have you any information relative to the culture of the tuber 
canai g re? It is grown, so I am told, quite extensively in the Pecos val-
l y an 1 neig hboring ections. It is valued for i'ts tannic properties. 
I will await your annual report with much interest; and again thank-
ing you, I remain, H. C. K. 
ANSWER. 
ReplyinO' to your favor of February 9th, I take pleasure in g iving you 
su h information as I have at hand upon the canaigre plant. 
Tllis plant produces an oblong tuber, very much of the shape of the 
sweet potato, of which 3 to 12 are found under each plant at a depth 
varying from 2 to 18 inches beneath the surface. The tubers weigh one 
pound or less, and are not edible, but are sometimes used for medicinal 
purposes. They contain, however, a large percentage of taunic acid, 
wllich is being very freely used in the tanneries of the eastern United 
States and in foreign countries. 
The Pecos valley furnished a large number of acres of natural growth, 
and upon all of the drier beds of the streams, on second bottom lands in 
the warmer portions of this State, Arizona, and Mextco, the plant flour-
ishes. The tops attain a height of some 18 inches, and are seen to cover 
the entire surface of the ground, where the land is a sandy gravel na-
ture, and moisture during the winter season is in abundance. 
As indicated above, the plant is used for its tannic properties and is now 
being cultivated largely in some districts of Arizona. Within the past 
two seasons the Southern Pacific Railroad Company has transported some 
370 cars of evaporated roots to points east-tlle most of these roots find-
ing their way to Glassgow, Scotland, and Vienna, Austria, at which 
point they are paid for at the rate of $40 to $65 per ton. Three tons 
of tile natural root in its green state, if sliced and dried, is reduced to 
one ton, and this material contains an average of 30 per cent tannic acid. 
It i thought that ten tons is a good yield per acre cultivated in this 
crop. It i adapted to low lands, sandy and gravel soils, which are sup-
plied with water freely during the winter season-eitller by rainfall, irri-
gation or overflow. The plant, llowever, is so very llardy that it will 
maintain it elf upon close, compact soils that are not supplied with the 
proper amount of moisture, and upon such lands it can be profitably cul-
tivated. The roots live in the ground from season to season without 
decrea. ing in tannic properties until the. parent plant is destroyed. It is 
propaO'ated ucees fully only from the roots, which throw out eyes from 
near tile point of attachment to the parent plant. 
The root when planted to produce a new crop do not die and decom-
pose, but remain in the ground, and the percentage of tannic acid in-
crea es within the next twelve months. The value per acre of this crop 
lla not yet been very clearly determined when raised under the iniga-
tion stem, but if it were possible to realize one-half of the market value 
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of the product at the n·earest railway points, it would prove a very prof-
itahle investment. Thus ten tons per acre, yielding 3i tons of dry roots 
containing 30 per cent of tannic acid, worth at factory $40 per ton, makes 
the yield of an acre worth $ 133, of which more than half is now used 
to pay cost of transportation to the market. 
This plant has been cultivated such n. short while that little is known 
practically of the best methods to handle it, but it is thought best to 
plant as Irish potatoes and irrigate and cultivate alternately durino· the 
winter season, and then dig by machine such as is used in digging the 
large Irish potato crops of the Eastern States. ri hough th1s plant will 
exist and reproduce itself under most severe conditions, ye t it will ap-
preciate all the attention that can be given it, by securing moisture, fer-
tility and a deep, loose soil. 
The value of this plant first became known in Texas, where it is a 
natural growth. and it now seems that it will be a matter of short while 
before capital will locate the necessary slicing factories and distilleries 
for extracting the tanning within the borders of this State. The field is 
certainly promising, since the raw material for the production of leather 
is in the greatest of abundance in the State. Nowhere else in the Union 
can leatlwr be made so cheap as in this State, where cheap tannin and 
cheap hides are found at the very gates of the tannery. Tannic acid is 
usually extracted from oak and hemlock, found largely in the Eastern 
and Northeastern States. 
I am indebted to Bulletin No. 7 of the Tuscon (Ai-izoua) Experiment 
Station for all of the above information, and I suggest that you write to 
them for such publication, and ask them such questions as you deem 
proper. 
FORAGE PLAN'l'S FOR rl'HE "PAN HANDLE." 
FoRT WoRTH, TEXAS. 
DEAR Sm-In the spring of 1894 you sent me 1\Ielilotus alba, named 
Bokhara clover. I sent some to---, of Archer City, and some to 
---, of Henrietta. Both report that it grew vigorously and with-
stood the dry fall and still dryer spring, and that stock ate it well, and 
they wish they bad a good sized field of it. 
You remember it bas a strong smell-even the seed. and at first they 
said, "That stinking stuff is nothing but common wayside white clover, 
and is no good; and if it does grow, it smells so strong that nothing will 
eat it.'' We also tried Japan clover anrl. Brom us ' inermis, neither of 
which grew, and the place they were seerl.ed can't be found. Have you 
bearrl. any other reports from the l\lelilotus alba? Where can I get a few 
bushels of the seed? Yours, 
s. :M.s . 
.ANSWER. 
I have your esteemed favor of June 24, and am pleased to know that 
our early observation conceming the adaptability of l\Ielilotus or Bok-
bara clover to the nortllwestern section of tl1e ~tate have been verified 
by the farmers Who bave given it a trial through your kindness. See 
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what we say of this in Annual Report, a copy of whicll is sent you. See 
in lex, " Melilotu ." Also what i said in Bulletin No. 34 of tllis Sta-
ti n upon that subject, page 557. 
I regret very rnucll that Japan 'clover and Bromus inermis did not 
tllri ve. But tllis experience was also verified by our sub-station at Wieh-
ita Falls. You can obtain melilotus seed from Holloway & Co., of 
Dallas. There is rn uch danger of buying Jollnson grass with all meli-
lotus seed purchased. 
Am glad to know that Mr. Piersol is preparing something for publica-
tion on the object of melilotus. 
RAS 'ES FOR 'l'HE COAST COUNTRY. 
NoRTH GALVESTON, TExAs. 
DEAR m-V\Till you please advise me what you know of the following 
o-m se ' , and if they or any will do well in this section and pay to culti-
vate for hay, viz.: Bermuda, red top (Agrostis vulgaris), English rye 
gra s, Texas panic g ra s (Panicum texanum), and German millet. I am 
informed that Bermuda is top short, and too hard wllen cured for good 
hay; al o when used for permanent pasture is hard to eradicate. Please 
ad vi e me as to this, and write me fully as convenient as to the other 
grasses named. 
Very truly yours, C. S. V. 
ANSWER. 
H.eplying to your favor of June 14th and another more recent letter 
inquiring further concerning grass in your section, I must say that the 
tame gra which is likely to give you best results in your section is the 
Concho or Colorarlo bottom grass (Panicum texan urn). German millet 
will do well. These two belong to tlle same family. The Colorado bot-
tom grass thrives throughout all the western portion of the ~tate, and 
ucceetls well on the coast, from Victoria south beyond Corpus Christi, 
and I am quite sure that it will do well upon your land. ~till I have 
never seen the gra s tried upon lands near Galveston. Our experiments 
here witll English rye grass and rect top ctid not give t!Jem first pln.ce. 
Bermuda is always good. Tile hay is of best quality, and can be cured 
witllout much expen e in such a way that it is not hard or short. l\Iany 
people prefer it to timothy or to Forney hay. It requires rich soil to 
make uflicient growtll to warrant its cutting for lwy. 
Alfalfa i not expensive or difficult to cure properly if grown upon 
land to which it i adapted. It is well to bear in mind tile fact that cur-
ing hay can be more safely done at points far removed from the coast, 
becau e tlley have less rainfall during the summer season tllan you !Jave. 
We cure alfalfa here at this place wit!Jout any diflieulty, and count it 
one of our be::;t cultivated crops. 
oro-bum own broadcast should not be overlooked by you. as many 
people in your section would buy it in preference to any ot!Jer hay. 
I take I lea nre in sencting you some bulletins, which I hope may be of 
interest to ) .ou along these lines. 
. ..
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GRASSES. 
CoLLEGE STATION, TEXAS. 
DEAR SIR-Enclosed you will find 'specimens of grasses. Please define 
them for me. Thanking you in advance for your kindnes:::;, I am, re-
spectfully, R. R. R. 
ANSWER. 
I have the samples of grasses you sent, and take pleasure in saying 
that the one which has the seed head somewhat resembling oats is known 
as rescue grass, its scientific name being'" Bromus unioloidies." This 
grass grows to a height of one to three feet, according to conditions; 
bas a heavy leaf or blade, and the large seed head i arranged somewhat 
like that of oats, except that the seeds are in com pressed or f:lattened 
groups. Tbis grass, though not a native of Texas, is so well adapted to 
the conditions of Texas soil that wherever moisture is commonly found 
during the winter season it tllrives and grows upon the open land with-
out cultivation, and reseeds itself in spite of the hardest frosts and 
freezes of this latitude without injury to it. Any quantity of the seed 
may be obtained from seedmen at a reasonable rate, and land well pre-
pared will soon give good winter grazing if sown at tbe rate of one 
bushel of seed per acre and tbe seed harrowed in lightly. You can ob-
tain seed of the Texas Seed and Floral Company, Dallas, Texas, and 
plant during early fall, or when the first rain comes. It is ea1Jecially 
liked by all kinds of stock, and if mowed early it will come again and 
supply a secqnd mowing before the grass dies down in ~lay. lt is now 
seeding .freely at this writing, April 26, but in a few weeks more will 
disappear. 
Tbe other grass you sent resembles timothy, and is known as canary 
grass, and is a natural product of the Gulf ~tates. It is also known as 
California timothy, Stewart's canary grass, Gilbert's relief grass, etc. 
This season it is a volunteer in this immediate neighborhood, growing to 
a height of 18 inches, and produces little leaf. and therefore will not stand 
dose grazing~ yet in some sections of tiJe ~tate it produces an abundance 
of forage early in the spring, and is well adapted to Texas conditions. 
It bas been tested successfully in Louisiana and Missi ssippi for a number 
of years, and the very best results have been claimed for it. The seed of 
this grass forms into a· head or spike, varying in length from one to two 
and one-llalf inches, and in diameter from one-tltird to two-thirds of an 
inch. 
CAN JOHNSON GRASS BE KILLED? 
DALLAS, TEXAS. 
DEAR Sm-The object of this inquiry is to ascertain whether your in-
stitution has made any satisfactory experiment in the direction of killing 
Johnson grass, that would enable you to issue any authoritative state-
ment upon the subject. Please give me wllat information you can upon 
tllis subject. H. A. K. 
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A SWER. 
I take pleasure in mailing yo u under another cover the published re-
sult of some exp riments conductecl by us here, usin g cultural methods 
for the cle truction of Johnson grass and poisonous chemicals for its erad-
ication. Upon lands that do not stick to the roots, close cultural methods, 
if industriously followed, can be relied upon to destroy the grass where 
it loes not have a strong hold upon the lanr1. If very well se t in large 
patches, the co t of era lication either by intensive culture or by the ap-
plication of poison , brings the cost up to such a figure that it is not to 
be advised . Thi. is by way of explanation of the p rinted report sent 
out from tbis Station to all of the papers of the State for republication 
in what we term our "Press Notes." 
In any case, much depends on the farmer as to whether or not Johnson 
O'J'a s can be ernclicated by any known method. Intelligence, persever-
ance, and the use of some money is absolutely necessary under a ll circum-
tan e . It is almost sure that under I resent conditions, in spite of tile 
two reme lies t llat lw.ve been offered to the public from our experiments 
h re, ,Johnson gras · in the course of twenty-five years will be m ncb more 
widely d istributed throughout the State than it now is unless some legis-
lation is enacted tllat will prevent the sale of seed or its use as a hay. 
There is no doubt that such a law would operate very hard~y against the 
farmers of the State now having Johnson grass. But it is equally true 
that the insidio us pest (which makes a good hay) will 50oner or later re-
duce the clean cultivated lands of the State to a minimum. 
GROWING FLAX IN TEXAS-BROOM CORN. 
DAYTON, TEXAS. 
DEAR Sin-Please advise me on the subject of flax, raised for seed; 
al o, German millet for seed and lmy, and upon the subject of broom corn. 
Yours truly, B. H. C. 
ANSWER. 
In reply to your favor, I must say that the best thing you can use 
upon your sod land would be either a crop of flax, rice or broom corn .. 
I do not know that German m illet will succeed un der such conditions. 
Write Plant Seed Company of St. Louis for prices on flax seed. If they 
haven't them in stock the firm can readily procure them. The Ever-
green broom corn is the variety best suited to our Southern conditions. 
Tb se eed can be bad of Holloway & Co. , Dallas, Texas. Of them also 
you may buy millet. I advise that you buy these seed from the nearest 
pos ible dealer. 
As to a probable market for flax seed, I am unable to make an accurate 
suggestion of values, since the crop, so far as my information extends, 
bas never been grown on a practical basis in this State, nor in the ex· 
treme South. Enough bas been done, however, to show that it is quite 
succe sful upon fresh sod lands . 
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ROOT-ROT. 
FATE, TEXAS. 
DEAH Sm-I would respectfully ask if you find anything to prevent 
root-rot or dying of alfalfa? Please let us on the black land know it at 
as early a. day as possible, as that is deterring some from pbnting it. · 
Yours, W. Y. 
ANSWEH . 
As to your inquiry'for root-rot, must say that it can only be prevented 
by occasional rotation of some grass plant, such as small grain, orgbum, 
etc. The disease is a fungus trouble, and lives only upon certain plant , 
grasses not being one of them. I send you our Annual Report, which 
you will find bears upon this subject in part. 
TURNING UNDER GREEN CROPS. 
NEw YoRK. 
We find this advice sometimes given by Southern agricultural writers : 
" Never plow under a green crop wllile g1·een, as it will sour the ground ." 
This if-; applied to tlle South. It is claimed that in that warm climate 
a mass of green stuff plowed directly in will acidify the soil too much. 
Is this sound ad vice ? If so, the pra.ctice of plowing under two green 
crops in one season is wrong. Would lime or cotton hull ashes added to 
the green crops prevent souring?· Yours truly, H. W. C. 
A NSWER. 
Replying to your favor of March 15, I take pleasure in saying that 
the ad vice frequently given "never plow under green crop while green, 
as it will sour the ground," is too general to be true. It is a fact that 
during the heat of summer, on some close, sticky land, which lacks. the 
proper amount of air. incorporated with the soil, and where moisture is in 
over supply, the plowing under of a very green crop has frequently 
caused ascetic fermentation in the crop turned under and the results have 
been injurious to plants under such conditions. If any one of these 
three conditions is lacking, that is, high temperature, absence of air or 
an excess of water, if any of these th'ree is lacking, no damage will result 
to crops turned under green in the South or elsewhere. The trouble is 
one which has been greatly over-estimated, and during the spring season 
little or no danger need be feared of bad results from green manuring. 
We have very much land in the South which is entirely deficient in or-
ganic matter, and for this reason suffers severely from bot sun by baking, 
and from the drouth by easily yielding up all its water. But these lands 
can very largely be restored to their former state of fertility by turning 
under crops of green stuff, such as rnelilotus clover, cow peas, red clover, 
sojar beans, and some others. Crab grass is not so good for the purpose 
of green manuring as are some other grasses that have more woody fibre 
present in them. The addition of any form of ashes or of lime would 
largely prevent the souring of land in turning under green crops. · I am 
satisfied that the same results can be accomplished by turning under in 
dry weather or in cool weather without this extra expense. 
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A 'IIEAP 'ANE HARVESTER. 
CHICA G O, ILLINOIS. 
DEAR Srn-In a late number of tile Farm and Ranch I noticed an in-
tere ting article from you relative to new farm implements, in which you 
le cribe a machine for cutting corn. About one of til em I wish to ask 
orne que tions. I refer to the one where the cutters are attached to a 
led. I notice tile sled is :2~x4t feet. Would the sled ride steadier if 
it was mnde six o r seven feet long? Has it been used long enougll to 
pr ve it practical? Do the cutters have to be ground often? I have 
three or four llUndre i acres to be cut this fall in the Pecos valley, and 
have beP.n t hinking of tilis machine. Can I get it made in your locality 
under your direction, and if so, what will it cost? 
Yours respectfully, J. E. Y. 
ANSWI\. R. 
I have you r favor of July 6, and in reply beg leave to say that we-
have no carpenter in this community who are expert .in constructing the 
corn harvester to which I referred in a recent issue of the Farm and 
Ran cll. I sugge t tllat you supply yourself with machines from the 
manufacturer's address, l\1eDonald Manufacturing Company, Bellefon-
tain e, Ohio. 
I take pleasure in say ing that the harvester that we are using bas given 
sati factory work for tlle past two seasons. We are now running over 
orne ixty acres of eorn and sorghum with the machine and it cuts at ti.Je 
rate of ten acres per ctay, a soon as the men get accustomed to handling 
.the crop. Only two men are required. I hope that the address herewith 
furni shed you will be of value. 
TilE PLANT FOOD IN SOU'l'H TEXAS SOILS. 
For the purpose of cultivation we may consider that all soils are classed' 
according to their mechan ical composition into sands, clays, and veget-
ab le (or alluvial). The vegetab le (or alluvial) soils ai·e most fertile, 
while th e clays are ranked second in order. These · combine into sandy 
clay , etc. In st u lying tile plant food needed by crops, as supplied by 
the oils, we class them according to their most prominent chemical ele-
ments into lime soils, nitrogenous soils, potash soils, etc. All soils con-
tain some nitrogen, lime, potash, pl10spboric acid, soda, and chlorine. 
We know that 95 per cent of the soil is never used or even intended 
for plant food. Poor soils are rich in all but the first four namect sub-
stances, nitrogen, lime, pho phoric acid, and potash. If a soil lacks fer-
tility it is safe to say tha't it is deficient in one or more of these four sub-
stances, or these may be present in an insoluble form and the plant can 
not use the material for some time to come. Plants drink up these sub-
tances through their roots after the water of the soil has dissolved them. 
By chemical analysis we can discover the exact amount of fertilizing ele-
ments a soil actually contains, but this work will prove misleading unless 
we bear in mind the fact that probably one-half of one of these elements 
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is not of any value to this year's crop, because it is insoluble and tber -
fore unavailable. However much of the potash or the lime i found by 
analysis, it can only roughly indicate the need of tile soil. If upon ex-
amination the chemist fail s to find these necessary substances, then it is 
a sure inct ication of infertility. 
'Vith this explanation I now present some analyses of soils from near 
Alvin and Hitchcock, which were made by Professors Harrington and 
Adriance, of the Experiment Station: 
Organic matter (contains the nitrogen) ......... . .. . 
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Hitchcock soil is from the orchard of Bon. R. T. Wlleeler. These re-
sults are. published in Report 35 from the Experiment Station, and dis-
tributed free. 
Compare these with the analysis of the sojls on the Agricultural and 
Mechanical College farm, and we see that tbere is but little practical · 
difference in their composition. 
FIELD EXPERIMENTS. 
A more certain way in which to test the lacking fertility of soils is by 
actual field trials of the various substances. Add them separately to a 
soil and note their effects. Some one will increase the yield slightly, 
while another will cause a marked increase. In tlle last case we conclude 
that the substance is lacking in the soil, and if its first cost does not equal 
the va1 ue of the increased product, we can then afford to buy that mate-
rial and use it in paying quantities only. 
In order that the nature of the fr esh South Texas soils might be in ves-
tigated, some experiments with fertilizers were made upon fresh sod land 
at College Station and at Beeville. The results are interesting in that 
they show that such soils are not lacking in plant food-are in reality 
rich, but unproductive. The reason wily such soils do not yield well the 
first year will be discussect in the second part of this address. The soils 
respond somewhat to the addition of phosphoric acid, and, in fact, we 
would expect this from an examination of the table analysis of these 
soils which has been given. 
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Fertilizer Test- Yield of Corn on Fresh Land. 
Application . 
.r othing ( no manure) ..... ... ... . .... ... .. . . .................... . .... 10.010.4 · 
Pho, I horic acid (400 pounds ac id phosphate) ....... .. .. .. .. . ... . ..... 13.919.3 
Pota h (400 pountls kainit) ............. . ........................... . 10.0 9.1 
itrogen (400 pounds eotton seed meal ) . ............. .. .............. 11.913.6 
itrogen (1000 pounds ottoo seed meal) ........... . ... .. .. . ......... 10.0 . .. . 
CONCLUSIONS . 
All of these facts indicate that tb.e upland soils of the coast country of 
, onth Texas can be benefited now somewhat by the application of the 
phosphoric aci l in all cases where a maximum crop is expected. 
In the course of a few years' cultivation nitrogen (vegetable matter) is 
also likely to disappear from tb.e lighter lands, and must be replaced in 
tb. form of barnyard manure, cotton seed meal, or cotton seed, though 
these materials contain small amounts of potasb. and phosphoric acid also. 
These analyses and experiments furtller indicate that these' soils ar~ 
generally welt supplied witll potash, and we must conclude that the pur-
chase of ashes, kainit, potash, etc., will only prove profitable in rare in-
stan ·e . 
The foregoing conclusions are but general deductions, and can only be 
applied to the coast country in the most general way. It often happens 
tllat two parts of a single field will vary in tb.eir needs as to manurial 
el ments. Nothing but an actual trial will give positive results, and 
these private experime·nts have often misled the farmer when he was not 
prepared to ar ply the fertilizers in a scientific manner. 
The next e ion of our State Legislature should be asked to pass a law 
for the protection of those in this section who buy these commercial fer-
t iliz I' upon the market. Without a guaranteed analysis the farmer or 
·O'ardener has no assurance thilt the cla ims of the seller are approximately 
accurate. The farmers of other Southern States have been tlms protected 
in purcba es of fertilizers, and their fast increasing use in this State de-
mands that a imilar law be passed for Texas. 
'OlL FOR GROWING PUMPKINS. 
INGERSOLL, TEXAS. 
DEAH Sm-Please find in this mail a phial of earth, which if you will 
tell me what it needs for the successful raising of field pumpkins you 
would gre.atly obl ige and benefit me. C. C. I. 
.ANSWER. 
R plying to your favor of tb.e 7th in tant concerning the soils sent for 
examination, I mu t say that it does not grow pumpkins because it is al-
mo t entire! lacking in organic matter in the form of "humus," which 
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is partially decomposed vegetn.ble matter. The soil you sen t eems to be 
a yellowish-white sand, of very fin e mechanical textu re, l:l.ckino- in clay 
and almost entire ly without vegetable matter of any kind. T render 
this soil fertile for the g rowth of pumpkins, several crops of cow pea or 
other g reen manure must be given to the oil to make it fertile. 
FJ£R'l'JLTZERS FOR UOAS1' CO N'l'RY. 
LlVERPOOI~ , TEXAS. 
DEAR Sm-I am about to enter in to contract with the Germ an Kn.li 
works of New York to conduct some experim ents here on black, sticky 
prairie soi-ls, using tlle1r fertilizer,::, on ribbon cane and corn. Any infor-
mation you can give me, or any suggestion you can make, I will be 
thankful for. Yours truly, J. H. R. 
ANSW IJ: R. 
I have your esteemed favor of the 21st insL, concerning experiment 
to be made in the use of Kainit on the land of your farm, a nd note with 
interest your remarks concerning your success upon such lands. I have 
mailed you to-day a copy of our Annual Report for the year 1892 , in 
which you will see a discussion of soils. I suppose your black lands are 
the peach ridge soi l spoken of in connection with the discussion of Brazos 
bottom land. Sh9uld the description indicate that your land is of th is 
character, you will find analyses of surface and subsoil quoted therein. 
See page 271. You will note that in the chocolate loam of t he Brazos 
bottom tlle potash is in great abun lance, and phosphoric acid is in sulfi-
-cient supply, whil e lime and organic matter, containing nitrogen, ar e 
abundant both in surface and subsoi l. But in the discussion of the peach 
ridge land of Brazos bottom you will see that plwsphoric acid is lacking, 
showing only a trace. One-half per cent of potash, if read ily availab le , 
is sufficient to make a soil highly fertile, while t he per cent of organic 
matter in both surface and subsoil is shown to be a maximum-more 
· tllan 9 per cent and 4 per cent for surface and subsoi ls respectiv ely . U n-
less the re is some shell formation in your land visible upon the surface, it. 
is more than ap t to be deficient in phosphoric acid rather t!Jan potash. 
Our lands at tllis place do not g iv e good results from the application 
of potash in any form, wl.J.ile tl.J.e phosphoric acid and n itrogen l.J.ave re-
sponded freely. In planning your experiment I would ad vise that yo u 
should not take a very large acreage for a sing le plot to .be tested . Lay 
off a number of rows of suffici·ent length to equal one-fifth of an acre for 
each plot . . Upon tl1e first plot apply nothing. 
No. 2. Kainit, 500 pounds per acre. 
No. 3. vVood ashes, 1000 pouncts per acre. 
No. 4. Apply notbin~. 
No. 5. Apply kai.nit, 250 pounds; nitrogen in the form of cotton seed 
meal, 250 pounds per acre. 
No. 6. Five hundred pounds cotton seed meal. 
No. 7. Notlling. 
No. 8. Two hundred and fifty pounds kainit, 250 phosphoric acid or 
bone meal. 
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No. 9. Five hundred pounds phosphoric acid or bone meal. 
No. 10. Nothing. . 
No. 11. Two hundred pounds phosphoric acid or bone meal, 20() 
pounds cotton seed meal, 100 pounds kainit. 
No. 12. Two hundred and fifty pounds phosphoric acid, 250 pounds 
cotton seed meal. 
No. 13. Ten loads manure. 
No. 14. Nothing. 
All of these fertilizers can be obtained from the Stannard Guano and 
Chemical Fertilizer Company, of New Orleans, La. ~uell an experiment 
would not be expensive for one living nenr Galveston. If bone meal is 
not to be purchased, old bones can be gathered and broken down by rot-
ting them in ashes and securing phosplloric acid in tllis manner. Bnt it 
will ue, in eaell case, combined with potash of ashes. 
Break all of tlle land at once at every cultivation. Cultivate thor-
ough, without a llowing rain to interrupt, so thai all parts · of 
the experimental field will receive the same treatment under 
tlle same concl itions. Gather all crops at once, and weigh or 
measure under exactly the same conditions, or otberwise the results 
may be misleading. The blank or check plots which I llave suggested 
above are absolutely essential to the safety of the experiment. Do not 
leave them out, because tlley are tlle test of the available fertility of your· 
ground. 
SAL'l' AS A FERTILIZER ON WHEA'f. 
Beginning April 5, 1893, an experiment was conducted at 1\fcGregor, 
McLennan county, in this State, to test tlle effect of salt upon wheat 
crop. Two hundred ponnds of ordinary salt was sown per acre, and the 
yield was increased in every case by the application. The difference was. 
an avernge increase of three bushels per acre on the sixteen plots tested. 
Tlle oil was lwg wallow prairie underlaid by lime.* 
BEST MANURE FOR TEXA~ SOILS. 
A very O'eneral idea prevail among our people that fertilizer experi-
ments ·ondu ·tect here or upon the black lands fail i'n tbeiL' object unless 
a mammoth yield is secured for a certainty, OL' are failures unless a g reat 
number of the plots how a profit above cost of applications. Neither 
of th e two views are necessari ly correct . The value of experiments of 
thi kind can not be mfasured by the general success of the plots as a 
wlwlc wllen judged eitber by excess ive yields or by number of plots 
tbat how profit on application. A large experiment is expected to show 
a heavy per cent of failure , but the few successes a re thereby made only 
the mor at parent. A a rule experimental plots do not show mammoth 
yi ld ' , becau - it is the con tant aim of those in control of the work to 
sel et average oil , ancl other conditions, that tlle results may prove of 
*Th ere ult ean not be expected to follow ·uch treatwent of all black laad 
soil of tlle 'tate. J. H. C. 
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the greatest value. In fact, there is very little to be learned from an 
experiment that is plannect on the assumption that the greatest yield per 
acre is the tiling of most importance. It is of far more importance to 
learn lww the greatest profit per acre· ean be obtained. It is often true 
that the application of manure or fertilizing matter will increase tlle 
yiel<l largely, but will entirely fail to give profit. It is therefore fool ish 
to select those things wilich will inc1·ease tile yield per acre without gi v-
ing any profit to the farmer. 
The results of some experimental work with fertilizing land for wheat, 
cm·n and cotton bave been written up in Bulletin 34 of the Texas Station, 
anct all of th e conditions were as fairly stated as coulct be given . Con-
trary to our expectations, application of both · rotten and fresh manure 
to wheat land gave a profit over the cost of the manure, estimat in g the 
manure to be worth 50 cents per load. There was a sligllt a<.lvantage in 
favor of tlle fresh manure as comparect to rotten manure. The rotted 
manure caused a y ield of 22-} bushels per acre . The fresh manure caused 
a y ield of about 22i bushel::; per acre, and an unmann~·ed plot betwe n 
these two yielded only 19-i bushels per acre. If the wheat be valued at 
50 cents per bushel the increased yield from the rotten manure land was 
wortl1 $ 1.~3. ~ubtracting from tilis amount tile cost of two loads of 
manure which were applied, a profit of 23 cents on the application re-
mains. Similarly tile fresil manure increased the y ield to the value of 
$1.5~, but this apjJlication costs $1, which sho uld be subtracted, leaving 
a credit of 58 cents, representii1g the p·rofit on the application of the 
fresh manure. No doubt the beneficial results of the app lication of tbe 
manure will last for more tllan one season. 
The lancls of tile 'Vichita river bottoms in the extreme northern por-
tion of tile ~tn.te responded more freely to the application of stab le ma-
nure in growing wlleat than did the black land soils furtiler south. There 
were no other manures used profitably upon either the vVicuita Falls 
land, or of 1\luKinney, Collin county, soils, in growing wheat. In this 
matter we must be careful to note that the profit will not de pen l entirely 
upon the increase of the yield per aere, but the price of the crop per 
busbel is a prominent factor in determining loss or gain . 
vVhen corn is rated at 40 cents per bushel and the increasect yield· of 
that c rop a re considererl in connection with t he cost of fertilizers, it i 
noticed that t!Jere was no profit in the use of fertilizers or manure of any 
kind on Collin county land for the year 1894. The increase of the yield 
of the several plots to whiuh fertili.zers were applied were very small. 
Both the rotted and the fresh manure increasecl the yield one ancl two 
bushels; cotton seed meal and aci<l pLosp l1ate from two to ix bush b; . 
but none of these were used profitably. It is I ikely, lloweve r, tilat kHl 
cotton seed meal been combined with acid plw phate that some slight 
protit woulcl uave r esulte rl. lL is also likely that tile dry, hot winds on 
the first of July injured the growth of tile corn c;:op and prevented it . 
normal development, and so interfered witil the nutritive effeet of som 
of tile fertilizers wltich were used. From the experim ents it woull ap· 
pear that acict plwsphatc, cotton seed meal, and common manure are 
most likely to proye beneficial to the corn crop upon t lte black lands. 
In the face of the ~ow price of cotton some profiL was made in ilte use 
of commercial fertilizer and fre 11 manure upon the black lands of Col-
lin county for tllC season of 1894. It is evident tluLt a large number of 
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differ nt I'Prtiliz •r.· iu ·reased tile y ield, but ouly som form of phosphate 
or ;/,ltrouen sPem profitable. The large t profit was obtained from tile usc 
0f ·100 pouiHls of cotLon seecllnlll a lte per aure, giving a net profit of 
:·1. 80. The larg st increa eel yield noted w~ from Lbe application of 
500 pouncls of bone black c~t pilospl!ate) per acre, which gave 290 pound 
of seed ·oLton inurea ·e, but the cost of tlte material is very higil and re-
duced the profit n tile acre to only 80 cents. It is likely that a proper 
c ml ination of acicl l lw pllate an(l cotton seed hull a hcs upon tile black 
!ann would prove profitab le in g rowing cotton and wileat, but the ma-
Lerin.ls m.u 'L be purcha d at rea ' OlHtb le rates. 
I. do noL look upon the fertilize r exper im 'nts conducted at McKinney 
Wld 1Vichita Falls a· bei11g in any way conclus ive, because they were con-
tinued but for one season, an l these experiments shoulcl be conducted 
through a cries of llve I' ten year ·before absolutely certain results can 
l> obtained . llowcver the vear' work bas proven very consistent and 
harmonious. from an expe rim ntal ·taudpoint, and 'ive may fa~rly draw 
som • ·afo conclusion · from the exper iment. T'here are many practical 
and xperimental que tion LhaL can only he touched upon in one year's 
work in testing lan 1 for plant food. 
A elo. e inspection of experiments witll fertilizers at the Beeville Sub-
Station indicates that phosphoric acid is 1 rimarily lacking in tbe soils of 
tlw.t n io·IJborhood. It i :::. evident tbat there is an abundance of potasll in 
tllat soil, ince the application of kainit an 1 wood aslles really reduced 
the yie ld of com upon that ltlnrl. From observations in different parts 
of the coa ' t country and from experiment at tllis place (College Station), 
it i quite evident t hat the lack of these lands is phosphoric acid, and 
s me of them lack nitrogen, but potash is in abundant su pply usually. 
This i ' not only true of grow in g the corn crop, but of all field crop , so 
far a I am now able to ju lge, inclnling cotton, sweet and Irish pota-
toc , anc1 ·mal! grain . 
ln ·onsiclering what manure is tbe best to be applied to land, it is always 
well Lo Or t learn the deficiency that may exist in tlle soil. If any essen -
tial plant food elements are lacking, it will be necessary to replace that 
deficiency for the particular crop to be grown. Secondarily we should 
und 'l' tand tbe wants or demands of certain crops. They have peculiar-
iLies wl!iuh mtl ·t be t ndiecl. These peculiarities are affecLed somewhat by 
moi ~ ture or l1 cat, but it i safe to say that all grain crops are especially 
fond of nitrog u ancl plJOsphoric acid, tl!at all garden crops r equ ire large 
.::tm unts of nitrog n and potash. ancl that trees require a well "b::).lanced 
·oil,·' fairly ferLile in all forms of essential. plant food. So far a we have 
tuclied the "Oil of tl1i State by field tests, we have found none that were 
con pi ·uotl'ly Jacking in pota h. \Ve have founcl, however, that some 
w r bcking con picuou ly in nitrogen, but all tl.Je wom soils appear to be 
lackino· phos1 boric acid to some extent. These are the three important 
form of plant foocl Lhat we must constantly keep before us . 
.FAR~IER . lr ::iTITU'l'E:::l. 
The eason of the year for holding Farmer·' Institutes in Texas ba.s 
ju t opened. \Ve know that ome of tho institutes of certain counties 
have arran<Ted th ir program and have selected tlleir speakers for the 
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occasion. A number of Experiment Station worl er have onsentet1 to 
attend some of these meetings and discuss certain topics with those pre -
ent. There is now littl e donut of the great value to be <ierived from 
the Farmers' Institutes that are helcl in everal counties of the State. 
·while tbe last Legislature refused to create a Farmers' Institu te Bur au 
or organ ization for Texas, there is no 1·eason wby a large number of in-
stitutes shou ld not be held d uring the coming season . Every community 
bas in it some man who is especially fitted to discuss some agricultural or 
horticultural subject to the benefit of his neighbors. In fact the Farm-
ers' Institute system is based upon the klea that there i no one who is o 
well informed upon agr icul tural matte rs that be may not learn omething 
from an ordinary gathering of farm ers, where free discussion takes p laue. 
As a rule the men who 111ake success in certain lin es of work are usually 
willing to tell how they succeeded or how tbey .fail erl . and o·ive advice to 
their brother farmers upon these subject, when invited to do so . Be-
sides t hese men in the loeal communitie there are prominent agricu l tural 
and horticultural speakers an l writers in this State who cheerfully :-t~tend 
tbese meetings if their ra ilroad expenses are pai<l. Tiley are large-hearted, 
public workers who g ive their time to the development of our great 
agricultural resources . In addition to these men the officers of t he Ag ri-
cultural Experiment Station, locate(! near Bryan, may alway be relied 
upon to furnish one or more speakers to the institute if consulted suf-
ficiently early to arrange their work for the meeting. 
It is now. a very favorable time for institutes to be founded in com-
munities where there have been none up to this time. Tb e rise in tbe 
price of live stock, the rapid growth of vegetable anrl frui t interests of 
tbe State, the many clearly defined facts thaL bave been recently discov-
ered upon farm anrl garden work in their different phases, seem to iuvi te 
tbe inauguration of Farmers' Institutes in every prog ress ive co rnmunity 
in the l::itate of Texas. 
HOW FARMERS CAN EXPERL\lEN'l'. 
Reports have been printe<i in all of the State papers giving the good 
results of rec~nt experiments at San Angelo, in this State, that were con-
ducted to test the fattening value of milo maize, for the bene fit of th e 
farmers of the semi-ariel vVest. This experim ent is one whiclt should 
Lave IJeen conducted, and it gives pleasure to all wlto are interes ted in 
tbe atl vanuemen t of ngricul ture in the State to know that private enter-
prise bas adopted the meLllods of our Ex per iment ~tations, and seek to 
know so methin g more (le fioite of the feed erops, fertilizers. forage p lants 
and new vari eties of all kinds that have been lately in troduced into the 
Uni ted Stales . 
Heeen t lette rs from several parties ask for a simple method of testing 
th eir land to learn whether or not it woulcl pay to use comm ercial fe rtil -
izers, stable manure, and other kinds upon it. We take pleasure in g iv -
in g a ll S tt c h in formation as promptly as we can, anrl we here present one 
of t he plans for soi l testing to prove whether or not it is cle fi cien t in cer-
tain kinds of plant food. 
In planning an experiment it is advi able to make plots rather small 
in size, in order that tlley may all l>e treatecl exactly alike. If a large 
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field devoted to one system of experiments, it is impossible to so 
manage them that tlle re ults will be reliable. Plots of one-fifth or one-
ten lh acre are usual1y to be preferred. The size of tl.J.e plot can be 
d tcrmined by tlle number requ ired for any given experiment. Where 
ten or fifteen plot are in usc the size should be about one-fifth or one-
quarter acre. Lay off the number of rows to give the exact size of tlle 
plot de ired. If a fifth-acre size is chosen, apply the following manures 
at the rn.te given below: 
Plot No. 1. Apply nothing (check). 
Plot No. 2. Kainit 100 pounds. 
Plot No. 3 . \Voocl ashes 200 pounds. 
Plot No. 4. Apply nothing (check). 
Plot No.5. Combination of kainit 50 pounds (potash), cotton seed 
meal, 50 pounds (nitrogen). 
Plot No. 6. 100 pounds of cotton seed meal. 
Pl t No. 7. Apply notbing (check). 
Plot No. 8. 50 pounds of kainit (potash); bone meal or phosphoric 
ncid, '50 pounds. 
Plot No. 9. Bone meal, phosphoric acid or bone black, 100 pounds. 
Plot No. 10. Apply nothing (cllcck). 
Plot No. 11. Pltosplwric acirl or bone meal~ 40 pounds; cotton seed 
meal, 40 pounds; kainit, 20 pounrls. 
Plot No. 12. Pbosplwric acid, 50 pounds; cotton seed meal, 50 pounds. 
Plot No. 13. Two loads of stab le manure. 
Plot No. 14. Apply nothing (check). 
All of the above materials suggested for fertilizing purposes can be 
bought of the Standard Guano and Cbemical Manufacturing Company, 
New Orlean , Louisiana, excepting wood ashes , cotton seed meal 
and manure. For garden experiments in testing fertilizers or manures. 
the size of tlle p lots is ordinarily mueh smaller tbat1 is here suggested. 
Throuo·h the co-operation of the Department of Agriculture a large 
li t of seeds was distributed in this State last year by this Experiment 
tation to I rominent farmers in all parts of the State. A great mnny of 
the ~ e have sent us the results of their experiments with grasse , clover, 
co1 n and O'arclen vegetables. All of these results will be published at 
the lo c of tbe fall eason and distributed free to the fanners of Texas. 
'Ve gctinquir ie sometim es asking wilether or not a certain variety of 
corn or of cotton is well suited to the writer's partieular farm, and in 
m t ca. c we arc able to make some suggest ion s upon this subject, but 
much more valuable information eoulct be had by the farmer selecting 
s me of the mo t promi ·ing vnrieties of corn or colton and plant this 
upon hi farm in small plots or areas. The land seleeLed for tl1ese tests 
mu ·t be of very uniform c!Jarneter and fertility. The plots must lay 
near togetl1er, and the outside experimental plots should be protected by 
other corn or coLton to render them (\f value. In the middle of tiiC field 
and near the out ide edges tllere shou ld be ''check plots" (planterl in 
one particular variety) to test the conditions of fertility in the land. 
1 
Then the yield of all other plots may be com pared wi tl1 tllcse eheck 
plot::; to d term ine tlte value of the scvernl varieties. This is more accu-
rat anct r linble tlw.n to compare the experimental varieties with each 
other. Unle s thi precautionary method is adopted it is certain that the 
re ult ' obtained on tlle average farm will not only be worthless, but will 
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be misleading and harmful in the extt·eme. For this reason many of 
tlle experiments conducted by fanners of all part~ of tlle world llave 
proved themselves unreliable. 
BOOKS FOR FARMERS. 
Bll:EVTLLE, TEXAS. 
Dll:AR Sm-If you have any literature on hand that you send out to 
farmers I would like to get it. I am a young man just started out, and 
I have selected farming and stock ra ising for an occupation, and I want 
&11 the information I can get along that line. I would like to have any 
il.'eports on agriculture or bu!J.etins on stock feeding, especially in slack 
feeding, for I want to feed next winter. 
Yours truly, S. S. 
ANSWER. 
I have your inquiry, and in reply beg leave to say that we have placed 
your name upon our mailing list for receipt of out· free publications in 
future, and mail you copies of Nos. 33 :tnd 34, recently published. from 
this office. I would suggest that it would be wortll your while to buy 
gome books on the subject of stock feeding, such as " Feeding Animals" 
by Stewart. It would also be well for you to understand some tit i ng of 
the different breeds of stock, and I reeommend for tu is purpose " llorses, 
Cattle and Swine," by Curtis. You will find mnch instructive matter in 
the two volumes of "Storer's Agriculture," whieh is an expensive work. 
A cbeaper one is" How Crops Feect," by Johnson. You will fino so me-
thing of particular value on grasses by reading "Grasses and Forage 
Plants of the South," by Phares. I can refer you to books on sorghum 
growing, wheat growing, corn growing, potato growing, etc., shou ld 
you not find in this list the probable information wanted. 
CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT. 
H. H. Harrington, M.S. 0., Chemist. 
D. Adriance, M. S., A istant. 
P. S. Tilson, M. '.,A sistant. 
BY H. H. HARRINGTON, CHE111IST. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
'l'llE JNFLUENCE OF FEED ON BU'l"l'ER. 
It bas been pretty clearly proven by chemists and dairymen in the last 
few year , that the proportiOnal quantity of butter fat in milk is not 
materially intluenced by tbe kind or quality of feed eaten by the cow. 
But it ba al o been sbown, first at my laboratory in the winter of 1888-
1889, and ubsequently by Dr. Wiley, of tile Department of Agriculture 
at Washington, that t!Je quality is materially intluencecl by·the kind of 
feed. lt !Jad been believed, even by chemists, t!Jat all properly made 
butter possessed the arne chemical composition, except as to the amount 
of water. Tabulated analyses were given to show just what a chemist 
mio·bt expect in submitting a sample of butter to analysis. But on ex-
amining butter from cows fed on cotton seed or cotton seed meal, I found 
the re ults to vary widely from pub! is!Jed reports of butter from other" 
feeds. It was diseovered t!Jat the effect of this feed is to make the butter-
firm r and harder, and at the same time to increase its melting point. 
Allllouo·ll it hould be remembererl tbat the relation between the melting 
point and actual hnrdne s or firmness of bultrr is not always the same. 
Butt ·r frJm any fe ed is hietly a mixture of tln·ee oils, olein, steadn, 
and pnlmntin, the la ·t two being solids at ordinary temperature, and the 
fir t n lililli I. A coLton eed. oil is it elf a. liquid containing an excess 
of olein, ". would nntura.lly expect that a. feed of cotton seed or meal 
would giv a butt r with a. greater exce s of olein-a butter· of lower 
m lting point. But ju t t!Je revere seems to be true, as shown by 
ell m ieal nnaly i , and a.s appears to be further sllown (under claim) by 
expert tat r , who complain of cotton seect butter •'stiching to t!Jeir pal-
ate "-an exec of palmatin or stearin. The practical benefits of this 
influ enue in our warm <:limate are at once apparent. It is by a difference 
of or J 0 deoTce en ier to ke p sueh butter for market. It not only 
doe ' 110t m lt, .o quicl<ly. but it is not so liable to become rancid. On 
the other Lnnd, if a full feed of cotton seed or meal is fed to the cow, 
the ta::-te f the butter becom s so impaired t.!Jat what is gained in one-
dire Lion i more than lost in another. 
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The question then becomes: How mucll of cotton seed meal or cotton 
seed can we afford to feed, and still not materially influence its flavor, 
while at tbe same time we increase its meltino·· point? Jn a bulletin pub-
lished some time ago we undertook to an "v er that que tion from the 
chemical and practical side. \Ve found tuat by feeding two pounds of 
cotton seed meal, two pounds of wheat bran, two po unds of eorn meal, 
and ten to sixteen pounds of s ilage per day, we increased the meltir. g 
point of butte.r tllree to four degrees without impairing its tlavor. Othe1· 
feeds might of course be substituted for any of the above to go witll tb 
meal, or this may be repla ced by hulls and meal, or boiled cotton eed 
in the proper proportion, clepending upon what is available to the feeder. 
But of course the meal or meal and bulls, when th ey can be obtained, are 
always preferable to the whole seed, owing to the large amount of oil 
which these contain. 
So mucll for the effects of cotton seed and its products on butter. In 
Bulletin No. 13 of New Hampshire Station an xpe rim cnt was u;1 ~er­
taken primarily to test the relative in fiu ence of corn m al and its by-pro-
duct gluten meal, on the character of butler from each. 
Ensilage, hay, corn meal, middlings, and gluten macle np the feed; 
the eorn meal ancl o·lutcn so varied as to · test the influ ence of eacll; the 
other feeds remaining constant. It was found that tbe substitution of 
gluten, eituer wholly or in part, for corn meal bad the effeet of softening 
the butter. While in n. test with bay and silage, the Lay" apparently 
produced" a h:uder butter. Again, when cotton seed were su~tituted 
for gluten meal, the increased llardness of the butter was very marked. 
THE SALE OF COTTON SEED. 
Since the time when cotton seed oil mills were safely established tile 
price of the seed bas been an annual tlleme of discussion between tlle 
farmer and mill men. 
·with the farmer the question should be, ''At wbat price can I afford 
to sell my cotton seed?'' ancl not, "What price can tlte mill man afford 
to pay?" since the latter question is. beyond ilis control. 
Jt i::; not likely tilat any discu~sion in th e 1 re::;s , or otherwise, will 
materially influence til e majority of farm ers in tile clispo al of their cot-
ton seed. ·whether tile price is $14 or $4 per ton, the seed will be so ld 
just the same-reluctantly, perltnps, but none the less steadily. The 
farmer is too prone to look upon tlte snle of the seed as so mud1 saved, 
regardless of the price. but J believe th ere are ome who, if clearly r e-
minded of tile farm value of the seed, ·will de?nand n. certain price of the 
mill men, or use tbc seed at home upon tlte farm. Es1 ecin lly o:.: lt ou lcl this 
be clone by the farmers living upon tile puorer lnncl of tl1 e ~tat>-bnd 
thn.t is not sufficiently fertile to begin with, and tl1at will rapidly grow 
poorer as eacll al'n1ual crop of cotton is sold ancl1wtlling return ed. Upon 
ricller lancl of the SLate, like the blaek w::txy and tile alluvin.l river bot-
toms, tLe seed is of less importance ; but even tbere tl1 y lw.ve a great 
feeding value that sLould not be thoughtlessly disregarded. 
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THE SEED MEAL AS A FERTILIZER. 
A ton of cotton seect, on an average, yields approximately 1090 
pounds of meats, 800 pounds of hulls, and 20 pounds of lint. The meats 
yield about 800 pounds of meal and 290 pounds, or thirty-nine gallons, 
of oil. 
At this time the seed are worth about $6 at the mill, the meal $16, and 
the hull $:2 at the ::;arne place; the oil 22 cents per gallon, and the lint 3 
ccn t per 1 ouncl. The mill man, therefore, con verts $6 for the seed in to 
$16.4 7 for its procluct, a difference of $ 10.47, even at the very low pres-
ent price for oil n.ncl n:~eal. 
Tlte average compo ition of a ton of the seed in fertilizing material is 
60.6 pouncl· of nitrogen, ~3.2 pounds of phosphoric acid and 25.1 
pouncl of potn ' ll. The money value of a ton of meal is $16, and at that 
price is the ellenpe, t all-purpose fertilizer which the farmer can buy. 
Add $2 to thi for h::wli11g home, and price becomes $ 18 per ton. But 
how docs its price compare witb the price of the seed at $6 a ton? The 
nverage fertilizer composiLion of a ton of the meal is 132.8 pounds of 
nitrogen, 53.6 pounds of phosphoric n<.:id and 35.85 pounds of potash. 
Tbi would make nbout the following valuation per pound of the above 
inareclients: l'\itrogen 10 cents, phosphoric acid 6 cents, potash 4 cents. 
These prices would g ive a money valuation to cotton seed themselves of 
$ .45 . So. when the fnrmer se lls seed at $6 per ton and buys meal at 
$16 per ton he is lo::-ing about two and a balf dollars, not counting the 
~o·t of rtauling the seed to tbe mill or nearest market. This estimate is 
ba ed on the fertilizer value alone. But to apply raw seed or meal is the 
mo t wa Leful way to u e them for a fertilizer, since their feed value is 
thereby lost. Let us compare 
THE FEED COMPO SITION OF THE TWO. 
The scec1 contains per ton 374 pounds of protein, or nitrogenous ma-
terial, 514. pouncls of nitrogen free extract, including starch, sugar, 
re in , etc., 41 -L8 ponnds of oil. The meal contains per ton 846 pounds 
of prolein, 472 pouurls of nitrogen free extract, 262 pounds of oil. It 
i dirlieult to place anyLllino· like a correct money value on the above in-
gr dien t . Bu L they llow U1e seed are richer in oil-too rich, as is well · 
known-and in n i troo·en free extract, than is the meal. But the meal 
contain two and on -half times the amount of protein in tbe seed. 
Tiler >f re, o far a ~bern ical com position is concerned, two and a half 
tons of seed u ·e<J would more than com pen~ate for one of meal. But the 
m nl cost tl1e fnrmer ~18 and he reueives $15 for tbe seed, a loss of $3 . 
lt may be aid that tlle meal is a better feed than the seed practically, 
retrardle s of ehemical composition. In some respects it is better, but 
can no more be fed without roughness or coarse fodder of some kind. 
tllan can the ecd. 
ln an exten::-ive feeding experiment coveringtwo winters it was shown 
by Profc ·ors Gully ancl Carson (Bulletin l'\o. 6), at this Station, "that 
for different cattle foods, a ration made up of cotton bulls and cotton 
meal i ' equal, if n t upcrior, to a raLion of any other two feeclstuffs 
u ·ed for fattening cattle, but a cheaper ration may be compounded of 
'ilatre and colton eed or of corn, llay, and cotton seed at the prices 
aiven, namely: Forty cents a bushel for corn, $20 a ton for cotton seed 
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meal, silage at $2 per ton, $3 per ton for hulls, and $7 per ton for cotton 
seed.'' 
I conclude, therefore, that if the farmer wishes to make a choice be-
tween seed and meal for fertilizer purposes only, at the present prices, 
be · loses about $2.50 per ton if he decides in favor of tile meal. If for 
feeding purposes, he loses about $3 per ton. Tllat is, if we assume the 
manure from c, ton of seed and a ton of meal to be worth the same, or 
nothing. But since that from the meal is worth a little more, it would 
bring the loss in either case to about the same-$2.50 for every ton 
bought and sold. The only excuse for such a practice is, then, 1st, the 
land is so rich it needs no fertilizer; 2d, one owns more seed than he can 
feed. And it is doubtful whether a farmer is ever justified in having 
more cotton seed at this price than he has cattle to cat them. 
"ALKALI." 
The term "alkali," as ordinarily used, when applied to water or soil, 
-conveys very little accurate information as to its nature, unless one has 
learned from experience what to expect. Usually, a water that tastes 
'
1 bitter" (acrid) or salty is called an ~'alkali;" while a soil that will not 
grow crops is denominated an "alkali" soil. 
There are considerable quantities of both of these in this State, 
and samples of eucll have frequently been subjected to analysis in this 
laboratory. The most c.ommon form of this alkali is sodium chloride, 
common sal~, at the same time a very dangerous form for plant life. The 
Pecos river water contains so much of 1t that along the smaller ditches 
and flats that catch the overflow from these, where the water is allowed 
to slowly evaporate and sink into the soil, a white sediment of salt is 
left in· such quantities as to be easily scraped from the surface. It fre-
quently gives rise to "alkali spots" in a field, especially in the western 
part of the State. 
It can not be elminated from a soil by treating with chemical substan-
ces, but there are certain plants that absorb very large quant iti es of it-
notably, beets and sorghum, and much of it can be removed by succes-
sive crops of these. "When irrigation water can be lJad it may frequently 
be p::utially washed out of the soi l by heavy floodings-allowing all the 
water to drain away. Next to common salt, sodium carbonate, ''soda," 
is perhaps the most common "alkali;" it is more injurious than the cblor-
ide,quantity for quantity, but can be destroyed by application of 
gypsum or plaster to tlle soil. This salt is really alkaline, "caustic," in its 
character, and is especially destrPcti ve to young plants. 
If applied to the soil in solution, by irrigation, its influence is only 
·quicker. My attention has been called to the existence of this "alkali 
soil" even as far east as Brazos (this") county. ·But it is also most com -
mon in the western part of the State. But in Texas these soils or waters 
do not exist to the extent found farther west-Colorado, :Kew Mexico, 
Arizona, California, Utah, Dakotas and Nevada, allllave large areas of 
alkali soils, over which are found alkali waters in greater or less quantities. 
Magnesium chloride, borate of soda (borax), and calcium c!Jloriue 
also sometimes add in small quantity to the existence of alkali soils or 
waters. 
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BY P . S . TfLSO ~ , A SlSTANT CHEMIST. 
'l'IIE 'E OF FER'l'l LlZER '. 
That orne of the once fertile soil of this State now require care in 
ord r to r tore production, is proved by the increasing correspondence 
on th ·uiJj ect that i ac1rlressecl to this Station. 
The obje t of this art icle is to put in · I rint, for general information, 
what ·nn b tated in a general way on t lt i subject,-leaving individual 
cas s that will require special consi ]eration on account of peculiar condi-
tion of so il, location, or alkali for direct communication. 
Jn al l civiLized countri e tl;e contin ual strain that is broug!Jt to bear 
upon Lite ]and, clue to the oTowtb of crop 1 even in proper rotation, is 
v ry err at y ar after year. But w!Jether fertilization wi11 pay or not, 
cl arly cl p nels clircctly upon the particular requirements of each soil. 
Tlte fact tllat orne of our mn,ll fruit gro wers , as well as others, have 
r nlizc 1 hi g h returns from a judicious use of fertilizers, has dispelled the 
illy ·!aim tlJat ''fertilizing is too costly and will never pay." The 
rea ·on why our so ils require the addition of fel'tilizers will be apparent, 
for'' pr fitnble farming neces itates tlie maintenance of il1e land in an in-
oren ·ing, rather tllan decrea ing, state of fertility." 
\Vbo will deny the sovereign truth that nothing pays worse than poor 
crop upon large areas, of which til e cu ltivation cost just as much as if 
it were yielding high returns? It must be evident to all tilat to use fer-
tilizers (artificial or natural) on a so il which does not require them, or to 
add fertilizers in exce ·s, is so mucil waste of money. 
Un like oils that have been for age· cultivated and require a" com-
pl Le fertilizer" (wllich contains nitrogen, pllosphoric acid and potash), 
our il have hacl for the n1ost part only a one-sided wear, and require a 
partial fertilizer. It is desirable for profitable, and also economic.farm-
incr to know (1) tl1C quantity of mineral and nitrogenous matter our soil 
contain·, (2) wlletber the e mineral substances are in such a form as to 
be r adi ly tak n up by tbe crop, (3) what ingredients are extracted by 
the crop. In bort, for a planter to use intelligently a fertilizer, he 
h nld know wltat hi oi l lack to produce a paying crop, and the com-
po ' iLion of tlte fertilizer at his disposal. Before any mineral ingredient 
i ab ' orb d by a livino· plant it must be in o lution. There is no such 
thing· as tlte root of plant ab orbin g solid matter. A soil may contain 
an abundanc of potash, phosphoric' acid, lime, etc., and yet be almost 
barren, all because tbe, e substance ex ist as insoluble compounds. It 
mu, t be remembered tbat if a oil i deficient or wanting in just one of 
tlte mineral inoTedient founc1 in the plant we wish to grow upon it, tile 
yield will be mall. 
A virO'in oi l u ually contains an abundant supply of plant food, as 
the e lem nts tnk n from tbe oil by. the plant are returned to it again 
wb n the 1 !ant d cays. As soon a the land i brougllt into cultivation, 
however, tlte vegetation is taken from it. ··ooner or later under this 
drain tb land b comes impoveris.hed. l-Ienee the use of adding natural 
ancl artificial fertilizers. 
The cllemical analy of soil in the majority of cases y ield little value 
to tlle agricutturi t becau e the acicts u eel in tlle laboratory are more 
powerfnl than tho eat the command of tile roots of the plants. 
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As regards water used for inigation, the information o obtained i · 
positive. 
The farmer' s only safeguards ns to the kind and quality of fertilizer 
to be used are througll direct nnd repeated trial and chemical analy i . 
Generally speaki11g, the clements, iron, sulphur, lime, and magne ium, 
are found in abundance to supply a maximum crOJ. If o, t.hen the 
principal fertilizing elements to. be looked to [lre nitrog n, ph 1 hori · 
acid and potassium. . 
Tilese elements in an analysis of a fertilizer are genernll y spoken of in 
combination with oxygen. It has long since been found by cbem icnl an-
aly~is that all the elements necessary to the proper subsis tence or grmvth 
of plants are genera.lly present in the soil in suffic ient quantity, xcept 
nitrogen , phosphorous, and potasil. 
Now, let us inquire how we may replenish our cultivated lands 
with these, and for tllis purpose we will consider in the main ome of th 
more recent analyse of fertilizers made. in this laboratory. Before g iv-
ing the reader the benefit of these, some of which are typical fertiliz r , 
we should understand in wllat form the plant food !Jerein contained is 
valuable to plant nutrition, and whence our source, to a limited extent . 
Nitrogen in commercial fertilizer is the most expensive nnd at tlte 
same time the easiest to be washed out of tile soil. Its ordinary measure 
in soils is the vegetable mold or humus, the presence of whicll we can 
easily measure by the more or less blackish tint when wetted, except our 
"red soils ." 
It is well to say just here, that from the analyses of over forty differ-
ent soils in this State (tlle chemical analysis can be foun l in Bull tin No. 
25), we found in nearly every instance that they contained a ufticient 
amount of humus. . 
Tllis important in gredient (nitrogen) cnn ih most ca es be replenished 
by a farmyard ferti lizer, when proper care is exercised. This is regarded 
by the average farmer as a typical fertilizer. It must be understood 
that its composition varies considerably, and tbat it is far from being a 
perfect fertilizer. A still better source for nitrogen near at band to the 
Southern farmer is cotton seed meal, wbicl1 contains about 6<1- per cent of 
nitrogen. 
Tile most convenient source of nitrogen through a commercial fertil-
izer, as well as tlle most ava ilable, is chili saltpeter (sodium nitrate). As 
will be seen from the following analysis, it contains about 14 I er cent of 
nitrogen. 
Bat guano, of which a great amount is found in this State, is another 
source, containing over 10 per cent of nitrogen, the analysis of which will 
be found under the heading "Phosplwric Acid Fertilizers." 
Still another source we have is sulphate of ammon ia, which from the 
analysis shows it to contain nearly 20 per cent of nitrogen. 
Bone black and hone meal contain pitrogen, and their analyses are al o 
to ·be found under the discussion of phosphoric acid. 
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ANALYSES. 
Barnyard Manure, from Experiment Station. (No. 152): 
Moi ture . ................................. .............. . . . . 
Phosphori e acid ........................................ . ·.· .. 
rgnnic matter ........... ............ ......... ............. . 
Pota h : . .•......•• . ... . .................. .. .. .... ...•.. . ... 
.Nitrogen .. .. ...... . .. ... . ...... . ....... . ... . ..... . ...... . 
Chili Saltpeter (sodium nitrate). · (~o. 145): 
Nitrogen ................... . .. .. . . . ..... . . .. .. . 
Equivalent to-
Amulonia .................. .- ............. ... . .. . 
Mo isture .......... . ...... .... ..... ... . ...... . .. . . ...... . . . 
Su lphate of Ammonia. (No. 147): 
10.542 per cent . 
1 .4Rfl per cent. 
45 .:~nO per cent. 
0. 786 per cen t . 
2. 065 per cent . 
14.420 per cent. 
17.510 pPr cent .. 
1 . 700 per cent . 
N i t ro,g n...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.810 per cent. 
Eq u i vn.lent to-
Ammon ia ............... . . ... . ...... . ...... ... .. ....... ..... 24.0ii6 per cen t . 
Moisture .. .......... .... ........................... . . ....... 2.070 percent. 
PHOSPHOR IC ACID FERTILIZERS. 
The plwspbatic fertilizers usually contain their phosphoric acid in dif-
ferent forms, and to tllis fact must the purcllaser direct bis attention 
when procuring a commercial fertilizer. It sbou ld be present in all com-
pouncl. commercial fertilizers, being next in importance to nitrogen. 
P ll .osphoric acid in commercial fertilizers exists in three forms) viz., 
wat,er soluble, citrate so luble, and acicl. soluble. 
The wa t,er solu ble and citrate soluble are usually taken togetber and 
called "available plwsphoric acid." 
Tllese two forms of p bosphoric acid are usually given the same value 
in a commercial fertil izer. Tbey are both readily available as a plant 
foorl, wi t,h a preference a lways for the water soluble when buying. 
Tl1e insolu ble phospl.wric acid is only slowly, if at a ll, available to. 
plant . · 
Bat a uano contains all three of the chief essential ingredien ts of a com-
p1 ete fertilizer, tl.wugh the quantities of eacb are frequent,ly not well pro-
por t i ned. 
Below we give the analyses of a few commercial, as well as natural, 
fertilizers, under the above class ification. 
BAT GUANO . (TEXAS.) 
Number. 
----------·-----------------
120 . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . 3.157 1.5-14 O.l:i910 .D70 1:1 .321 13.41 0.389 
1.J3 ... .... .................. .. . 1.8o0 2 . :.!40 0 . 5J LO.OoO 12. 219 12.81 N' . E. 
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BAT GUANO ASH • 
Number. 
. 'Ci .~ 'Ci ·~ Q)''"' '8 ...... o a:>o 
.ac:s -«~ «! 0 
E.~ .g,g 0 .Q ·P, 
o ... 0 ~ . ~-~..; 
...; ...; . ~...; 'd [/} . mo..; rn0""' 
'C) .8~ 
a:>..c:l ~ .a.a~ ·~ ~ rns:: 
.a a:> 
.a:> a:> a:> ~.g~ ""'p,QJ ::;l_:l,<l:> ~~~ ~rno ...,rn ~rno ~0 a:>O s::o ~ ... '-<O~o< ~0~ oo,.. 
"'"''"' 
S~-< bl;,_ 
.-::..c:l<ll !S:.Qa:> [/} .Q Q) Oa:> ..... a:> tea:> 0 Q) ()~ ~ 0..~ ~~~ 0..,~ y~ ::s~ 8 ~ 
----------·-----------------
122 . ............................ N. E. N. E. N. E. 0. 901 :~3 . fiOn N. E. 2H. 850 
126 ............................. 11.:231 0.464 5.00S O.U40 :2:2 . 73 1 2.U!W 16.703 
Acid Phosphate. (No. 149): 
Soluble phosphoric acid ............. . . . .. .... ..... . . 
Citrate so luble pbo8phoric acid ........................ . ..... . 
In8olub1e pbospborie aeid ....... .. . . ............ ............ . 
'l'otal .................... . ........................ . ... .... . . 
Moisture ....................................... .. ......... . 
lB .0()0 per cent. 
2.:2:10 per ecn t. 
1 . (i90 per ccn t. 
17.000 per cent. 
7.79 per eent. 
As will be seen from No. 149, acid phosphate contains only one con· 
stituent of value, and that is plwsphoric acid in three forms, showing 
the amount of availab le phosphoric acid in the above samples to be large 
and readily assimilable by plants. 
Bone Black . (No. 144): 
Total phosphoric acid . ........... ... ............ . .. . 
Nitrogen ....... : . .................... .. ................. . . . . . 
Moisture ............ . ... .. ........ . .......... .. ............ . 
32. HiO per cent. 
1 .H50 per cent. 
2. 82 per ceu t. 
Bone black is obtained by heating bones in suitable retorts, out of con· 
tact with air. 
Our principal source is either to prepare it ourselves or obtain it from 
sugar refineries, wbere it is employed as a decolorizing agent. 
Bone Meal. (No. 150): 
Total phosphoric acid .... . ....... . ... ... . .. . . .... .... ..... .. 21.360 per cent. 
'fota l u itrogen ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. r~so per ccn t. 
Moisture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... ..... 11 .410 per eeut. 
It bas been mentioned above that bone meal is valu ed not only for the 
phosphoric aeid whieh it contains, but also for its nitrogen. Tile bone 
meal can be much improved as a fertilizer if til e bones are steamed be-
fore gr ind in g. This steaming process must not be can·Led too far, else 
some of the nitrogen will be lost. 
POTASH 
Ranks next to phosphoric acid as a valuable plant food. The ashes of 
all plants contain potash in con ideraule qnan tLti es, and it can be obtained 
from the ash by a suitable leach in g proces. Plnnt vary largely as to 
their demand for this element. Jt is formed by t!Je dircet decomposi· 
tion of tl1e mineral feldspar, which contains from 10 to 15 per cent of 
potash. Other sou rces are, sulpbate of potash, muriate of potash and 
kainit. 
Kainit. (No. 146): 
Potash .. ... .. ... ...... . . ..... ... ..... ... ..... ..... .. ......... 11.810 per etlt. 
:Moisture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9. 400 per cent. 
VETERINARY DEPARTMENT. 
BY l\'L FRA TCIS 1 VETERlNARIAN. 
DISEASES OF LIVESTOCK. 
REMARK' ON 'l'lCK 
We ll:we recently receivect so many appeals for remedies to des.troy 
tick on hor e , mules, anct cattle, t!Jat it bas become a burden to answer 
-each one personally. In order that the results of our experim ents in this 
line may come before tllose interested on the subject, tile following re-
marks l.lave been prepared for publication at this season . A more de-
tailed account of our successful and unsuccessful attempts will appear 
when our work shal l bave been completed. . 
It may be of interest to remark that several varieties of ticks infest 
our dome, tic animals. Those tllat llave come to our notice in Texas are 
the following: 
1. Boophi lu bovi , the common cattle tick; very abundant on cattle 
<luring the summer and fall montlls; less frequent on l.J.or es. 
2. Amblyomma unipuncta.ta, tl.J.e "Lone Star Tick," occurs especially 
on horses, mule , and clogs during spring and early summer; not so nu-
merou a the first variety; found also on cattle, but not in abundance. 
4. Dcrma.centor Americanu . 
5. Rynchopori an spino urn (Mark); occurre l in the ears of cattle in 
l\1 n~rd county. 
6. Arcra American us, tbe ch icken tick, reported from San Marcos, 
Au tin and Lamr asas. 
·where tbe term "tick" appears bereafter, it will be understood that 
tl.J. ftct anc1 eeoncl varieties given above are the ones in question . 
Nothi11o· of Lhe bioloo·y of tick or their relation to Texas fever is given 
b r , except to note one fatal case of the disease in a ,Jersey bull near 
Nava ota, about l\lay 2, 1895. The an imal harbored quite a number of 
tlle Lone Star vari ty (Amblyomma unipunctata) only. TLis is the 
only one instance that ha come under our observation in which the evi-
dence wa sufficient to warrant a. statement of its probable relation to 
the lisen e. 
Th ub tances employed by us to cte troy the ticks may be considered 
in four oToup : 
1. The tobacco decoctions and manufactured tobacco sheep dips were 
tri <..1 and di ca rded becau e of its inefficiency. 
• 2. Th ere lin and creo ate-alkali-rosin emulsions, when sufficiently 
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concentrated to destroy the tieks, are too severe on tlle cattle. They 
deteriorate rapidly in the vat. 
3. The arsenical solutions employed were quite stable, and do not 
burn or poison the cattle, but are slow in their action, and require long 
exposure to destroy the adult ticks. 
4. The oils have given us the best results. F or dairy cows, oxen, 
horses ann mules we use a mixture of the following: 
Cotton seed oil, 100 parts; dead -oil, 10 parts; pine tar, 10 part. 
Warm tlle cotton seed oil ovet· a slow fire to about· 125 F., add the 
dead oil. and finally the pine tar. Stir frequently wllile cooling. 
The warming of the cotton seed oil is to cause the other ingredients to 
mix readily. If the cotton seed oil be raised to a high tempernture, the 
pine tar will boil over and cause much annoyance. This mixture is most 
conveniently applied with a wide paint brush. It is not essential that 
the exact pwportibns of tlle ingredients be observed. 
For ordinary use we mix as follows: To one-half gallon cotton seed 
oil, in a suitable vessel; over a slow fire, add an ordinary drinking tum-
bler full of dead oU and of tar. When the tar is melted remove from 
tlle fire and a-llow to cool. 
The dead oil used in the above is the so-called crude carbolic acid of 
the drug store. It is black, sinks in water, and costs about 30 cents per 
gallon in five gallon lots. 
If this mixture be thoroughly applied, every tick will be hard, black, 
brittle, and dead in 24 hours. lf the ticks be not dead it indicates tllat 
a sufficient quantity bas not been applied. Little practice will enable 
any one to determine the proper quantity to use. 
For range catt.le we apply a similar mixture by swimming them 
through a large vat, containing about 4000 gallons of water, and having 
a layet· of the oil about an inch tllick floating on the surface. This ar-
rangement is similar to that employed in dipping sheep, with tlle excep-
tion as to size. The cattle vat is described in Bulletin No. 30 of the 
Texas Experimental Station, and those interested in its construction are 
referred to the Bulletin for the plan and dimensions. 
Our most recent experiment with the oil consisted of cotton seed oil, 
100 gallons; dead oil, 15 gallons; pine tar, 5 gallons. 
It is important that the oils be mixed in a barrel, or other suitable 
vessel, before pom·ing them on the water in the vat. Twenty-two cattle 
were forced to swim tllrougb the vat. Jn twenty-four hours after, each 
animal was caught and examined thoroughly, and less than twenty ticks 
were found alive. It is probable tllat we will be able to kill every tick 
by one dipping. No injury whatever occurs to the cattle. 
A DEVICE FOR KILLING TICKS. 
The Station has recently built a large vat similar to Mr. Kleburg's for 
dipping horses and cattle to kill ticks, screw worms, lice, mange, ring 
worms, etc. It consists of a V-shaped vat, 24 feet long and 6 feet deep, 
and has a capacity of about 5000 gallons. The cattle are driven througll 
a narrow chute and on a trap door, which is balanced on the edge of the 
vat in such a manner t!Jat when the animal comes on it, it tilts, tllus com-
pelling the animal to slide into the vat. This device we believe to be 
4-Bulletin 
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Lhc n ly pra tical mean , so far suggested, for destroying the ticks on a 
larg cale. 
The • 'taLion in ten ls to work along this line the coming summer. Tlle 
c t f the vat was about '100. 
B 
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'fE'r AN S OF HOR E (LOCKJAW) . 
December 15 a horse wa presented for treatment that bowed general 
· stiffness~ rigidity of the muscles, tail elevated and trembling, straddlino-
of the hind legs, etc. 
Inquiry revealed that some week or ten days previou the animal had 
cut his witl.iers on some sharp object while rollino- in the lot. This had 
healed and had been almost forgotten. The case was a plain one of 
tetai:ms, .though in a mild degree. The horse was rut in a dark box 
.stall and not disturbed. When quiet he was able to eat, and in fact th 
power to swallow was not seriously impaired. 
Treatment consisted in bromide of potash in doses of two dracbms 
twice a day. This was continued s·everal weeks. The horse recovered. 
Some investigations in Europe, I understand, have succeeded in com-
batting this disease by inoculation with serum from a horse that had 
been rendered immune by successive inoculation of the virus. The day 
is probably near when tl.iis remedy will be available a ll over the country 
.for this usually fatal disease. 
GLANDERS. 
On January 13 a horse was presented having a discharge from both 
,nostrils, sub-maxillary lymphatic enlarged; in ordinary condition as to 
flesh, but somewhat drawn in the flanks. Had been in this condition 
three or four months. No sores on ·the body, but a scar on the inside of 
the thigh. There were no chancres visible. · 
Suspicions of glanders were entertained. The horse received 1 c c 
Mallein, which caused the temperature to rise to 105.2 degrees F. 
"This was regarded as confirming the diagnosis of g landers. 
This subject of glanders will be treated somewhat fuller in a bulletin 
now in manuscript, and soon to be issued from the Experiment Station. 
-Those interested in the subject can be supplied with copies free of cost. 
OBSTRUCTION IN MOUTH OF HORSE. 
On September 27tl.i a horse was brought to the College that was unable 
to eat. Had been in this condition several days. Owner said ·that the 
.animal could drink water without difficulty. An examination of the 
mouth revealed the presence of a corn cob, tightly wedged between the 
teeth of the upper jaw. The action of the case was interesting. The 
horse would bite grass off and then spit it out, being unable to swallow 
it. It will be noticed from the above that the fact of the horse being 
able to drink eliminated the possibility of tlle trouble being either par-
alysis of the throat or of obstruction to the esophagus. In all such cases 
.it is wise to examine the mouth carefully for foreign substances. 
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coNTAGIO T, , onE MOUTH OF no 'ES . 
uring- Novemb r nnd D cember nurnerou cn~es were presented of 
contagion. sore m uth of ilor"e . As this trouble i · probnbly wide 
spread over the State, it may be of in ter e t to uotice them sorne w!Jat in 
detail. 
Tit fir t symptom noticed i profuse s lobb rin g . This continu es ev-
eral clay ·. On xnminnt. ion of tlte mouth, '- !l owed a g reat many blisters 
n the tongu , lip , and jnws. the .ize o f p a . Tlt Cd.: eontn.med n. c lea t· 
fluid. Jn a few rl:l.y thee bur t, len. viug many brigltt ulcers of various 
s iz 'S. 
Tit animal howecl con , i<l rubl e d ifficu l ty in eating. This condition 
of affairs ·ontintt •ct n. w <: k o r tl'n d ay m1d '"' nS full o wer1 by perfect re -
cuv ry. On exn.m in n.Lion the bli ·te rs lt owc l th e prese nce of a fun g us, 
but til re lation of tit • InLie r to t he cl i ~cn::;e was noL stud ied. Trenlm e nt 
eon ·i t fl of sofL f o<l an d wn:::. ltit g t lt e mo ullt daily witll chlorate of pot-
ash, :tlum, borax or perman ganate o f pula ·u. 
J~NTERO ?lfBJLICA L F I -. T ULA . 
• January 24 n. tbrce-y nr-o l cl g ray ntU! e was broug·ltt to the Coll ege for 
treatm ent, hav in cr a n o penin g jn ::,L be ltind t!Je navel" whieh e xtend ed for-
wn.rrl and upward into tlte bowels . T!Ji s uacl bee n unused by sc re w worms 
la t umm 'l'. Th e tu he wn.s abo ut tbe d iam cte r of a lead penci I. Jt 
s eme 1 to cane no inco nveni n<.:e to t lt e mule,exue pt wlt c n sudclen exe r-
tion wa macle conside ra b le fo o rl wo ul d e t :lpe tl tro ug lt tlte o pening. 
Tit n.nima l wa cou!ined to a v e ry limi Led di et for twu day~, tlten tied 
do.,.rn and turned on !ti s back. Tlt e open i11 g wn.s cn. re fttlly probed to th e 
depth of twelve iuelles or m o re. A pi Pcc o f lu11ar Ulu :-:t iu (:;ilver nitrate) 
wa ' in t rodu ced, an d ilti ' all o we d to t::<.:n.ld t lt c wa l l:; uf Lite traut. After 
a few m inute l1 e was r e l '[t"ed n.11d r e turned to !ti t; s tall and ]{ e pt on lim-
jt, cl diet for a week. Tlt e '.v n.lb h ea led pro mptly alld kincil y ; uo dis-
cltn.rge wa noti cecl, and .Feuru n. ry 27 tlt c mu le was n :gn.rdc<.l as cured 
aud wa sent home. 
HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 
BY 1~. H. PUICE, IIORTWUI/l'URlST. 
VEGETABLES. 
HARVESTING AND STORING WEET POTATOE . . 
To keep sweet potatoes well they must first be properly han·e ted. If 
t he crop be in Len dctl for stock food it is m ucll cheaper to let th e tock 
'harvest it. CaLtle may be tumed on first to eat til e tops and vines, after-
wards hogs may be turned on to harves t the tubers. In Lb is way nearly 
-all the crop may be saved at a minimnm cost. If the potatoes are to be 
dug it is important to know when to dig th em. The crop should not be 
dug ·wben tlle sa p is active in tLte vin es . If, when a tuber is cut, the cut 
place partially heals over and becomes dry, the crop is usually ready to 
be 1mrvcsted. But if the cut place turns greenisll black the crop is not 
.:ready to be harvested. 
Vines are a great nuisance in harvesting sweet potatoes. There are 
two different ways of getting rict. of them . One is to graze them off. and 
the otller is to cut thelll off. We have used a sharp rolling cutter on tile 
beam of a tuming plow, just in front of the plow point, successfully. 
This rolling cutler cut the vines on each side of the row, while some dirt 
was thrown away from the row at the same time. Tbe third time the 
turning plow was run in the center of the rows and the potatoes thrown 
-out. Tlle tubers were then gathered and sauked. Care must be taken 
not to bruise them, as tile· soft rot is apt to start at all bru isect. places. 
A ll b ruised tubers shoulct. be sortect out and fed at once before storing. 
'Ve have tried fositite, Bordeaux mixture, lime and sand in keeping 
sweet potatoes, but neitller one proved effectual in preventing the spread 
Df black rot. \Ve have obtained good results by letting tl1e tubers re-
main in the ground wllere they grew until wanted. By throwing dirt 
Dver the rows with a turning plow it will prevent them from freezing in 
t!Jis climate. Furt!Jer work, w!Jicll is n'ow in progress, is neces ary along 
t!Jis line before positive recomm endations can be given as to the best 
method to prevent injury by black rot. If the potatoes are to be stored 
away t!Jey must be dried 6rst, and those wbich decay from soft rot must 
:be taken out frequently. In about two weeks after digging they will be 
dry and the soft rot will stop. Tbe potato bo u!:le we !Jave used in keep-
ing votatoes, botb sweet anct Irisll, ~s hown in a Bulletin now in press. 
lt consists of two outer walls witb a deacl air space between. Also two 
doors, a double floor anct. a v entilator. T!Je ventilator may be opened 
and closed at will. During warm days in the fall tbe doors are left 
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op n f r further ventilation. Inside are upright pieces which project 
from the iloor to tile ceiling. Strips reach from these across to the walls, 
and on these planks are laid lengtllwise, which are nailed also against the 
i ie of the posts, thu forming long boxes. The potatoes are stored in 
thee and dry road sand mixed with them. Mice can not go through dry 
·and . Potatoes kept welt in this house last winter when the tempera--
ture went down as low n.s 7 degrees F., and not 1 per cent was injured 
by fre zing. 
Tue sand must be changed every year for sweet potatoes, because it is 
very apt to contain spores of diseases which will infect the next crop. 
Where we did not change the sand nearly all the crop was lost from 
black rot. The potatoes t!Jat have kept best are Bt·azilian, Bronze, Canal,. 
, llanghai, and Southern Queen. The purple skin varieties have reeisted 
the dtseases best. 
TES'l' OF SWEET POTATOES-VARIETIES. 
During 1894 thirty-one varieties of sweet potatoes were tested upon 
the Station's grounds. The test was made in reference to yield pe1~ 
acre, character of tubers, length of vines, and table quality when baked .. 
The most productive are given in the following order: Sllanghai, Vine-
les , and Nansernond . As to table quality the following are among the-
best: Vineless, Sugar Yam, and Nansemond. Those that ::;how the 
highest content of sugar are given in the following order: Norton, Yel-· 
low Yam, Southern Queen, and Vineless. Full results of the tests, in-
cluding a chemical analysis of nearly all of the varieties, with a botanical 
classification, are published in Bulletin No. 28. 
CABBAGE-TWO CROPS IN ONE YEAR. 
During the past year twenty-four varieties of early cabbage were-
grown on the Station g rounds. 
The experiments proved that several varieties were well adapted to 
thi oil and climate, wllile several other standard varieties proved to be· 
entire failures. Many 0f the best varieties produced edible heads 19th of 
May. vVe began to cut heads from the first winter cabbage we ·had ever 
grown 30th of December, and continued cutting until all were killed by 
a v ry sudden freeze on January 23. 
'eed for tllis second crop was sown the 25th of July, and were shade(l 
from the hot un until ready to set out. The plants were set out in the· 
ground last of September. Tile cabbage worm then made a serious at-
tack upon them, and tllreatened to destroy the entire crop. This insect 
can be easily killed by dusting over the plants pyrethrum or Persian In- ' 
sect Powder. This powder i usually so ld in the drug stores of the State-
under the name of flea powder, and often it has been kept so long that 
it has lost its treno'th and will not kill. Care should be taken to pro-
cur a fre h article. From t!Je e experiments briefly mentioned it is safe 
to c nclude tllat two crops of cabbage can be grown here in one year. 
It would not be liflicnlt at all where irrigation can be had; in fact, the· 
winter crop eem to be of more value than the summer crop. 
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V A.RIE'l'IES. 
The best early cabbage under test was a strain of the Wakefiell, known 
as Taits' Early Jersey \Vakefi eld. Tile heads were firm and of good 
quality. This cabbage will ship well. It mn.y safely be relied upon for 
main crop. Other promising early varieties n.re Taits' Extra Early Pilot, 
Newark, Early Flat Dutch, Burpee's All-llen.d Early. 
TOMATOES. 
During the summer of 1893, sixty varieties of tomatoes were tested 
upon the Station's grounds. In the test were included about all the new 
varieties and several of the old standard vn.rieties for comparison. While 
the season was very dry, and cut the crop of fruit very short on nil the 
varieties, yet some yielded over five pounds of good fruit per vine, and 
stood the drouth fairly well. Critical notes can not be g iven in this 
newspaper article on the varieties, but the more important points brought 
out in the test are here given. The culture of this vegetable is becom-
ing an important market crop in some parts of the State wllere it grows 
to perfection. In a few places canning factories are putting up large 
quantities. 
VARIETIES. 
Perhaps the most important thing necessary to success is a good vari-
ety. When in the Houston market the 18th of last June I found one 
man who sold llis tomatoes very rapidly and realized about 25 per cent 
more for them than the others. On close examination I found he had a 
variety none of the others knew anything about. It was th e Acme, 
which seemed to grow to perfectio:1 there. I have g rown _as high as 17 
pounds of fruit per vine with this variety. Tile foliage is sparse, and it 
sets so full of fruit that they are liable to sun scald. The drouth cut it 
short here last year. Early Ruby was one of the most promising varie-
ties. It was profitable; fruit large, round, light red. After te ting the 
Tree tomato several years and in widely different localities, I think it 
has no promise whatever. But the Dwarf Cl1ampion, wuich hns thesame 
upright habit of growth and seldom needs staking, wn.s perhn.ps tlte most 
promising early variety in the whole test. Fruit very smooth, meclium 
size, solid, purplish red ; will stn.nd shipping well. It stood the drouth 
best of any. 
GROWING THE PLANTS. 
For earliness and productiveness it is important to have good .· tocky 
plants to go into the field. After growing t!Jem in tl1e hotbeds till they 
get 4 to 5 inches high, t!Jey sl10uld be transp lanted into a cold fmme so 
that the stalk may grow heavier n.ncl secure a greater mass of roots. Tbe 
plantlet is much better then prepared to withstand the vicissitudes of 
·climate. The stem will set roots as far up as it is placed into t!Je ground. 
They mn.y be easily set in the 1ielcl by tbrowing open a furrow with a 
turning plow and layil1g ·tile piau ts n.long the stra ig ht side of the furrow 
and then bringing <iit·t bac]{ over the roots with a hoe, and then pressing 
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it firmly with the foot. One man in th is way can set several thousand 
plant witll ease in a day. The plants may be kept from wilting much 
by carrying them in a bucket contain ing some water and dropping tilem 
in the fre h furrow and covering imm ed iately . 
FALL CROP. 
After om· plants ilad tood all summer anrl. were almost dead, appar-
ently, the 1st of September we out the old tops off near the ground, and 
wllen th e fall rain came new branches started up and . grew tllriftily and 
bore a heavy crop again ti ll frost. If the season be good, branuhes can 
be cut off the vines and s tuck into the ground and will grow off and 
b ar like tile parent vine. Thus a continuous crop can be grown from 
earl y sum me r till frost in tile fall from the same plants, which is a very 
important thing for canneries. A light dressing of straw placed over 
the gronnd before tb.e 1 la nts fall and begin to run serves to keep the 
fru it clean and helps to ilold tile mo isture in the soil. 
L lMA BEANS . 
Five varieties of so-called Lima beans were g rown upon the Statio~ 
grounds here dur ing the past year to test their productiveness, hardi-
ne sand habits of growth. Notes upon them are g iven below: 
Thornburn's Dwarf Lima is a tr ue busil lima. It is rather weak, but 
is prolific with good culture. Texas Speckled Lima is a small running 
variety, but llardy and prolific. Dwarf Lima is a true bush lima bean. 
It is mall but early and prolific, and one of the most desirable of the 
kind. Small 'Vhite Lima is inclined to produce runners; beans are 
small and white. It is rather late, but prolific. Large White Lima is a 
running variety with very large beans. It is a true lima variety, and is 
v "' I'.Y hardy. 
As li rna beans are rather tender and easily injured by cold they should 
not be planted until a ll danger of frost is over. The soils should be 
ma<1e riuh by ad Hng barn-yard manure, and then be thoroughly culti-
vated. Seed may be obtained of any reliable seedmen. 
AN EXCELLEN'l' RADISH. 
An early, crisp, an 1 pleasant flavored radisil is something to be ap-
preciate i upon the table mo t any time of the year. vVe have been 
te ting a large number of varieties for several years, with the hope of 
finding one '!iuitable for outdoor cu lture, and at the same time be of hi~h 
table quality. \Ve have had in our test about a ll the American variettes 
and many othe rs f rom England and .Frane;e, which were imported direct. 
The rad i h that has come neare t to perfection, in my opinion, of all the ' 
varietie that I have tested, is the Rose Colorec1 China. This radish is 
often old a a winter radi il, and I have o-rown it here to perfection in 
D c m ber, but it is a medium early radi h when grown in ea rly spring 
or ummer. It is of o-ood size, oblong, s li ghtly conical, light uarmine 
color. It remnin ed ible a long time without becom in g pitlly or strong, 
and doe not run to seed early. 
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CELERY-VARIETIES-TWO CROPS JN ONE YEAR. 
During the past two years we have cn.rrieci on experiments with celery, 
the objects being to find some variety anci methorl by which tlti impor-
tant vegetable coulcl be grown in the ~l.n.te nearly al l the yea r neees -
fully. It is a well-known fact that much of our celery comes all the way 
from l\Iichigan, and any knowledge whielt would eneourao·e the growth 
<>f this vegetable in the State would men.n doll:trs kept at home. 
w ·e ilave grown celet·y here botlt in tile sprin g and il1 tbe f:dl with fair 
success even on a rather poor, dry upland soi l. Tlte seed wa own in 
trays January 25th, and tL1e plants were set in tile field April 25Lit for 
tile spring crop. 
The following brief notes are given on varieties we have had under 
tes t: 
Boston 1\Iarket.-Grew 12 inches hi gh; was not di eased; color dull 
green; hard to blanch. · 
Giant PaschaL-The largest variety; sli g htl y diseased; blanebes easily; 
best of the large varieties. 
Golden Dwarf.-Grow rather large; blaneltes easily ; affected slightly 
by rust; a goorl variety. 
Golden ~elf-BiatH~iling.-Grew 12 inches high; free from disease; 
-easily blanched and is very beautiful. 
Giant Wilite ~olid.-Grew 15 inches higll; alfected some by rust; hard 
to blanch; nothing to reeommend it save it:; s ize. 
Hencierson's Perfected While Plume.-.Mec.lium size ; affected some by 
rust; blanclles fairly well. 
Henderson's Dwarf \:Vhite.-Very small; blanches fairly well; affected 
some hy rust; color dull greenish wllite; can be planted very close. 
Henderson's New Rose.-Grew 12 inches high; not diseased; has a 
beautiful purple color; blanches easily and is desirable. 
Henderson's Half Dwarf.-About the same as Henderson's Dwarf 
"Vhite. 
London Red.-About the same as Henderson's New Rose. 
Sandringham Dwarf White.-Very dwarf; affeuted some by rust; not 
recommended. 
There was not much difference in the time of edible maturity of the 
varieties, and celery from all was pulled July 9tb. Two methods of 
blanching were tried. One method was to g row the celery on the grouncl, 
about six inches apart each way, to see if it would not spindle up and 
blanch itself. Tilis method was a failure here. 'l'be intense heat and 
light kept the plants small and green. Tile weeds were ditlicult to keep 
<>ut wlJen grown so close. Tile other method was tile old one of keeping 
the rlirt UIJ around the plants as tiley grew. Tllis method ]:.>rOved fairly 
successful. 
The fall crop, which was nearl y all gathered last Decem bcr 24th, was 
much better than tile spring crop, though it should be stated that irriga-
tion was used on this crop. The ecd for this crop was sown first of 
August, in trays, and covered lightly willt spllagnum moss until it germ-
inated. The trays were kept sl ig ll tly moist after being placed in the 
-shade. I have always grown more turifLy plants by poLLing tllem in 2t 
inch rose pots than by letting them grow enti rel_v in the bed. ~everal 
[nsects attacked til e young plants, and it was found necessary to spray 
them with tllree ounces of London purple stirred into 25 gallons of 
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water. C nsidcring our resu lts !Jere, and observations at other places, it. 
e m safe to conclude that celery g row ing can be made a paying in-
du try in the State. The vegetable requires a rather moist, riell soil, but. 
wiLh irrigation and manures, it can be g rown suecessfully on a rather in-
different soil. Tlle best varieties tested. here are Giant Paschal, Hender-
son's New Ro e, and Golden Self-Blanch ing . 
AN EXPERlMEN'J' IN GROWING ONIONS FROM BLACK 
EED- V ARIE'l'lES. 
Forty varieties of onions were tested upon the Station grounds here· 
during the past year . 
Th e objects of the experiments were to see if onions could be grown 
here successfully from t he seed and to test the various varieties in regard 
to earlin~cs, size, color, etc. Two ways of culture were tried. One was. 
to sow the ced early in J an nary in trays, and force them in hot beds 
until the plant were some larger than knitting needles, and then set them 
out in the groun i like other plants. Tlle otller methoq was to drill them 
into the ground with a Planet Jr. drill early in the spring. While a bul-
letin can not be published upon this subject at this time, the more im-
portant points brought out by the experiment are mentioned in this-
newspaper article, so that those who wish to may have the results of out~ 
experiments this year in time to plant seed. 
T ilE TRANSPLANTING METHOD. 
Th is metllod bas attracted wide attent ion in tlle United States during· 
the past few yo urs, e:5pec iall y in the Nortll. By it some have grown as. 
hi g h as 800 bnsllels pe r acre. Of course the labor of setting in the. usual 
w.ay is g reat. We have set them successfully by using a small hand 
turnina plow to t hrow open a fu rrow, and then lay the onion plants 
along in t he row against the straight side of the furrow and bring the 
d ir t back witll the hoe and press it firmly with the foot. Of course tlle 
plant leaned over, but they soon straightened up again and g rew off. 
arc mu t be talc n that t ll ey are not set too deep, so that tlle bu lb will 
form under ground . It shou ld n.l ways fo rm on top. Only two varieties 
grown this way beat tho e g ro wn from seecl own in ea rly spring. They 
w re ·the Ginn t Rocca and the P ri ze Taker. These grew very large and. 
produced onions wllich would weigll from five lo eight ounces every 
four or five inches in Lhe row. "\Ve hardly think this method will pay 
when onions grow so readily l.lere from seed. d rill ed into the g round. 
everal of the varieties produced edible on ions when sow n 16th of Feb-
ruary, fully as ear l} as tho:::;e transplanted from seed sown 8th of Janu-
ary in trn.} . None produced onions as large, with the exception of the-
two abov mentioned var i lies. 
Red Bermuda wa the earliest onion in the test. It produced edible 
onion 72 days after the seed were sow n. It is a small, round red onion, 
not de irable for a o-enera l crop on account of its small si.ze. The Queen 
wa tl1e next in en.rl in e . This is a rather small, roun d , white, flat va-
riety. It pr c1uce 1 edible onion in 89 days from seed . 
f the white varietie~ the following seemed very desirable for a gen-
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eral crop: Southport, White Globe, Large White Globe, and \¥hit .Ber-
muda. Of the yellow varieties: Prize Tal\:er and Giant Yell ow Roccnr 
Of the red varieties: Giant Rocca, Red Flat Bermuda, Large Red Wether -
field, and Large Red Globe. 
The seed bed was thoroughly prepared . It ha<i a good dressino· of 
well composted barnyard·manure mixed with wood ashes, and tlwrou<rhly 
mixed with the soil by cultivation. 1\..fter the soi l was well cultivated 
it was made compact by a roller. Tbe seeds were all sown in the plat 
with a Planet Jr. drill, and the plants were afterward cu ltivated by the 
same drill with its attachments. From the experiment briefly mentioned 
above, and our expe.rience at other places, we think it safe to conclude that 
onions can be grown profitably from the black seed , and there i no ne-
cessity of using the "costly sets." The main points to be remembered 
are good seed, a thoroughly prepared seed bed and to sow tllem early. 
JAPAN PER~IMMONS . 
The .Tapan persimmon is a new fruit, which seems well adapted to the· 
South. It is comparatively free from th e attacks of insect enemies and 
injurious fungi. The native wild persimmon, in Texas, grows mostly 
along rivers or ravines, but the ,Japan persimmon has been growing suc-
cessfully here on dry upland for six years. The long tap root g rows 
deep down into the soil, and the tree is thus enabled to sta nd drouth 
well. The young trees should be transplanted when small, so as to not. 
interfere much with the growth of the tap root. The native wild per-
simmon makes good stock upon which to bud the J apan persimmon. 
This seed germinates more readily than peach seed. The .Japan fruit 
ripens the latter part of September, when the plum, peach, pear and 
grape have nearly all ripened their fruit. This fruit is of good size, an l 
when fully ripe bas a very pleasant flavor. The skin is very tough and 
the fruit ripens slowly, so that it would stand shipping we ll. Some fruit 
from several varieties was pulled just when it bad begun to color, and 
carried into the office, wllere it ripened well in two and Lh.ree weeks. 
The most prolific , largest, eariiest and best flavored variety wh ich has 
fruited here yet is the Hachiya. Not much of tllis fru it is seen upon the 
. markets, owing to its scarceness. No loul>t the demand for it will be 
great when the atten Lion of the public is called to it. 
Full notes will appear in a bulletin which is now in preparation upon 
plums, ap ricots, and Japan persimmons.* 
APPLICATION OF FERTILIZERS TO THE SWEE'.r POTATO CROP. 
During the summer of 1894 one part of our work with sweet potatoes 
was to test the effects of several fertilizers, when used singly ancl in com-
bination, upon the yield of this vegetable. I t may be of interest to 
growers to know tile effect these fertilizers had upon the yield here last 
year. Tile soil upon whicll the crop grew is rather stiff clay loam of me-
dium fertility. Rows were made four fe6t apart and the fertilizers. 
*Since published in Bulletin No . 32. 
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broacl ·astecl over th em an] raked in before the plants were set. Plants 
of Lite vinele ·variety were et every 14 inches in the rows. The usual 
cultivaLiun wa given. Tile latter pa rt of tile season was very favorable 
to tltc g rowth. 
.FI!:RTILIZI!:RS USED PER ACRE. 
No. of Calculated yield 
PloL. per acre. 
J . •• .4()0 ponncl POClittm nitrate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128.3:-l 
2 . ... Jr,o pouttrl muriate of potash........ ........ ... .............. 1.Jii . .J7 
3 . . . . 31Hl pound · bone black . . . .. ........ . .. .. .... ... ...... ... ... .. 207.1i6 
4 ... :200 pouucls su lphate of potash. ........................... .... 2118.80 
5 . .. . Notltin g- .. ..... .. . ... ............................. ~ .......... 201.17 
6 ... i100 poun<l co tton ~eecl meal.................................. Hl4.67 
7 ... 20.000 pottmls barnyard manme ancl wood ashes............... 119.85 
' . ... l iOO pour:ds pedal sweet potato fertilizer.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2:U. 50 
D .. .. No thing;. . ..... .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. ... ..... .. .. ....... ........ . 219 .71 
10 . . . . 41i0 pounclK so clium of nitrate, 200 pouncls sulphate of potash . . . l!iU .87 
'II . .. . ..JiiU pound ~; oclillm of nitrate, li'iO pounds muriate of potash.... 170 .77 
12 ... 4Hil pound odinm of nitrate, 300 pounds of bone bJaL:k........ 208.76 
JX . . . . HOO pound. of hon e blaek, :200 pounds su lphate of pota~h . .. . . . . 2;j5.i)0 
14 ... .460 pounc1s odium of nitrate,~OO pounds bone blaL:k, 200 pounds 
pota :-:iLnn sulpha te .................... . ..................... 173.36 
15 . . . . Not lri trg . . . . .......... ·.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17(1.58 
16 . .. . 4360 pounds slaked lime........................... . . . . ... . .. 250.14 
While it is not safe to draw conclusions from one year's fertilizing, 
be·cause reliable results ean only be reached through several years of 
such work, yet it would seem that tlte results reached so far point in 
favor of bone black and sulphate of potash for this crop on this soil. 
Jt will be seen from the table if the yie lds from the three check plots 
be ad led toaeU.1er and divided by three the average for each is 1~7.15 
buslJels. ·wherever muriate of potash was used it lowered the yield be-
low the average, and nitrate of potash only increased the yield. in one 
in Lance. Tlle special sweet potato fertilizer contained a Ligh per cent 
of pltosphoric acid; 300 pounds of bone black and 200 pounds of sul-
phate of potash per acre gave the highest yield; slaked lime gave tbe 
next ltighest yie ld. This work will be carried on again during the corn-
ing sea on . 
INJURIOUS INSECTS. 
IIOW TO PRO'l'EC'r TRUNKS OF' TREES I'ROM RABBITS AND 
IN~ECTS. 
Take one gnJ!on of the ordinary white lead paint and stir into it one 
spoo nful of Paris green or London purple. AHer serap ing the dirt 
.away from around the trunk clown an inch or two, take a brush and put 
t he paint, on up about ei~l1teeo inches. 'crape the dirt back around tbe 
t ree ~Lnd it will be afe from injury by rabbits and bore rs for two years. 
Tile foll wing letter has just been received from one wlto followed 
the, e in trnction : ''I am now ready to make my report to ,vou in 
reg·ard to tlte paint durina th e last snow. I kill ed five jack rabbits in 
ig- ht of my orcbarct, and have seen rabbits in my orchard, but they do 
not lJite my trees. I am convinced that rabbits will not bite fruit trees 
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that have been painted with your preparation. l\ly trees have o·one into 
tbe winter in tine shape, and the absence of insects is noticeable. 1 will 
use tile paint next year again, and will report to you tile re ·ult. 
"A. B. C. 
"Teepe City, T exn ." 
If young trees be painted in this way just hefore they are et out the 
cost is much less. This paint will not kill borers which are already in 
the tree; they must first be taken out witb a knife or killed by thrusting 
a wire tluough their burrows. 
·wiNTER BUDDING. 
In experimenting with various methorls of propagating fruit upon tho 
Station grottnds during the 1 ast year, it was proven l11aL budding could 
be done successfu lly cturing tile winter time, when the sap is snid to be 
dormant. The method used was simp ly to cut a piece of bad\ off the 
stock and fit a bud over the cut place and tie with a piece of rafih ot· 
piece of com shuck. Furtller details of the experiments at·e publi::shcd 
in the Annual Report for 1~93, which will soon be sent out to the peo-
ple of the btate free of cost. 
BLACK ROT OF THE GRAPE. 
This disease is caused by the growth of a very small p lant. It can only 
be seen with a microscope. It bel.ongs to the group of plants known as 
fungi. lts growth starts from a spore which corresponds to seed in 
lligher plants. These spores germinate early in the svring, wllen tlte 
leaves sta rt to grow, and upon them it usually makes its tir::st appearance 
in sma ll brownish spots. Its next appearance will be upon tile fruit. lt 
can be prevented by spraying early with the Bordeaux mixture, whieh 
preparation has been used successfully in preventing d iseases upon many 
otlter fruits. 
A full discussion of the life history of black rot in the grape, methods· 
of preparing and applying the Bordeaux mixture, and abo where to 
buy good SJ)raying machinery are given in illUstrated Bulletin No. 23. 
A NEW SWEET POTATO E~EMY IN THE STATE-DESCRfPTION 
AND TREATMENT. 
LivERPOOL, TEXAS. 
DEAR Sm-I mail to your address a small sweet potato iufested with 
worms. Can you suggest a preventive? Tllese worms are getting all 
over the coast country, ann it is only a question of sho_rt time until sweet 
potato growing llcre will be a thing of the past. During the year I bave 
been trying to study the habits of tllese wurms~ but so far llave learned 
but little. I can say that changing tile seed does no good, as I brongllt 
a lot of seed here last spring from ·washington county elear of worms. 
Tllese are now as badly infested as any I have. Last spring one yeat· 
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ago I brought eed from Grimes county clear of worms, and the same 
thing occuned . Tb.e worm turns to a small black bug resembling the 
ordinary corn weevil. Thee bugs are evidently migratory and attack 
the potato in the ground. Thousands of dollars damage will be done by 
this insect in this section this year. Potatoes infested by these worms 
are refused by all kinds of stock; not even a hog will eat them. If you 
notice, the p tato has a peculiar smell. J. H. R. 
ANSWER. 
The insect you refer to is what is known as "Sweet Potato Root 
Borer,'' and its scientific name is "Oylas forrnicarius." So far as I can 
learn, the insect appeared on the coast of the State at Matagorda Island 
some ten years ago, and has been working its way further up in the State 
each year. Last year I found a few in our experimental work here. It 
has been sent to me several times during the past two years, and .J regard 
it as a very threatening enemy to sweet potato culture in all the "coast 
country.'' It remains to be seen how far up in the State it will go. The 
in ect is supposed to have come fro-m Cuba. It was found in Florida in 
1878 and in Louisiana in 1890. The insect is rather oblong, and in shape 
t·eminds one of the common corn weevil. Nearly all of the insect i~ 
bluish black, except the central portion of the thorax, which is reddish 
brown. The female deposits her eggs on the vines near the ground. 
They soon batch out into small whitish larvae (worms), which bore dowr' 
into and tunnel the sweet potato, producing that peculiar odor men-
tioned. In about thirty-five days from the time the eggs were laid the 
full grown beetles come out. The eggs are also deposited in the . cut 
places of the tubers after digging. A ·figure showing all stages of the 
insect will appear in a bulletin now in press. 
The insect is hard to destroy, as it lives most of its life inside the 
potato. Some have put the infested potatoes in barrels, and after pour-
ing a few spoonfuls of carbon bisulphide into the barrels they are 
covered up. Some good results have been rei)orted from this treatment. 
All infested potatoes should be burned, instead of being left on the 
ground to decay. No potatoes that are infested should be planted. It 
·i best to plant the crop on a new piece of ground each year. If the in-
sect is not checke j in its onward movements in the State by these pre-
cautions it would be best to suspend the growing of sweet potatoes in 
infested localitie for a year or two and destroy all plants that come up 
voluntarily over tbe fi.elcls. Unless the growers of potatoes themselves 
take hold of this matter, sweet potato growing in infested localities will 
be greatly injured. 
How· '1'0 KILL THE RED AN'l'. 
The red ant which occurs in gardens, orchards and fields, destroying 
:all small vegetation for several yards around a colony, is very annoying. 
took do not care to graze close to a colony. Their sting is almost as 
severe as that of a bee. Children are frequently stung by them when a 
<lolony occurs near the dwelling house. For some time we have been 
.experimenting with different things to find a cheap and effective remedy. 
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We have tried London purple, Par i green, Per::iian insect 1 owder, 
kerosene em ulsion, carbon bisulphi<le, and a preparation sold under the 
name of "Ant Killer." None d id much good except the carbon bisul-
phide. The best way we have found to apply it is to ponr two or three 
spoonfuls into the colony early in the morning while tile ants a re nearly 
a ll in, and wait a minute or two for the fum es to o·e t down into the 
ground tl10roughly, then stick a lig hted rnatcll to the colony and the 
fumes will bu,rn with a very hot invisible flame, killing all the ant and 
their eggs. If the wind is blowing, the dead ly fumes wi ll kill the gra 
·or wheat for several yards . Fire shou ld be kept a safe distance away 
from a vessel containing the material, as it readily takes fire and ex-
plodes. When treated as above directed it i sclclom neces ary to repeat 
t he application. 
'f.HE HORN FLY . 
The Horn Fly, known in some parts of t!Je State as the ''Third Party 
Fly," made its appearance in several sections of Texas the first t ime d ur-
ing last summer. This fly, wllich appeared in New J ersey in 1887, has 
been graqually coming south, and may be ex pected to occur in more 
·abundance upon cattle during this coming summer. It resembles very 
much the common house fly in color, bu t it is small er. The wings as-
.sume a peculiar semi-erect position when the fly bites. The name ''Hom 
Fly" has been given it from its peculiar habit of resting on the horns. 
When feeding they occur in large numbers on the under sid e of tbe ab-
domen, just behind tbe fore shoulders , and. on the back of-cattle. I have 
used kerosene emulsion successfully to kill tllem on a small dairy herd. 
Kerosene emulsion may be prepared in two ways. The milk em ulsion is 
made by mixing thoroughly one part of sli g htly sour milk with two parts 
·Of kerosene . Anotber may be made by dissolving one-ha lf pound of 
.soap in one gallon of hot water and then po uring this into two gallons of 
kerosene oil and stirring vigorously until it appears somewhat like but-
termilk. Before applying either on.e it must be diluted with water from 
ten to twelve times. The best way to apply the em ulsion is with a !map-
sack sprayer. Other methods of combating this insect have been recom-
. mended. Two parts of crude cotton seed oil mixed with o ne part of 
pine tar and put on the cattle with a common paint brusll, llave given 
good results in driving them away by its odor. Also common "gnat 
·oil" bas given good results in the same manner. Since the fly deposits 
its eggs in the fresh excrement of cattle, and hatches and lives to matur-
ity there, it may be destroyed by sprinkling lime or plaster over the 
·excrement. 
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GRASSES. 
'l'EXAS BLU E GRASS. 
C ORTIS, TEXAS. 
I take t l1 c privil ege o f se ndin g y ou a sample of grass found growing 
h re. Th e li rst l n otice(l w:ts in ,January. It has a vigorous growth, 
wi t l1 ·ta11(lin g Lll e co lcl wea LII cr remarkably well. It grows wild anct at-
tain s a he ig iiL o f from 8 Lo 20 in ches. It is now in full head. I think 
il wo ul (l d o well fo r win te r pa::; Lure and would probnhty be valuable fot· 
bay . \Vo uld I i Ic c to kn ow til e na me and wllether iL L.as been tested and 
g ro wn u <.a.:2~ 'full y . J. H. B. 
ANSWER. 
D1•: .u~ Sm-Yonr le tter of lh e 9th inst., together with sample of grass, 
actd rc:- ·cd to Prof. Co nn ell, bas bee n referred to me for reply. I have to 
stn.tt. t ha t th e g rass prov ed to be the "Tex as Biue Grass" (Poa arachni-
f e·ra ). Tl1 i · g ras:-; ha:; been fo und growing wild in several parts of the 
~La te dllrin g tlt e past fe w .ven.t·s. For the ~outhern States it bids fair to 
rival t l1 e fam ous "'Ke ntu (.; ky Blu e Gms:s" (Poa p?·atensis), its very near 
r elative of th e northern ~LaLes . I have reasons to believe it is better 
ad npt ct to T exas ·o i Is. It is, as you suppose, an excellent winter grass, 
and 1 lwpc y o u ·will try it for hay and let us know lww it does. 
RESC UE GRASS. 
1\f ARYSVILL1~, TEXAS. 
En closed fino specimen of grass which I find growing on my place of 
la te years. You will pl e!:ve infurm ine what kind of grass it is and give 
parti<..:ular::; pertaining to it, and oblige, S. J. IU. 
ANSWER. 
Y 0ur letter and enclosccl sample of grass, sent on April 26th, I have 
r ece iv ed. In re pl y will say that tbe sample of grass sent is" rescue 
gra s" ( Bmm us ·unioloides). lt is an annual winter grass. It starts very 
e:trly in l11 c sprin g a nd g rows rapidly, and when cut down or grazed off 
will eo me up again. It is very sweet and tender. Stock eat it greedily 
wh en youn g. ~ince gra s is usually scarce in Western Texas during 
F ebru :n y anct :\In.rd1, Llli s gra s would come in and fill an important gap. 
It would no t interfe re with the native mesquite grass which (.;Ornes Iuter 
on. Sin <..:e it ~ · en.tell es" ea ·i ty , it eould be sown in early fall and a har-
row run o ver th e g ro und to g ive it a slight covering, and the fall rains 
would bring it on for winte r and early spring pasture. It will reseed it-
self if allowed to ma ture eed. 
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 
James Clayton, Agriculturist. 
~· M. Soule, B.S. A., Assistant. 
BY JAS. CLAYTON, AGRICULTURIST. 
LIVE STOCK. 
REMOVING HORN'S FRO:M: CATTLE. 
The question is often asked, "Why do we dehorn cattle? It must be 
painful to the animal, and therefore very cruel," and so I thought until 
I had practical experience in this matter with a herd of about :250 IJ ead 
of cattle. Now I think it is the most humane act one can cto for tl1em. 
It is not my object, lwwever, to enter into any diseussion as to the 
merits or demerits of dehorning. 'Vith many who have tried dehorn-
ing, the ad vantages are settled facts, and to all such the subject needs no 
recommendation. 
The following brief outline of some work in dehorning cattle in .Janu-
ary, February and March on the Texas Experiment ~tation is g iven , 
hoping tllat it m::ty be of interest and value to some one. The imple-
ments used were Leavitt's Improved Dehorning Clipper, and a small, 
very fine toothed (No. 11) hand saw and a butcher's saw. For compar-
ison, the clipper was used in taking off the ri g ht horn ancl the saws in 
taking off the left. The pain caused by the use of these tools was of 
course severe, but of short duration. The clipper is preferred for de-
horning cattle under 3 years old. The cut is made by it tllrough the 
lwrn with ease and rapidity, and being so much quicker than tlie saw, 
and witl.wut friction, must give less pain to the animal. 
However, as it is now constructed, the power of tiJe clipper is insuffi-
cient to cut the hard bone in tile horns of old cattle. Wllere it had been 
tried on some of them and failecl, the saw llad to be used. Tlie horns 
were taken off as closely to the head as possible, removing from one-
fourth to one-half inch of skin with each horn. Nothing in tiJe way of 
hot irons or other cruelties were applied to tlle fresh wound, whicll can 
only give pain to the animal. If maggots get into tlte llorn cavity ap-
ply a little chloroform, carbolic acid or cresyiic ointment. 
Chemical dehorners were usecl on 30 calves in March. The dchorners 
are chemical fluids, and it is claimed by the manufacturers that the ap-
plication of a few drops to the embryo born will destroy it. The work 
at this Station was done on calves from one to four mon tlls old, and most 
satisfactory results obtained with tlle younger calves. As soon as the 
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little horn hcO'ins to grow scrape or cut the surface until it is tender, but 
do not make it bleed. Apply t!Je fluid to the hom button witll a swab, 
which i made by tying a small rag securely to tile enri of a stick. The 
application of the fluid i easily and simply made, and seems to give very 
little pain to tile calf. It is claimed by the North Carolina Experiment 
l::itation tllat cau tic potash or caustic soda will answer tile same purpose. 
GREEN FOOD l! OR STOCK. 
Witll tiJ progressive farmer the manner of feeding and caring for 
stock llas o cbanged within the past few years that conditions are each 
year growing more and more artilieial and difficult. Natural pasturage, 
and om of the crops and feedstuffs whicll were looked upon ~vitll favor 
only a few years ago, are a lmost entirely abandoned to-clay. We are 
O'l'fititiecl, however, to note from a widespread corresponrlence over tile 
'tate, that one of these old time ideas, viz., turning cattle on to pasture 
with an occasional salting, is fast becoming obsolete in t!Je better settled 
parts of the t:ltate, and giving place to the more humane and modern 
soiling crop ideas. · 
Tllis Experiment Station is doing some valuable work in this line, by 
try ing to increase the interest of stockmen over the State m silos and 
soiling crops, by ascertaining from the farmers tbemsel ves the kind of· 
ilos used, tlte cost of same, what crops are most used for ensilage, tile -
cost of ensilage per ton in silo, the amount required for each cow per 
day, and tuey all agree that tl.Jere is very little excnse for not having 
plenty of nutritious food always on hand. l\luch of this valuable infor-
mation will appear soon in the sixth Annual Report from this Station, 
wllich will be ent to all persons in the t:ltate who request it. 
No progressive stoekman of to-clay can afford to depend on pasturage 
or gra s alone for his cattle, either in summer or winter, but must sup-
jlement these witll soiling crops and grain. For early spring and sum-
mer no green food is better tllan corn and sorgb urn. For winter use 
drilled barley, drilled rye, or ensilage made of whole corn crop, 
orghum, rye or cow peas, put up green in summer and fed out fresh in 
winter or summer. Fifteen to twenty tons per acre of green corn or -
sorgbnm i a fair yield under favorable conditions. On one of our 
outb rn Experiment t:;tations during January and February, 1890, the 
writer cut 21,392 pounds of green rye from one acre, which had been 
plan ted in September in rows two feet wide. 
Thee are orne of tbe facts and conditions tbat surround us, all of 
wl.Jich are of econ~nn ic value, and sure methods of supplying an abun-
dance of food, and as lands increase in value in Texas, he is wisest who 
finds first, before they become too high, if it is not possible to keep a 
cow a year on something less than five acres of good land. 
HEAVY GRAiN FEEDS FOH. .MILK COWS. 
How much grain can be consumed by cows in milk, is a question often 
asked by dairymen, and of intere t to others. Some feeding experiments 
to te t tllis were carried on during January and February last by the-
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Texas Experim ental Station, soon to be published in Bulletin form.* Tbi 
report will eontain interesting rlata on this subject, and while we do not 
wish to anticipate tlle subject matter of this Bulletin, it will do no harm 
to bring out a few of tbe prominent facts. 
The test continued for four weeks. The grain feeds given were cot-
ton seed meal, corn meal, sing ly and in combination, and cotton seed 
boiled. F(,l; forage the cows were fed alfalfn., cotton seed hull , silnae 
and common hay . The experiment was begun by feet1ing a limit d 
ration, wbieh was continued until tbe end of the fir t even day , after 
which time there was a gradual increase in the feeds gi vrn until the 
capacity of the largest eater in the several g roups was ascertain ed, then 
all were fed this amount twice <laily, the waste taken out and accurately 
weighed once daily. 
The following amounts (limited) of feeds were given daily ave rage for 
the first period of seven days: 
Group 1-9 cows; 8 pounds cotton seed meal and 6t. pounds forn.g . 
Group 2-3 cows; 10 pounds com meal and 6~- pounds forage. 
Group 3-8 cows; 8 pounds cotton seed meal and corn meal mixerl, 
and 7i pounds forage. 
Group 4-3 cows; 10 pounds cotton seed boiled and 71; pounds 
forage. 
The following amounts of food (not limited) were the daily average 
consumed for the last period of tile test: 
Group 1-9 cows; 1 0~ pounds cotton seed meal and 7 t pounds forage. 
Group 2-3 cows; 19-k pounds com meal anrl 7t pounds forage. 
Group 3-8 cows; 18t pounrls cotton seed meal and corn meal mixed 
and 7! pounds forage . 
Group 4-3 cows; 9i pounrls cotton seed boiled and 5t pounds forage. 
It is an interesting fact to note that the increase of the feed demanded 
by the cows consisted in the grain alone. All of tbe feect was consumed 
without any bad results to the cows. There was practically no increase 
in tile amount of the forage consumed. It must be borne in mind that 
the above amounts are· tlte averages consumed daily for seven days. 
The largest amount of cotton seed meal consumect in one day by any one 
cow was 14 pounds. of com meal 22 pounds, and of cotton seed meal 
and corn meal mixed, half each, 28 pounds. Startling as these figures 
may be, they" are correct. 
This feeding test was not made with a view of ascertaining the cost of 
butter ancl. milk from a given quantity of feed, but to try to find out, 
if possible, what effect these different feeds given in large quantities 
would have on the amount of milk and butter produced, and upon the 
healLh of the cows. 
*Since published as Bu]]etin No. :~3. 
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FIELD CROPS. 
"OR'l'HERN GROWN SEED. 
STEEDMAN, TEXA~. 
DEAR Sm-Will northern grown corn mature earlier in tllis latitude 
than native seed? It is believed by some it will do so, and partial ex-
periments seem to confirm it. 
Have you any data on this subject? 
• Your , etc., S. D. S. 
ANSWER. 
In reply to the above inquiry, I beg to say I have found from a prac-
tical experience of twenty years plnnting corn in another State, that wllen 
seed corn is procured a few hundred miles north of one locality and 
planted, the northern grown seed will mature from a week to ten days 
earlier than the com gro,vn from seed which had been plan ted in tlle 
more southern locality a few years. \Vhen we consider the short grow-
ing sen on of a norLhern climate, and the long one of the. southern clim-
ate, it is mo t natural that such conditions should develop. I have no 
statistical data upon which to base my opinion. I can only state in a 
general way that 1 am convinced tlint it is a fact. The test of varieties 
of com made the present sea on on the grounds of tb.e Texas Experiment 
Station wn o badly injured by tlle hot winds wbicl1 came about July 1, 
that no reiiable data can be given on this point beyond the roasting ear 
st:-we of mnturiLy. lt must also be borne in mind that tllis is only one. 
year's te t, and cnn not be taken as conclusive. 
Tile re ·u It given below are from two varieties of corn obtained from 
each of the localities named: 
Texas, average date first roasting ear June 30. 
Kan a , average date Orst roasting car June 12. 
Alnbama, average dnte first ron. ting ear June 26. 
Virginia, avernge date first roasting ear June 19. 
All the varieties \Vere field corn, planted and cultivated under as nearly 
like condition as i.t was possible to get tllem. 
PE ULlAR HABtTS OF CERTAIN VAR1E1'IES OF CO'TTON . 
The fact given below are some of tile conclusions that can be gath-
ered from re ults of experiments with varieties of cotton the past two 
sea on on tbe grounds of Texa::, Experiment t:ltation. 
The yield from all of tlte limbed cluster varieties, such as Peerless, 
Peterkin, ·ure Fruit, Tyler, and others of the same type, is usually 
large; and while tile bolls are small, tlle cotton is easily picked, provided 
it i done before rain falls upon the open bolls. Tile greatest objection 
to the e varietie is tlle fact t!Jat tlle cotton falls out so badly; the gath-
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ering is oftentimes seriously interfered with, and tbe loss from rain 
consiclerB ble. 
Tbe cluster or short limbed varieties, such as Boyd, Cochran, Hawkins, 
and Wellborn, are early and prolific, bnt fail more reactily from the ef-
fects of a dry, bot spell than the long limbed cluster kinds; the bolls 
being so near each other are easily covered with trasll, and troublesome 
to pick. · 
Tile large boll varieties, such as Texas Storm Proof, Bohemian, a.nd 
others, are vigorous growers, and the plant continues green long after 
many otller varieties hav e dropped most of their leaves. Tlle bolls are 
very large and easy to pick, and owing to ille peculiar deep shape of the 
burr, tbe cotton does not fall out easi ly, an 1 the foliage remaining 
green, trash from dead leaves is never very troublesome. .r-1 one of these 
varieties are prolific, the seed are larger and the per cent of lint small. 
All the long staple varieties, such as Allen, l\lattbews, 'outhern Hope, 
and others, have marle good yields a::J.d fair stap les. 
Tennessee Gold Dust and King's Improved are the earliest that we 
have tested thus far. 
Among ,the new varieties tested we mention as promising Dickson's 
Early Cluster, Keno, Ladde, and Texas Oak; and as worthless, the 
Japan. 
MACHINE TO CUT SORGHUM. 
GEORGETOWN, TEXAS. 
· 'Vill you kindly tell me at what time sorghum should be cut for hay? 
What machine do you recom111end to cut witl!? 
I' lease give me your method of handling the sorghum for hay. I have 
a fine crop growing and am anxious to make tile best hay possible out 
of it. J. H. F. 
ANSWER. 
In reply to your favor of July lOth, allileavy grain producing plants, 
such as corn, sorghum, oats, cow peas, etc;, if used for hay should be 
cut when the grain is in the dough state. The plant at tllis age con-
tains t!Je largest amoun~ of nutnrn ent, while tile amount of moisture is 
not so great as if it is cut at an earl ier state. 
lf your crop is plan ted in tl!e drill a corn harvester run by two men 
and one mule is a cbeap and satisfactory maciline for tl!is work. Sh.ould 
the weather be favorable the sorghum can remain on the ground as it is 
piled from the machine, and when it is sufficiently cured it slwuld be 
stacked, but if th e weather is threatening it will be better to shock it as 
fast as it is cut, and the shocks ~ltould be secured near tlle top with a 
cord or banrl of sorgilum stalks. 
Tile machine used at this place is manufactured by the McDonald 
l\Ianufact.uring Company of BeUefontaine, Ohio, in two styles. Can be 
bad of any hard ware dealer or can be ordered from the factory. Cost 
$·W to $i5 . 
If planted broadcast, cut with a mower and let the sorghum remain 
spread on tl.J.e ground until sufficiently cured to keep when stacked. It 
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should then be pu t into p iles with a hay rake and stacked. It takes 
sometime fo r the stalk of tlw sorgh um plant to cure, and for t!Jat reason 
it is best to stack 1t and let it remain until dry before placing in the 
barn. 
WONDERFUL PEA. 
I NTERLACHEN, FLORIDA. 
Will you kindly give us your opinion of the Wonderful Peas as tried 
by you thi season, and oblige. · H. G. H. & Co. 
ANSWER. 
In reply to you r favor of the 14th, I have this to say : Thirty varieties 
of cow peas were tested on the gwunds of this Experiment t'ltation the 
past season. I can conscientiously recommend the Wonderful Pea as 
being one of the best. It is a vigorous grower, making an abundance of 
vine; not as prolific as some, though the y ield was satisfaetory, ripening 
about the m iddl e of September. But it ~s not a new pea as is claimed 
for it by some. My work with i.t here has con firmed my experiments 
with it in another State. It is the Unknown Pea with a different name. 
Tile nknown Pea has been grown for several years past all over the 
South . 
ln t he te t of thirty varieties, made here, there are some new ones and 
some old var iet ies with new names. The old Tory is called "Everlast-
ing," arlver tised and sold by that name last winter. Tile Sixty Day 
Bunch or Poor 1\Ian's Friend is called " Granite ." 
Tile crowclers have all clone well . The conch pea bas made a wonder-
ful growth of vine, but has not bloomed yet. As a novelty I call you1· 
attention to the Pearson Bean. It looks something like the "Sword 
Long Po 1," but is much more vigorous and prolific and the bean is 
mao-nificent in appearance. 
VEGETABLES. 
FOR 'l'HE K lTCHEN GARDEN . 
l\Iy one year's experi ence with the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical 
College Mess Hall gn rclen and some of the lessons taught by being placed 
in per anal contact with the thin gs g rown here, may be of value to tl-wse 
interested in selecting varieties for planting the garden the com ing 
' ea on. 
Tile varietie of vegetables g rown below are those which have given 
b t re ul t at til is place, and most of tilem a re fri ends of long standing. 
Beans-Dwarf, Jrn proved Valentine, and Dwarf Butter Wax (pole), 
Fnt flor e, or rea e Back (Lima), tile Speekl ed . 
abbao·e-Early Flat Dutcil, Improved Early t:iummer, and Drumhead 
Savoy. 
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·Carrots-Early Scarlet Horn and Half Long Scarlet French. 
Corn-Adam's Early and Hundred Day. 
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·Cucumbers-Long Green, New Odea.ns M:arket, and Early luster. 
Egg Plant-Large Purple. 
Lettuce-Early Cabbage, Brown Dutch, and Improved Large Pas ion. 
Melons-Pineapple Cantaloupe, Jones' Improved Watermelon. 
Okra-W.hite Velvet. 
Onions-Creole, w·hiLe Queen, Yellow Danvers , and Virginia Potato. 
Parsley-Double Curled. 
Peas-Early May and Champion of England. 
Pepper- weet Spanish, Ruby King, and Long Reel Cayenne. 
Potatoes___.:.Early Trinmpll and Burbank ~eedling. 
Raclisltes-Early ~carlet Turnip and Scarlet Half Long French. 
t;q uashes-Early Bush and Summer Crooked Neck. 
Tomatoes-Dwarf Champion, Acme, and Paragon. 
·Turnips-Purple Top, Large ""\iVllite Globe, and Improved Rutabaga. 
EXPERDlENT lN KEEPING lRfSH POTATOES. 
A small crop of Burbank seedling potatoes was planted on the grounds 
'<>f the Texas Experiment SLation the past season to make a test of some 
different methods of keeping. 
The land was prepared, fertilized and planted and cultivated in the 
usual crop method. The potatoes were duo- on June 26th, just as the 
vines were beginning to turn yellow. For the keeping te t, 100 pounds 
.averag,; sized tubers were selected, ·ancl on June 29th placed in bin of 
26 pounds each, and treaterl. as follows, and allowed to remain undis-
•turbed (except the removal of the rotten potat<_>e at intervals by band 
.picking) until October 3. 
No. 1.-Sprinkled potatoes witll slacked lime. From this bin seven 
rotten potatoes were removed at intervals, and when weigned on Octo-
ber 3, 73 per cent were sound and in very good condition, though a little 
shriveled. 
No. 2.-Spnnkled with two pounds flour sulphur; nine potatoes lost 
.by rot; 69.2 per cent sound October 3, but soft and shriveled. 
No. 3.-Sprinkled witll six pouncls of road sand; eight rotten potatoes; 
7 4. 2 per cent sound October 3; very good condition, tllough a little 
shriveled. 
No. 4.-Nothing was applied; 65.3 per cent sound October 3; very 
soft and shrivel eel. 
No. 5.-... pread in hot sun lt hours June 29; eight rotten potatoes re-
moved at intervab ; 67.3 per cent sound October 3; very soft and badly 
shriveled. 
For a number of years I have kept my crop of potatoes successfully in 
anotller Southern State by digging early, before the ground gets very 
hot, spreading them on the floor of a cool, dark, airy room, and cover-
ing them liglllly with slacked lime. 
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CAN T ALOUPES. 
F or thi s t est a p1 ot one twenty-sixth of an acre of new land which had 
bee n broken early in lh e season, was selected. On 1\larch :26 the rows 
we re run off four feet apart . An appli cation of equal parts of cotton 
seed m ea l and Da llas tankage at th e rate of 600 pounds per acre was made 
in t he lnyoff f urro w, whi ch was followed by a bull tongue to thoroughly 
in co rporate th e f ertilize rs with t he soil. Tlt e plot was then beddecl out 
w it h t urn p lo w. The beds wer e harrowed ancl opened. Six to ten seed 
w re clrop ped about on e fo o t apart in the drill. The pineapple variety 
was plan ted an d a perfect s ta nd was obtained. :Kot more than two 
pl ant were allowect to g ro w fro rr. each bill. The first ripe meiQns were 
gn tl1 e recl June 20, and at the rate of 13,000 saleable melons were grown 
p er :H.: re. •~uJ1u 1 w.' .,. 
Til is d eli c io us m e1on does not receive the attention it should at the 
hands of tile Southern farmer. 
BY J. M. CARSON, ASSISTANT AGRICULTURIST.* 
HOW 'l'O KILL JOHNSON GRASS. 
W e arc trying to solve this much repeated question. This grass is val-
uabl e as a hny crop, but it is looked upon by many as a curse to the 
co mmunity in wlli eh it is grown. lf once started it will in time infest 
th e wl1ol e co mmunity , appearing in patches more or !ess widely scattered 
ov r tl1 e c ultivated lands. 
On t lt e 15 th of Jul y , 1893, a plat of Jan.d was selected in a low, wet 
soil on til e Coll ege farm, wltich was very favorable to the growth of 
J o hn son g rass. At th,is time tllere was a luxuriant growth of grass about 
tl1ree fee t hi g h on each plat. The land was divided into small plats 
10x1 0 f at, co nta ining 100 square feet . The Johnson grass was cut off 
cv 11 wi th th e s urface of the g round on all plats, after whicll the follow-
in g n.pp li en ti o ns were macl e : 
Pl at 1 reee i vecl 80 po unds salt and 6 g nllons kerosene oil. 
Plat '2 r ece ive l 100 pound of clry salt. 
J> l:tL 3 re •e iv erl 50 po unds dry salt and 4 gallon s kerosene oiL 
Plat 4 r ce iv ed 1 pound arsenic and 2 pounds sal soda solution in 5 gal-
lon s of wnLer. 
Pi n t 5 re<..:ei ved 2 pounds arsenic and 4 pounds sal soda solution in 5 
g allr llJ o f ·wa ter. 
Pi aL 6 r ece ived t pound corrosive sublimate solution in 5 gallons of 
wn te r. 
Pint 7 r ece iv ed 2 pounds concentrated lye solution in 5 gallons of 
wate r. 
Plat 8 r ece ived 3 pounds sulphur and 3 pounds lime solution in 5 gal-
lons of wa te r. • 
Pl a t 9 r eceived 5 pounds bluestone (copper sulphate) solution in 5 
gnllon o f wntcr. 
Plat 10 rece tv ed 2 pounds of calomel, dry. 
*Re~ ignecl June, 1894. 
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Another piece of richer lantl was selected in the Brazos bottom for the 
purpose of testing tl1e effect of these agents on (leep alluvial soil as com-
pared ·with tile upland po t oak loam . A ug u t 2Qt this piece of land was 
divided into plats of 100 square feet each, and the following was ap-
plied: 
Plat 1 received 120 pounds salt and 6 gallons of kerosene oil. 
Plat 2 rcceivect 120 pound s alt, dry. 
Plat 3 r eee1vect 40 pounds s:1.lt and 4 gallons of kerosene oil. 
Pl:1.t 4 received 3 pounds arsenic and 6 pounds sal soda solution in 6 
gallons of water. 
J>lat 5 received 6 pounds arsenic and 12 pounds ~al soda solution in 12 
gallons of water. 
Plat 6 reeeived 1 pound corrosive sublimate solution in 5 gallons of 
water. 
Plat 7 received 4 pounds concentrated lye so lution in 10 gallons of 
water. 
Plat 8 r eceived 10 pounds bluestone (copper sulphate) solution in 10 
gallons of water. 
Plat 9 receiv ed 1 gallon sulphur and 2 gallons lime, by measure, in 10 
gallons of wnter. 
:Plat_10 received 4 pounds calomel, applied dry. 
EFFECT OF APPLICATION ON GRASS. 
Notes were taken about two weeks after the several mixtures were 
tried, (1L1ring which time tltere had been no rain. On every plat where 
the arse nieal mixture was used, the grass was a ll' killed. Tlte gras. ·was 
also perfectly d<.•n.d where tl1e sn.lt and kerosene oil were at plied. Where 
salt alone v<as used tl1e gra~s ·was st ill growing, but not vigorous ; after 
the first rain tbc salt was dissolverl and the g rass all rlie<l in a few days. 
Tl1e effeet of t!Je corrosive sublimate, com:entmtecl lye and eopper sul-
phate (blues tone) solutio11s were about tile ~ame , viz., J~ill ecl about one-
half of tl1e grass down to the su rfnce of tll e g round. Tl1e caiomel bad 
no nppreci:1 ble effect at any time after appl i<:ation . 
1\utes ta.l<en in December, about two week s after a fine rain, s l1 owed 
all tile grass dead o n pbts wh ere arse nieal n1ixtttre ltacl been npplicd, as 
well as sa lt nnd kerosene oi l, ancl wl1ere r::alt [done l1nd bt·en u ·eel. All 
otl1er pints s l1 uwcd very I i ttle <:>ffect from application eunqmred wit!J grass 
contiguous to plats wl1ere notlli11g lind been w-ed. 
1\otes taken in April, lt\94. on Drnzos b<,tto m pln.ts, when tl1e g rnss 
growing n0ar to tl1em ""n about two f<:et in l1 0igl1t. s l1<m cd on plats 1\os. 
1, 2, 4, and 5 no grn.~s of nny ].;incl. h will be reme111bcred tl1at on plat 
No. 1 was n l1 eavy application of salt and oil, nnd on 1'\o. 2 was salt 
alone, same amount ns wns nppli< ·d to 1\n. 1. 0o . 4 contained an;c ni<..:al 
mixture, and ~o. 5 abo nr:-enical mixture, hutt'v,·ice tl1 e q unntity nppliecl 
to 1\o. 4. On all of lllef3e pints it was fuuntl 11po n digging duwn ·cveral 
inches und0r tl1e surface. tll:'1.t tl1e roots were (l(•cayecl. On pint 1\o. 0 (a 
light applicntion of ... alL and oil) vve f011ncl twu ~ l1uots of .J<,hn on gra , 
but the roots were not vigorou , nor \\' ere tl1e tops. Un tl1e other plats 
in the bottoms the grass was growing as well as upon tl1at whicll had not 
been poisoned. 
Notes taken in the spring nt the Collrge s l1 ow no .lol111 on grnss grow-
ing on plats Nos. 1, 2, and 3, but on plats 1\os. 5 and 6, upon whicll the 
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ar enical mixture bad been applied, a few shoots of grass were 'found, 
po sib ly due to tlte ~act that where these plats were located tlle winter 
rains washed over the surface badly. 
UOST OF .APPLICATION. 
Calculating upon tlle basis .of 7 cents per pound for arsenic and 3 
cents pe!' pouncl for sn l oda, the arsenical mixture necessary to kill 100 
quare feet of the grass, thickly set, as was applied to the plats in tue 
Brazos bo ttoms, will cost 39 cents; the salt, at t cent per pound, will cost 
60 cent ; the sa lt and kerosene oil, rating the oil at l2t cents per gallon, 
will cost about $ 1. 
To ki 11 one acre of grass, the arsenical mixture will cost $ 169, the salt 
$261, ancl the alt and kerosene oil $435. From the auove statement it 
appear3 t!Jat there is no economical way of killing the gras8 by applica· 
tion of poi ons to large fielcts. Tue arsenical mixtme costing much less 
than the salt~ or t!Jan salt and kerosene oil, we woull recommend its use 
on patches about over tue farm, in connection with close cultivation. In 
th i way we believe tue grass can be controlled, and entirely destro.} eel if 
taken in time. We are continuing the experiments here reported, and 
have begun others, and feel satislicd that we will soon be able to im-
prove upon the methods now recommended to kill this grass. 
Thee applications will de troy the productiveness of the soil for a 
time, but for how long has not yet been determined by us. 
l'RL!:PARATION AND MANNER OF APPLICATION. 
The arsenic is, of course, the active principle in killing the grass. but 
it is insoluble in either cold or boiling water, and has little or no effect 
when applied dry. The sal sorla was used as a resolvent in the propor-
tion of abo ut 2 pounds of sal soda to 1 pound of arsenic mixed and boilen 
for one hour in 5 gallons of water. The mixture was then allowed to 
cool and applied to the surface of the ground with a galvanized iron 
. prinkling pot made for t!Je purpose. The ar enieal mixture will attack 
t in ve els. So we recommend a galvanized iron vessel in wltiuh to boil 
the mixture. For convenience it onn be transferred to a barrel ltaving 
a rubber bose atlauhe<i, with a sp rinkl er on tlte enrl and a s top-cock on 
the hose ncar the b:urel. A simple device of this kind can be hauled 
from place to plaue and mixture applied without danger to clothes, 
shoe , etc. 
The snit wa sp rinkled ovet: the surface by band, anrl where the kero-
sene oil was used it was applied with an ordinary tlower pot. 
The corrosive sublimate, as well as the blueslone, wat-i easily soluble in 
cold water, nncl on account of their corroding properties to most metals, 
a o-la car boy was used. It was found by this experiment that tlte=-e two 
chem iuals were of no economical value in destroying the grass, hence we 
can not recommend their u e. 
The su lphur and lime readily combined upon boiling in water for about 
20 minute·, and wa applied to the urface. 
The concentrated lye '""a prinklecl on the surface with a tlower pot. 
The sulpuur, lime, an l concentrated lye solut ion gave no l.Jetler re:-; ult. 
than did tlte solution of COtTO i ve ubli mate aud copper sttlpllate. Tllere· 
fore we will not di cu s tbem further. 
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HOW TO KILL JOHNSON GlaSS ON UPLAND SOILS. 
On the College farm a tract of about 10 acres was sown to .Johnson 
grass seven or eigut years ngo for tile purpose of obtainino· a p rmanent 
meadow, and, notwitllstanding manure was applied,· it. did not make a 
good yieltl. This soil is light, sandy loam, varyinO' in rleptil fr m 5 to 
10 inches, with a stiff, impervious clay sub-soil, in to whicil the root do 
not penetrnte, · whiclt accounts· fot· the poor growth. As u ual the O'l'!l 
did not fail to scatter its seeds over the entire farm, soon becoming a 
serious nuisance. lt was decided to get rid of tbe grass if possible by 
close cultivation. Til is rnearlow was broken broadcast in the early fall 
witlt a tuming plow, and immediately harrowed thorougbly ~itlt a 
spring-tooth harrow; was at thi time very rlry and warm. Nothin tY 
more was done . until about the first of February, when it was ag:tin 
broken broadcast witil tumingplow and harrowed with pring-to tit har-
row, thoroughly pulverizing tlle soil so as to admit of easy surfnce cuHi-
vation witil sweep. It was prepared for late planting of coUon; about 
the 1st uf May by working btoadcast and bedding with solid sweep once 
to tile row, at wh ich time the soil was in excellent tilth. Cotton was 
planted immediately; came up in a few days, anct grew off nicely. It 
was given frequent sllallow cultivation with buzzard wing sweeps. The 
cultLvation was continued until about the 15th o( Augu t. 
The following fall when vieking cotton, only a few sprigs of tlle g rass 
could be found, and tilese, for tb.e most part, appeared on tile ''sanely 
mounds" where tlte clay subsoil docs not come near tlle surface. The 
following spring this land was put to corn, but was not so carefully cul-
tivated. It was folluwed by cotton this year, c lose ly cultivate11 with 
sweep. T~llis spring only a few bunclles of Jollnson grass can be seen 
(1894.) 
DAIRYING. 
BY A. M . 'SOULE, ASSiSTANT AGRICULTURIST . 
SELECTING A DAIRY COW. 
MrNERAL WELLS, TEXAS. 
I have recently come to this Rtate and made some inve tments here, 
anrl llope soon to engage in the dairy business. You will oblige me by 
giving me the essenti a l points of a good dairy cow, and whether or not. these 
points v:try witlL different breeds. Also, in yo ur experience, what breed 
is best suited for dairy purposes? J. B. B. 
ANSWER. 
In selecting a dairy cow, first of all inquire into her pe<Hgree, and 
ascertain what has been the record of her aucestors in the dairy. Next 
look into her own aetual performance at the pail and test her milk with 
the Bn.beuek maehine. Some claim tllat the u e of the tester is all that 
is nee<.led, but tlle Babcock test docs not tell anytlling of constitution, o( 
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the nervous force of the animal. the prolonged or <ieep milking qualities, 
or whether she will be a desirable animal to breed from. Last of all, it 
is not always pos ible to have a tester at band, especially in a country 
where dnirying is not generally pursued . 
Tlw follow in g points will be found to form an index for the guidance 
of the inexperienced breeder, being basect on carefu l observation ann 
some experience in th e hnndling of dairy stock . A model dairy cow 
s!Joulcl po e the following clw.racteristics verv st rikin gly: 
I. Jn general outl1ne: She should. be rather fine in the head, neck 
nncl crops, wide in the chest, large in the barrel, and large development 
in the hind quarters. 
I f. Tlte tri pie wedge-shaped formation is considered essential in a 
dairy animal. It implies: 
1. Jn rca ing width from the withers downward. 
2. Incrensing wicltl1 towards tl1e rear parts. 
3. Dccren in g wicltu from the top of the hind quarters downward. 
JII. Tile head is medium to fine, longer and more disllCcl and tapering 
somewhat more tuan in the beefing breeds." 
IV. The neck should be fine, fairly long and tapering and the throat 
clean. 
V. The body should be capacious, broad and deep and medium in 
lenglll. 
VI. The udrler should be long, broad, deep, extending well forward 
and well up bel1ind, and rather evenly quartered. 
VI I. The milk veins should be large and tortuous, abundant on tlle 
uclrler, ann the orifices large where tlley enter tue body. 
Vllf. The escutcheon slloulct be well ctevcloped from the perineum to 
the uclcler and slloulcl extencl well outward at the thighs. 
JX. Tile legs should be medium to sllort, witiJ bone of medium size. 
X. Tile skin sl1ould be medium to fine, elastic and mellow, hair plen-
tiful and soft, and the skin a riel! yellow color. 
Tl1 ese points will be found to vary but slightly in the essentially dairy 
breeds, i. e .. making clue allowance for the tine points of distinction be-
tween the different breeds. \Ve have had some experience wit l1 several 
breed ancl arc not prepared to discriminnte in ·favor of any one. 
All tl1e dairy breeds llave their strong points and tl1eir wenk points; 
jt i impossible to state which is best for your purpose, as many of our 
fine ]airy herds are composed of grades. 
'• A good cow is a good cow all the world over, no matter what breed 
slle belongs to." 
NEW FEEDS FOR DAIRY COWS. 
Tbe discussion of new feeds is always an interesting subject to the 
dairyman, a llis success is largely depenrlent upon having the right kind 
of feerl. Careful experiment has long since proved that tl1e be;:;t results 
are obtained from feeding a liberal supply of succulent food well supple-
mente(! by a g ra in ration. The best ration for a dairy eow being one of 
protein to six or seven of carbollydrates. Texas has been highly favored 
witl1 re pect to good dairy foods. Corn, rye and sorghu rn all flourish, 
producing magnificent yields for feed, either as soiling crops or for en-
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silage, and the two latter make splendid pastures or hay crops. In cot-
ton seed meal is found a concentrated food produced at a minimum cost, 
wllich can be used to form the meal portion of the ration. But it is ob-
jectionable for dairy cows and shonld only be fed in limited quantities, 
as it m.akes the butter viscid, and in a brge measure destroys th e color, 
flavor and aroma. Hence if we are going to compete with northern 
dairymen it is necessary to cast about for a food that can be pwduced as 
c!Jeap as cotton seed meal and can be substituted for a portion of it in 
the ration. In tile north they have elover anct roots, but as they do not 
take kindly to our southern soil and climate, ot!Jer substitues must be 
sought. Prof. Robertson has been working for several seasons endeavor-
ing to obtain a balaneed ration for the dairy t~ow from the natural prod-
ucts of the soil, and bas in a large measure succeerled. It consists of 
corn, English horse beans and sunflowers. These are cut g reen and 
made into silage or cmed as hay. Tllis is looked upon with favor in tile 
north, and as corn, beans and sunflowers find a natural habitat here, it 
would seem tllat it would be worthy of tile dairyman's attention in tlJis 
State. 
Oats and Canadian field peas sown together at the rate of one-third 
peas to two-tllirds oats, in all at tile rate of two bushels per acre, forms 
another valuable food for this purpose, either for ensilage, soiling, or 
curing for hay. The peas and vines are botll very ticl1 in protein, thus 
togetller witll oats forming a well balanced ration that needs littl e if any 
meal fed with it. The Canadian field pea is as yet a stranger in the 
land, but it is lloped anotller season it will find a place on our Station 
farm. Vetches are not unknown here, and when grown in connection 
witl1 oats are about equal in feeding value to oats and peas. Tile e two 
mixtures last mentionerl are good for both sheep and horses as well. 
They sllould be cut in the milk stages, and if intenctcd for llay, left to 
wilt in the sun for a few hours, _and then marle in to shoeks and left to 
sweat for a time, when they can be llaulecl to the barn or stack. Tlle at-
tention of the dairyman is respectfully called to the above fodders. It 
is to be hoped that they may be given a trial on the Station g rounds an-
other season, and in the meantime some progressive dairyman may see 
fit to give some or tlJese fodders a trial elsewl1ere in this ~tate next sea-
son. The pea, bean, and. vetch all belong to tile legumes, and have the 
power of absorbing atmospheric nitrogen by mean of their root tuber-
cles, so that they leave tile soil very riell in this substance; another strong 
point in their favor. 
THE EFFECT OF FOOD ON 'l'HE QUALITY AND QUANTI'rY OF MLLK. 
During the summer some interesting observations were made along this 
line. The cows of the herct were all carefully tested, during tl1e period 
indicatect, and the food and milk of each animal accurately weighed and 
recorded. 
Most of the cows were in the advanced period of lactation, though 
some were fresh w!Jen the tests were made, and, although it was at the 
heighth of the drouth which prevailed during the summer montl1s, and 
when the pastures were almo.3t eaten bare, strange to say, the cows not 
only held up wonderfully in milk flow, but the per cent of fat in the 
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milk incrense~l, and the an imals laiLl on flesh, as demonstrated by actual 
test and weigh in g . made. 
The only supplementary feed used was four pounds of wheat bran per 
Clay; one-half of that llad been tlleration before tlley were turned on ,the 
pa ture. This seems ver.'f strange wllen complaint has generallY, been 
macle about the poor quality of milk produced the past season, and the. 
fallinO' off of O.e h in herds in various parts of the country. This has 
been charo·etl la rgely to tlle account of the O.ies, but there we.re plenty of 
flie in til is in lance as well. 
Til pa ture copsisterl essentially of blue grass, which makes but very 
littl e :.d, and Lhus as it becomes older and shorter it contains an equal 
or oTeater amount of nutritive matter, but owing to its dry nature would 
not ·up1 ly a large milk flow, wlliL:h again sllows the necessity of having 
ancl feedina a liberal supp ly of succu lent foods to dairy cows. J\Iani-
fe ·tly then if the food was more concentrated the animals would natu-
rally lay on !le h, but as the quality of milk is fixed by inrlividuality, 
the i ncr a ·e in p r cent of fat could not be accounted for in t!Jat way. 
·To Ltna the cow from the beginning to the end of the milking period has. 
hown that as tlle period of lactation advances the milk increases in per 
cent of fat. 
Again. may a cow not !lave tlle capacity to give 6 per cent of fat and 
yet from poor feeding and improper management give only 4 per cent 
of fat; anrl yet wllen properly treated and fed, run up to her maximum 
of 6 per cent fixed by indiviLluality? This seems to be a reasonable way 
of explainin g this vexetl question. 
Later in the season th.e cows were turned on a new pasture containing 
a l:1rge per eent of clover, aud as a result the fretih eows made a rapid 
gain in flow for a ~hort time. About this time the grain ration was 
doubled, with littl e effect ou quantity but slwwing slightly better quality. 
This again indicates the usefulness of green fodrler to increase the milk 
yield as compared witll concentrated foocl, and illustrates the difficulty 
of increasing tile flow permanently when once it has become diminished 
from any cause. 
DAlRYl~G l~ THE ::;OU'l'H. 
How to uccessfully and economically contend with the intense heat of 
our climate is one of the dairy problen:s that is not easily solved . Since 
ice can not be llad naturally, and the man ufactui·ed article is too expen-
sive, ome other means must be devised to meet this exigency. 
~Iany machines have been invented for this purpose, and among them 
a class of machines known as ·'evaporators,'' for, although there are many 
styles, they all work on the same principle-namely, that of surround-
ing the vessels containing the milk with wet eloths, so arranged that 
either automatically or by capillary attraction they will remain moist 
during the setting period, and thus cool the milk by evaporation, the 
water being supplied from a reservoir conveniently arranged . 
DurinO' the pre ent summer we have tested two of these machines, with 
there ult that we find an average temperature of from 74 degrees to 78. 
degree F. can be secured by this method. This temperature, however, 
is too high to give satisfaction, as the difference in temperat.ure of the· 
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milk when drawn fresh from the cow and after setting fifte n hours i 
not great enongll to permit of a complete separation of the fat from the 
milk, causing a serious loss. 
It is claimed, however, by the advocates of these machine , that they 
are infinitely superior to nothing (which i very true), and thn.t in case 
where only one or two cows are kept for family u e, thee machine , be-
ing so cheap, form a very desirable addition to snell a home. E p "Cia lly 
is this true of certain styles, wilich are so ananged that they may al o be 
used as refrigerators. 
For tilis purpose tile evaporator may ilave a place, but when a many 
as five or more cows are kept a sep:uator is de irable. This, u ed in con-
nection with a Cooley Creamer, for holding and ripening the crenm, or 
a Boyd vat, forms the ideal method of dairying u nd r present ei rcum-
stanees. And if a sufficient number of cows are kept to enable churn in rr 
to be done every day, and the butter is delivered as soo11 a mn.<le, the 
difficulties of handling and caring for tile products of tile dairy nre 
greatly simplified. . 
, In the case of small herds where a separator is considered too costly, 
we would advocate the use of the Cooley Creamer, rather than the evap-
orator, as the results will be found more satisfactory. lt is true the for-
mer cost much more, but a good thing was never yet purchased for 
nothing~ and our motto on this question is, start right when you go into 
any business. It may cost more in the beginning, but it will prove by 
far the cheapest in the end. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
THE FAIR. 
The Texas Experiment Fltation has a fine exhibit at the fair, in chat·ge 
of Prof. Clayton, Agriculturist of the Station, assisted by 1\lr. A. 1\I. 
F ergu on, a post g raduate of tlle Agricultural and 1\lechanical College. 
The exhibit embraces: Cotton, 34 variteies; corn. 63 varieties; sorghum, 
15 varietie ; fiell peas, 30 varieties; wlleat, 8 t varieties; oats, 56 varie-
ties; rye, 4 varieties; barley, 7 var ieties; cultivated grasses and fomge 
plants, 104 varieties; nn,tive grasses, 50 varieties; sweet potatoes, 50 va-
rieties;· Irish potatoes, 50 varieties; onions, 20 varieties; millets, Kaffir 
corn, Jerusn,lem corn, broom corn, and hundreds of otheL' proclucts. 
The e ex hibits ai·e not shown as samples of successful farming, but to 
illustrate t l1 e effects of different processes of fertilizing and cultivation. 
The cotton is shown in tlte sta lk witll open bolls, neatly mounted and 
framed. The gmins and g rasses are shown in the entire plant, mounted, 
and separately in t!Je seed. The effect of fertilizers on potatoes is sllown 
in grap ltic diagrams, placing th e results before the eye of t.he inspector in 
ea~i ly comp reh ended shape. There is also a collection of injurious in-
ects in g ln, s, and in ect iuicl es used in d es troying them, witll a collection 
of fungiuicles tl eel in spray in g anrl otherwise treating trees, vines and 
vegetables. There is a lso an exhibit of tlle chemic[tl analyses of a pound 
e[tch of corn, cotton seed, pea vines, and meadow hay, sllowing tLLe car-
bohydrates, protein, fat, fiber, and ash of each respectively, separately in 
g la s. 
No amount of theoretical composition can bring the facts so plainly to 
the mind as the constituents of the various feed stuffs separated so tl1ey 
may be separate ly see n, weighed, ancl compared. Persons interested in 
stouk feedino· s hou ld study this coUection ancl take the facts llome with 
t ilem.-Texas Fm·m and Ranch, Oct. 26, 1895. 
TilE 'l'EXAS EXPERIMENTAL S'l'ATION. 
T exas Experiment Station has a very handso me exhibit at tile State 
Fair, loc[tted in Exposition Hall, in charge of 1\Ir. James Clayton, Agri-
c ulturi t of the Station, as·istecl by Mr. A. l\l. Ferguso n, a post graduate 
of the Agricultural and l\lechanieal College. Both of these gentlemen 
take plea ure in show in g vi itors through tlte exhibit, and explaining all 
the details connected with tile experimental work, some of tile results of 
whicil are hown at the fn,ir. Re ults of tilese experiments are of great 
value to the farmers of T exas, and we trust tilat every man interested 
in farming will spend a part of his time at the fair exatnining tile speci-
m n hown. 
In tile exhibit are to be found products from tlle departments of agri-
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culture1 horticulture, chemistry, and veterinary science. From the agri-
culturat" department we find valuable results in field experiments with 
varieties of corn, cotton, wheat, oats, field peas, sorgb u m, milo maize, 
Jerusalem corn, kaffir corn, broom corn, cultivated grasses, and forage 
plants. · 
From the department of horticulture are to be seen the resu lts of ex-
periments with sweet potatoes and Irish potatoes. Tile effect of fertil iz-
ers on potatoes is shown in a di::tgram, giving a very clear idea of tb 
needs of tile soil. T!Jere are twenty injurious insects, with in ect icid s, 
and a large number of native grasses mounted in frames an l correctly 
named. 
The chemical department has an exhibit of the different elements con-
tained in one pound eauil of corn, cotton seed meal, cow pea vines, and 
prairie hay, which should be of great value to the farmers ani cattlemen 
of our ~tate. 
T!Je veterinary department has on exhibition a model of a dipping vat 
such. as is now being used at the Experiment ~tation for dipping cattle. 
The Experiment ~tation is supported by an appropriation from the 
United ~tates government, and . its object is scientific invest igat ion in 
agnculture and kindred subjects. Bulletins giving results of t hese in-
vestigations are issued quarterly from tbe Experiment ~tation, and are 
free to farmers on application to J. H. Connell, director , College ~tation, 
Texas. A synopsis of all the bulletins published since the organ iz.ation 
of the Station and some of tile recent issues are being distributed from 
the exbibit, and by leaving your name and postotfice address tbe future 
bulletins will be sent from the Experiment Station.-..Fair, Field and 
Fa1·m, October 31, 1895. 
Not much. can be said of the Dallas Fair from the standpoint of the 
horticulturist. The horticulturists are not in it, but it is largely their 
own fault. The exhibit of t!Je Texas Experiment Station deserves spe-
cial notice. It was tastefully yet systematically arranged, and so skill-
fully placed as to easily impart difficult lessons. For illustration, take 
one of many examples: To give a tangible, conceivable idea of the 
chemical constituents and feeding value of several feedstuffs, the various 
ingredients of corn, wheat, cotton seed meal, pea vine hay, etc., are bot-
tled and ~et in line, showing at a glance and in a way wbich indelibly 
impresses the memory that cotton seed meal and pea vine hay c.ontain a 
remarkable amount of protein, while corn contains an equally remark-
ahly amount of carbohydrates, demonstrating at once that neither alone 
can be a perfect food. 
If the farmers and stock men who visited the fair made a careful study 
of the Experiment Station exhibit, their eyes are open to the great value 
of the Station's investigations, and there will be less criticism in the 
future. But we don't think they gave the exhibit the attention it de-
served. Don't for a moment imagine that we have harped on the only 
string in tune. We don't say that all are 'in tune; many were . not. 
There is room for improvement and always will be, but there is more 
room for improvement in the pupil than in the teacher. How many of 
you learned the lessons taught by the array of corn and potatoes of both 
6-Bulletin 
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kind ? Did any of you study tlle fertilizer chart? It taught as im-
portant le n as the illustration of food analyses. How many of you 
saw it? If you didn't sec any of these things, you llad better reserve 
your critieism of tbe Station until you have bad time to look into them. 
\Ve are in no way connected with the Station, and are under no obliga-
tions to it 'rvllicu yo u are not under.-Texas Stockman and Farmer, Nov. 
13, 1895 . 
At the recent Texas State Fair held at Dallas, the Texas Experiment 
Station made an exl1ibit that will be of immense benefit to the State 
throuah its educational effect upon farmers who visited the fair. 
From the agricultuml department of tlle Station there were shown the 
re ult of some valuable experiments in field work, with varieties of 
corn, cotton, wheat, oats, field peas, sorghum, milo maize, Kaffir corn, 
broom corn, cultivated grasses, and forage plants. From the depart-
ment of horticulture were shown the results of experiments with varieties 
of both sweet and lrish potatoes, and a test made with fertilizers on botll; 
a lso a variety test of onions, and a large number of native grasses, cor-
reeLly named. There were twenty injurious insects with insectcides and 
fungicides. The chemical department slwwed the different elements con-
tained in one pouncl eacll of corn, cotton seed meal~ pea vines, and prai-
rie hay . Tile veterinary department had on exhibition a model of a dip-
ping vat, snell as is now ueing used by the veterinarian in whicll to dip 
cattle to kill ticks. Recent issues of Bulletins, and a synopsis of all 
tlle Bulletins publi bed since the organization of the Experiment Sta-
tion, were distributed to tile farmers. .M.r. James Clayton, agriculturist 
of the Station, was in cllarge of the exhibit.-Southe1·n States, Novem-
be?·, 1895. 
AGRICUL1'URAL AND MECHANICAL EXHIBIT. 
Tb exh ibit of the Agricultural and Mechanical Experiment Station, 
of which As ·i tant Professor James Clayton has charge, was ready yes-
terclay. It i very large and is partially illustrative of the work of the 
tation for tlJe last two years. Of sweet potatoes there is a large collec-
tion, with their yields and a graphical diagram of the fertilizer work. 
Red Bermuda, General Grant, Hhnnghai, (California) Early Golden, and 
Barbadoes gave the largest iPlds, with Bunch Yam, Cavitt's Early 
Florida Yam, Georgia Yam, Hall Hayman, Negro Choker, and Norton 
Old Vineless close econds. Pbosphoric acid fertilizers, potassium, sul-
phate and barnyard manure compost gave best results in the order 
named. Nitrate of socla and all eompounds with it decreased the yield, 
and cotton seed meal affected a slight decrease. 
p cimens of common injurious insects are shown, and the remedies 
giv n. Samples of the more useful insecticides, such as carbon bisul-
pbid or '•lligh life," Pari green, napht~alene, llellebore, Persian insect 
powrler, too·ether with the most common fungicides, are shown. 
A coli tion of tbe more important grasses and sedges is shown. They 
are neatly mounted and labeled with their botanical and common names. 
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Most of the above subjects are elaborately treaten in bulletin board 
cards, which will soon be out and will be sent free to farmer on nr pli-
cation. 
In its entirety the exhibit is an illustrated lecture to farmers, horticul-
turists, and stockmen, and all interested shou ld not fail to eall on the 
gentlemen in charge. They have a limited quantity of Stntion publicn-
tions for distribution to farmers, and also catalogues of the Agri ·ultural 
and Mechanical College. 
The exhibit includes sixty-three varieties of corn, with the o-rowth of 
stalk, section of ear, length of grain, size of cob, and one peek of ears 
showing the main characteristics. 
Thirty-four varieties of cotton, exhibiting the stalk, lint, and seed. 
Thirty varieties of field peas in glass jars. 
Fifteen varieties of sorghum in the stalk. 
Kaffir, Jerusalem, and broom corn. 
Cat tail and German millet, red and white milo maize. 
Eighty-one samples of wheat, showing stalk and head of both bear lecl 
and smooth varieties. , 
Fifty-six samples of oats, including mfl"./ new varieties. 
Four varieties of rye. 
Eleven samples of barley. 
Forty-six samples of cultivated grass and clover seeds. 
Fifty-two varieties of cultivated grasses and forage plants. 
Fifty varieties of native grasses, all named. 
Fifty varieties of Irish potatoes, sho W"ing y ield per acre and kee ping 
qualities. 
Fifty varieties of sweet potatoes, showing yield per acre. 
Twenty-five varieties of onions, showing yield per acre and keeping 
qualities. · 
Samples of standard fungicides and insecticides. 
Two very unique drawings showing results of fertilizers applied to 
· Irish potatoes and sweet potatoes. 
A frame containing thirty-two cotton seed with the lint worked out, 
so as to give the length and quality of staple on each. 
Twenty injurious insects, in alcohol. 
In the chemical department is foun <l an analysis of a ponnd each of 
corn, cotton seed meal, pea vines, and meadow hay, showin g the amount 
of crude fiber, carbohydrates, protein, fat, water and ash contained in 
each.-Dallas News, October 23, 1895. 
EXPERIMENT STAT ION EXHIBIT. 
The Texas E:+periment Station exhibit at the State Fair, locaten in 
Exposition Hall, is highly praised, and on it the officers of the Experi-
ment Station have been complimented. From the agricultural depart-
ment is to be found the results of some valuable experiment in field 
work with varieties of corn, cotton, wheat, oats, field peas, sorghum, 
milo maize, Kaffir corn, broom corn, cultivated grasses, anrl forage 
plants. From the department of horticulture is shown the results of ex-
periments with varieties of both sweet and Irish potatoes, an'l a test made 
with fertilizers on both, also a variety test of onions, a large number 
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of native grasses, correctly named. There are twenty injurious insects 
with insecticides and fungicides. The chemical department shows the 
different elements contained in one pound of corn, cotton seed meal, pea 
vine , and prairie bay. The veterinary department has on exhibition a 
model of a dipping vat such as is now being used by the veterinarian in 
which to dip the cattle to kill ticks. Recent issues of Bulletins and a 
synopsi of all the Bulletins publisued since the organization of the Ex-
perim nt tation a re being distributed to the farmers. The entire work 
i for their beneOt, and these reports can be had free by applying to J . 
H. Connell, Director, College Station, Texas. .Mr. James Clayton, ag-
riculturist of t!Je Station, is in charge, and takes pleasure in showing 
visitors through the exhibit.-Dallas News, October 27, 1895-. 
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